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Zambia at a glance

The Republic of Zambia is a landlocked country
in Southern Africa region surrounded by 8
countries: Democratic Republic of Congo to the
north; Tanzania to the north-east; Malawi to
the east; Mozambique; Zimbabwe; Botswana;
and Namibia to the south; and Angola to the
west. With a population of almost 17 million
people and with a territory of 752,614 km2

(three times the size of the United Kingdom)
Zambia represents the geographical center of
the Southern Africa region. 

Zambia has maintained peace and political sta-
bility from its independence in 1964. 2011
signed a peaceful political transition with the
Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD)

defeated by the Patriotic Front at the  egislative
election. Today, Zambia is governed by Presi-
dent Edgar Lungu who won the election in
2016. 

According to the World Bank, Zambia is a re-
source-rich, lower-middle-income country:
Zambia’s Human Development Index (HDI)
value for 2015 is 0.579 - in the mid-range of
HDI rankings - positioning the country at 139
out of 188 countries and territories. In 2017
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was US$25.8
billion, equal to a per capita income of around
US$1,509. The country has made signi�icant
socio-economic progress over the past two
decades and achieved important average GDP
growth of 7.4% between 2004 and 2014.
However, since mid-2015, economic growth
has slowed considerably to 2.9 percent. Na-
tional economic performances are strongly re-
lated with the price of copper considering that
copper mining is the most important activity
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and accounts for around 85% of country’s ex-ports. In 2015 Zambia faced a critical eco-nomic crisis due to the concomitance of thelowering of the price of copper and a strongenergy crisis caused by a shortfall of rain.Today the situation has stabilized and macro-economic outlooks for next years are positiveand optimistic.

The rapid and sustained growth achieved fromthe early 2000s to 2014 has been insufficientlyinclusive and despite the doubling of GDP Zam-bia continues to deal with high unemploymentrates as well as low revenues of its population.As a result, poverty remains widespread andit’s an urgent priority for the country’s currentdevelopment strategy.

Zambia’s Energy GovernanceOne of the main aspects the government ofZambia is trying to address to improve life-con-ditions of its population is increasing access toenergy across the country. Access to power inZambia, especially in rural areas, is dramati-cally low. The overall national electricity accessrate, defined as connection rate to the grid, isaround 31 %: 67 % in urban areas, and onlyclose to 4%1 in rural areas.

Increasing access to energy is a key priority ofthe national development strategy and the gov-ernment has set electrification targets at 90 %for urban areas and 51 % for rural zones by2030. However, at the current pace, these tar-gets are not expected to be achieved. The electricity supply industry in Zambia isdominated by the vertically integrated utilitycompany ZESCO Limited (ZESCO). The utility iswholly state-owned through the Industrial De-velopment Corporation (IDC), the holding com-pany for the majority of state-ownedenterprises in Zambia. ZESCO owns and oper-
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ates over 90 % of the generation, transmission,
and distribution assets in the country and sup-
plies electricity to all grid-connected con-
sumers, with the exception of some mining
consumers in the Copperbelt Province, which
are served by the Copperbelt Energy Corpora-
tion (CEC), a private company that purchases
bulk power from ZESCO for onward supply to
the mines. 

The electricity sector is overseen by the Min-
istry of Energy (MoE), which provides policy
guidance. 

The independent Energy Regulation Board
(ERB) created in 1995 under the Energy Regu-
lation Act to balance the needs of the con-
sumers with the need of the undertakings is
responsible for licensing, tariff setting, and
quality of supply and service standards for all
segments of the energy sector (including fuel
and electricity) in accordance with the provi-
sions of the 1995 Energy Regulation Act as
amended in 2003. ERB sets electricity tariffs
for all consumers with the exception of the
mining industry and other large consumers,
which are set through long-term power pur-
chase agreements (PPAs). 

The Rural Electri�ication Authority (REA) is re-
sponsible for electri�ication in rural areas and
manages the Rural Electri�ication Fund (REF),
both established by the Rural Electri�ication
Act No. 20 of 2003.

The rural electri�ication target is based on the
electri�ication of Rural Growth Centers (RGCs)
through grid extensions, mini-hydro, and solar
installations as outlined in the Rural Electri�i-
cation Master Plan (REMP) of 2008. 

Since 2004, REA has been the government’s
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) for managing the
required resources for the rural electri�ication
programme. REA’s primary aim is to provide
electricity infrastructure to the rural areas
using appropriate technologies in order to in-

crease access to electricity and achieve 2030
targets. 

Zambia identi�ies grid extension as being the
main strategy to expand access to rural areas
as highlighted in the 2008 in the REMP. It con-
sists of the following items: 

• Rural Electri�ication Plan up to 2030; 

•  Financial Plan for Rural Electri�ication; 

•  Policy Recommendations for Acceleration
and Dissemination of Rural Electri�ication; 

•  Development of Comprehensive Rural Elec-
tri�ication Program. 

REA started to implement rural electri�ication
projects in 2006. The Rural Electri�ication Mas-
ter Plan (REMP) is the main strategic guideline
of rural electri�ication projects. A total amount
of US $1.1 billion (equivalent to US $50 million
annually) is required for achieving REMP tar-
gets. 

Zambia is also interconnected with the neigh-
bouring countries by the Southern African
Power Pool (SAPP). The organization created
in 1995 is playing a key role for the energy sec-
tor of Southern African region. The SAPP has
twelve country members (Angola, Botswana,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Tanzania and Zambia) represented
by their utility company. Its aim is to optimize
the use of available energy sources in the re-
gion and enhance energy exchange between
countries by promoting an interconnected re-
gional power market.net



Electricity Generation and DemandZambia’s generation mix is largely driven byhydro power, which accounts for 84.5 percent(2,388.3 MW) of total national installed capac-ity. Coal generation accounts for 10.6 percent(300 MW) of the national capacity, followed bydiesel at 3.1 percent (88.6 MW), while HeavyFuel Oil (HFO) accounted for 1.8 percent (50MW) and solar photovoltaic (PV) for less than0.1 percent (0.06 MW). In 2016, electricity out-put decreased by 13.0 percent, to 11,696 GWhfrom 13,440 GWh recorded in 2015, signalingthe starting point of an energy crisis in thecountry. The decrease in electricity output hasbeen the consequence of the shortfall of rainfallexperienced during the 2014/2015 and

2015/2016 rainy seasons, which resulted inlow water levels for the hydro power plants. As reported also by ERB; “the dominance of hy-dropower generation puts the country at riskdue to changes in climatic conditions; such asglobal warming leading to insufficient rainfalland drought. These challenges pose a risk of in-adequate water resources available for hy-dropower generation. Unfortunately, this riskgraduated into reality in 2016 as the conse-quence of insufficient water resources mani-fested in load-shedding averaging eight (8)hours a day and, in an increase in power im-ports by 178.26 percent, to 2,184 GWh, from785.2 GWh, in 2015.”
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ZESCO exports and imports electricity throughthe Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) andthe bilateral market. A significant decrease inelectricity exports of 32.5%, to 794.1 GWh in2016 from 1,175.9 GWh was recorded in 2015.2The decrease in exports was ascribed to a re-duction in the utility’s hydro power generation

output. Meanwhile, electricity imports in-creased exponentially by 178.3 % to 2,184.9GWh in 2016 from 785.2 GWh recorded in2015 because of the reduction in the utility’sgeneration capacity. The drought seasons of 2015 and 2016 clearlymodified Zambia’s future energy scenarios.After a long period of a positive balance of im-port-export of energy, in 2015 for the first time
2 Energy Sector Report, 2016. Energy Regulation Board (2017)
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Zambia became a net importer of energy and
in 2016 the import rate grew even more. 

Following this energy crisis the country accel-
erated the development of new renewable en-
ergy generations to reduce the dependence of
the whole electric system to hydro power
plants. 

Zambia energy’s demand is clearly dominated
by the mining sector that contributes for 49%
to the internal consumption. Other industrial
activities cover 20% of the local demand and
residential activities account only for around
23% as showed in the �igure 3. 

According to ERB, in 2016 national electricity
consumption decreased by 5.2 %, to 10,857.5
GWh from 11,449.9 GWh in 2015. 

Nevertheless, electricity demand is expected to
increase strongly in the coming years. Consid-
ering the tudy for Power System Development
Master Plan in Zambia (2010):

• in the base case electricity demand will
reach 2800 MW by 2020 and 4066 MW by
2030 (average annual growth rate 4.3 %
until 2030),

• In the low scenario electricity demand will
reach 2670 MW by 2020 and 3544 MW by
2030 (average annual growth 3.7% until
2030),

• In the high scenario electricity demand will
reach 3300 MW by 2020 and 5.406 MW by
2030 (average annual growth rate 5.7 %
until 2030). 

The electricity sector in Zambia faces numer-
ous challenges and its poor reliability and qual-
ity of supply, combined with the low levels of
access to electricity services, have a signi�icant
adverse impact on the national economy. In re-
sponse to power shortages, �irms have been
forced to invest in self-generation solutions,
mostly diesel-fuel generation, resulting in sig-
ni�icant additional costs and increasing of GHG
emissions. 

To support a pathway to sustainable economic
development, Zambia will need an ef�icient and
dynamic energy system. For this reason, ZESCO
foresees to upgrade existing transmission in-
frastructures and develop new transmission
capacity to ensure stability for the new power
plants that are currently being built. In addi-
tion to these projects, the country has planned
a further expansion of the national grid to the
north-western province to new mining areas
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and developing new interconnectors with
neighbouring countries to increase power
trade with Southern African Power Pool
(SAPP).

Zambia is also planning to add new generation
capacity in 2019. At least 120 MW will be
added onto the grid through IPPs signed be-
tween ZESCO and IPP such as Enel Green
Power, NEOEN, CEC, First Solar and IMPALA. 

Renewable Energy in Zambia
resources and new projects

Today in Zambia renewable energy sources
(excluding hydro) cover less than 1% of the en-
ergy mix. The historical role of hydropower
generation slowed down the development of
others RE sources but the energy crisis of
2015/2016 pushed the government to diver-
sify the generation mix. Non-programmable re-
newable energy will play a key role in the
country in the years to come. Zambia’s renew-
able energy sources are widespread into the
country:
• Hydropower resources are estimated

around 6,000MW;
• The country has an average 2000/3000

hours of sunshine per year with an irradia-
tion of 5.5 kWh/m2/day an average;

• Forest and agricultural waste have huge en-
ergy potential estimated at approximately
2.15 million tons and 498 MW, respectively;

• Geothermal energy potential can also be
considered relevant, with Zambia having
more than 80 hot springs, of which 35 were
rated highly in terms of surface tempera-
ture, �low rate, and proximity to power
lines, indicating ease of access and relative
energy potential. To date, these springs have
not yet been tapped for industrial or energy
provision purposes. 

• Wind energy potential is more limited.
Wind data collected at 10 meters above the
ground indicate speeds between 0.1 to 3.5

meters per second with an annual average
of 2.5 m/s. 

In recent years, the country showed strong po-
litical commitment in developing its national
renewable energy sector, becoming a best-in
class example in developing an attractive in-
vestment framework for renewable energy pri-
vate investors with a smart approach in
bene�iting from international programs to help
public institutions building successful renew-
able energy policy. It is worth acknowledging
the initiative born under the GetFit program
sponsored by KFW and the Scaling Solar pro-
gram sponsored by IFC. 
GET FiT is designed to assist the Zambian Gov-
ernment in the implementation of its REFiT
Strategy. In line with this strategy, GET FiT
Zambia aims to procure 200 megawatts (MW)
of renewable energy projects. GET FiT sup-
ports small- to medium-scale Independent
Power Producer (IPP) projects up to 20 MW, in
line with the REFiT Strategy. 

• The GET FiT Program consists of three in-
struments: 

• The GET FiT Premium Payment Mechanism
(top up per kWh),  

• A Guarantee Facility to secure against off-
taker and political risks, as well as  

• A Private Financing Mechanism that will
offer debt and equity at competitive rates.  

More in detail, GET FiT consists of several re-
lated components designed to help create an
attractive environment for private investors
and systematically support Zambian govern-
ment and ZESCO efforts to meet the objective
of providing affordable and stable power to the
Zambian population.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC),
together with Zambia’s Industrial Develop-
ment Corporation (IDC), has conducted an in-



ternational tender, for two utility scale solar
power projects of up to 50 MW each. The pro-
gram called Scaling Solar initially attracted 48
developers, of which 11 were prequali�ied for
the subsequent bidding process. 7 bidders sub-
mitted �inal proposals. NEOEN S.A.S. / First
Solar Inc. (50 MW) and Enel Green Power S.p.A.
(34 MW) were the two winning bids at tariffs
of 6.02 $/kWh and 7.84$/kWh respectively.
These proposed tariffs will remain �ixed for 25
years thanks to a �ixed-tariff PPA signed be-
tween the winner of the tender and the single
buyer, ZESCO. Scaling solar is providing the
winning bids with a package of competitive �i-
nancing and insurance products to ensure
rapid �inancial close post-tender as well as
public land, risk management and credit en-
hancement products to lower �inancing costs,
which is the reason that the price is lower than
the expected commercial rate for Zambia3.

Conclusion

As previously highlighted, the government of
Zambia is working hard to reduce the number
of people that still lack access to energy. Re-
newable energy will play a key role in the coun-
try’s social and economic development and the
government should continue on the path of ex-
ploiting its huge renewables potential. Renew-
able energy will sustain not only the
development of Zambia’s national economy but
will also enhance the energy security of the
whole southern energy market thanks to new
interconnections and the sharing of valuable
resources among the bordering countries. All
relevant energy actors of Zambia’s power sec-
tor, such as the Ministry of Energy, ZESCO, ERB,
IDC and REA, have to continue in ameliorating
the investment framework for renewables to
attract more private investors in partnership
with the international �inancing institutions,

such as the World Bank and KfW, and the IPPs
already active in the country. This process will
result in a drastic decrease of the cost of energy
in Zambia, making affordable and competitive
access to energy an achievable result in the
years to come. 

3 Project Work – Zambia, Lanfranconi, ARERA, 2018





IntroductionIn the past few years, the implementation ofgreenfield energy projects fuelled by RES over-took newly installed projects powered by fossilfuels and it is expected that the growth of RESwill rise steeply in coming years. The progressive transition from fossil fuels to RES

is due to several convergent socio-economicfactors:1 Availability of RES resource worldwide.2 Technology improvements, with the conse-quential drastic reduction of RES costs, suchthat they are close to achieving competitive-ness against other sources of power gener-
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ation at global level. 3 Environmental and climate change con-cerns.Governments of both OECD and developingcountries have taken measures to increase thedeployment of renewable energy technologies,mainly in order to:1 Improve energy security, providing forenough capacity to satisfy electricity de-mand; 2 stimulate economic development associ-ated with innovation and high-tech manu-facturing and/or with rural sectors, and 3 protect the environment and climate fromthe impact of the use of fossil fuels.The adoption by Governments of a clear policytowards renewable technologies and a stableand clear regulatory framework is one of thekey macro-enablers to ensure the de-risking ofprivate and public investments in renewableprojects and therefore, foster the deploymentof renewable energy technologies.This entails the following: a) setting out targets for the production ofelectricity from renewable sources, andplanning the future generational capacity; b) regulating access to the transmission anddistribution networks to minimize infras-tructure barriers – granting for instance pri-ority of access/priority of despatch to RES -and ensure that the power grid supportsenough flexibility to integrate intermittentrenewables, while providing for back-up ca-pacity when needed; c) giving the right consideration to variousbarriers that may hinder the developmentof renewable energy. Particular reference ismade to techno-economic barriers such as

the cost of renewable technology in com-parison to traditional energy and othercompeting technologies, or to non-eco-nomic barriers such as:i Regulatory uncertainty – e.g. constitutionalprotection of investments, retrospectivechange in the law;ii Institutional and administrative barriers –e.g. complex, too long or unclear permittingprocedures;iii Market barriers – e.g. inconsistent pricingstructures disadvantaging renewables, sub-sidies to fossil fuels;iv Public acceptance and environmental bar-riers - linked to complex planning regula-tion and “not on my back-yard” syndrome. d) Last but not least in this non-exhaustive list,establishing the most suitable procurementframework for renewable energy, whichmay involve adopting a support scheme thattakes into account the overall regulatoryand economic environment. 
RES support schemesHallmarks of successful support schemes are:a) relatively simple and not excessively bur-densome for local administrations;b) contributed with priority of access to thegrid/priority of dispatch over generationfrom fossil fuels; c) be robust enough so to create adeveloper/investors market; d) backed by policy and regulatory signals mit-igating the change in law; e) long term visibility. 
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The most widely adopted support schemeshave involved feed-in tariff mechanisms (FIT),tradable renewable energy (or “green”) certifi-cates and auctions. Support schemes based ontax credit for generators and/or investors havealso been adopted in certain jurisdictions,mainly in the USA.Under a FIT scheme, the tariff project is guar-anteed a certain price per KWh of energy fedinto the grid, usually for a period of 15-20years. The scheme may be set such that the tar-iff is the duly remuneration for the producer(effectively a “set price” for the electricity) or a“premium” paid on top of the electricity pricethat the generator receives from the energysales on the market (Feed-in premium). Thepremium may in turn be fixed or vary depend-ing on the market price such that the sum ofthe premium and the market price does not ex-ceed a fixed threshold. FiTs are often adopted during the early stagesof RE development in a certain country. Indeed,FIT allows for a fast development process, pro-vided the latter is clearly mapped, controlledand transparent. However, FIT schemes haveproved relatively unsuccessful in a number ofcountries and are not always suitable for large-scale projects or certain technologies. CertainlyFITs are expensive for Governments and Taxpayers, and their main drawback aspect is thatthey are not easily and timely adaptable to thedecreasing cost of the technologies that theyare meant to  support; this is the main reasonwhy FIT schemes have often been hit by retro-spective changes in law aimed at reducing thetariffs (es. Spain and Italy).Support schemes that contemplate the use oftradable renewable energy certificates (REC)are based on the obligation imposed ontogenerators (or traders) of electricity to obtaina fixed quota of the electricity from RES in-stallations. To comply with this obligation,generators or traders may use RECs, that areissued and sold by owners of power plants fu-

eled by renewables. The remuneration thatrenewable energy producers receive from thesale of the RECs represents the incentive. Toensure the scheme works, sanctions are im-posed to market participants that are unableto comply with this obligation in a particularyear. Unlike FIT-based schemes, under this schemethe determination of  the price of the REC’s, isdriven by the market.Auctions are another market-driven instru-ment, more widespread in Sub-saharan Africathan REC. Participants to an auction submitbids on the basis of price and sometimes othercomponents which may be specified by the en-tity running the action (economic develop-ment, job creation, local content,…). In several cases countries interested in RES de-velopments begun with FIT policies and aftera few years switched to auctions, which are in-herently more sustainable in the long run froma financial point of view, and also tend to en-sure that the most efficient and technologicallyadvanced players enter in the market.
Case study: ZambiaZambia has somehow a hybrid combination ofpolicies. The country did not follow the com-mon path of “first-Fit, then-auctions”.Its renewable energy policy implementationstarted in 2015 with the Scaling Solar, a partic-ular case of “supported” auctions.The Scaling Solar Program is a World BankGroup program that supports governmentsacross Sub-Saharan Africa to roll-out utility-scale PV power plants. IDC – the Industrial Development Corporationin Zambia - appointed the International Fi-nance Corporation IFC Advisory to assist it in
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structuring and implementing an open andcompetitive Tender Process to select a suitabledeveloper for Projects under the Scaling Solar.The Scaling Solar Program has been designedfor fast implementation. It uses fully developedtemplate legal documentation which have beenmarket tested for acceptability to investor andfinancing parties and adapted to the specific re-quirements of the Projects. Documentation in-clude:A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), underwhich the Project Company will, subject to a setof operational performance standards set out inthe PPA, sell all of the electrical energy generatedby the Project to ZESCO ( the state-owned utilitycompany), reflecting the pricing and other de-tails included in the Winning Bidder’s proposal.The PPA is for 25 years with fixed tariff.• A Government Support Agreement (GSA)with the Government of Zambia, underwhich the latter will undertake to providecertain protections to the Project Company;• A template Direct Agreement, for any fi-nanced bids; and• A template legal opinion to be given by theAttorney General, Zambia’s chief legal offi-cer, in favour of the Seller, and, if applicable,its Lenders.• These documents will be supplemented bya Land Agreement between each ProjectCompany and IDC, as well as an InvestmentPromotion and Protection agreement withthe Zambia Development Agency (the“IPPA”). With such supporting structure, the Round 1 ofthe Scaling Solar Programme was able to selecttwo winners for a total of 81 MW. Round 2began in Feb 2017, targeting 500 MW; so far,the prequalification for the first 200 MW hasbeen completed.

In 2014 Zambia had also started developing aREFiT policy, which envisaged a feed-in-tarifffor renewable energy projects. However theREFiT was never implemented, and was even-tually replaced by the Get-Fit. The Get-Fit is ahybrid program aiming at commissioning newsolar PV projects through auctions, whilst aproper FiT would be used for other renewable tech-nologies. The program’s goal is commissioning200 MW of renewable energies through IPPsprojects between 1 and 20 MW. Round 1,launched in April 2018, will be a competitiveauction for up to 100 MW of solar PV. Finalawarding is expected by end 2018.
Enabling conditions for an efficient RES in-
tegration in Sub-Saharan power marketsAs of today, achieving high penetration of re-newable energy is no more a question of costs.Renewable auctions have demonstrated world-wide their ability to optimize the cost of newRES capacities. Nevertheless, the setting ofclear political ambitions and a favourable mar-ket framework, in terms of procurements rulesand supporting schemes for RES, are not suffi-cient to secure the efficient development of re-newables. System operators and power sector ruling in-stitutions are showing increasing concerns forrenewables system integration and power sys-tem flexibility. Addressing those issues is fun-damental to ensure an effective renewablepenetration and fully exploit the benefits ofgrowing shares of RES. The intermittent nature of solar and wind ener-gies can challenge the stability of power systemsand international experiences show that a notproperly managed development of non-pro-grammable renewables (VRE) could result in: • Grid frequency and voltage disruptions;
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• Increase in flexible back-up capacity needs
due to production forecasts errors;

• Grid congestions surge and curtailment.

Moreover, increasing the shares of VRE impacts
on the operations of the conventional power
generation fleet by reducing their contestable
market, endangering their economic sustain-
ability.  

The severity of those impacts depends firstly
from the penetration degree of VRE into na-
tional power system1, but it is also bounded to
the intrinsic characteristics of national power
systems in terms of:  

• Structural factors (size of the market, de-
mand evolution, capacity mix, grid develop-
ment, regional market integration); 

• Market design and Regulation (governance
framework, power market structure, system
operating rules).  

Being characterized by limited power genera-
tion installed capacity, underperforming power
grids and immature regulatory frameworks,
Sub-Saharan countries could face those chal-
lenges sooner than most advanced power mar-
kets. 

Nevertheless, those countries could rely on the
available international experiences in order to
adapt their market structures for the forthcom-
ing changes brought by renewables. Shaping
from the beginning a market design “fit for
RES”, able to accommodate high shares of non-
programmable renewables, is today a feasible
task. As a result, Sub-Saharan countries have
the opportunity to avoid the costly retrofits
and reconfiguration that EU countries had to
bear. 

As an example, in Europe most of solar PV ca-
pacity was previously connected to the
Medium and Low voltage grids, making harder
for the TSO to control them remotely and in-
creasing the need for back-up capacity and the
cost for keeping the system balanced. That’s
why a “fit and forget” approach, where new
VRE plants get connected regardless of the
need for grid reinforcement, is doomed to fail-
ure and should be avoided. 

Moreover, the fast-growing energy demand
and the need to accelerate energy access to the
whole population offer a great opportunity to
Sub-Saharan countries to increase VRE pene-
tration while reducing the challenges of VRE to
system stability, especially at the first stages of
renewables development.  

A cost-effective and reliable integration of in-
creasing shares of VRE is possible by enhanc-
ing power system resiliency, avoiding the
commissioning of new synchronous (fossil-fu-
eled) generators or regulatory barriers to hin-
der RES development. The increase of power
system resilience could namely be achieved by
intervening on three different aspects, not mu-
tually exclusive but rather cumulative:  

a) Improving grid operations; 

b) Enhancing system flexibility; 

c) Reviewing ancillary services regulation.

a) Improving grid operation: defining a grid
code fit for RES 

Grid codes (GC) are a central piece of the func-
tioning of a power system, since they ensure a
proper coordination of all its components.
They cover main aspects of system planning
and operations: grid access rules, operating as-
pects, planning codes and market codes for
power exchanges. 

GCs are traditionally designed to regulate a
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power system built on centralized syn-chronous, mostly fossil-fuel power plants con-nected to HV power grids with one-directionalpower flows. They are rarely adapted to the dif-ferent conditions of a power system with in-creasing shares of VRE. The connection rulesdefined for new RES plants have often beenless binding than those for conventional gen-eration. In the early stage of VRE development,for instance, no fault ride through capability forvoltage control is generally considered for re-newables. However, this is not sustainable withincreasing RES penetration: connection rulesmust then be reviewed to avoid the risk of PVand wind farms disconnections at the occur-rence of huge frequency disruptions, with cas-cade effect leading eventually to largeblackouts. Indeed, an appropriate drafting / revision ofnational GC has to be ensured and overseen bypower sector ruling institutions, in line withRES deployment. Key actions for National Sys-tem Operators (NSO) would be:    • Adjust grid access rules and grid cost allo-cation schemes in parallel with RES devel-opment plans.• Define a transparent and technology-neu-tral regulatory process for grid connection,to avoid costly retrofitting efforts to adaptRES plants performances to the new con-nection rules.• Establish common Technical PerformanceStandards for connection and define techni-cal requirements for non-programmable re-newables to suit specific systemrequirements, as for: - communication system; - remote control systems;- power quality; - voltage and frequency ranges of operation;- frequency and voltage controls. • Establish a framework for forecasting,

scheduling and deviation settlement fornon-programmable renewables - and re-quire to adopt the necessary tools - in orderto increase forecasting capacities of NSOs. • Require the adoption of tools for monitor-ing, control and simulation of RES. • Ensure the provision of a secure and reli-able communication system between gen-erators and NSOs.  • Define TSOs/DSOs coordination rules.
b) Enhancing system flexibility: opening to

new solutionsEnhancing power system flexibility is the sec-ond key aspect to increase system resilience,especially in markets where grids are alreadystressed to the limit of their capabilities. Byflexibility we mean the ability of the system toadapt to continuous and rapid changes in loadsand consumptions profiles, ensuring appropri-ate quality of energy supply by limiting conges-tions and avoid curtailments. As some grid portions do not have sufficienttransport capability in hours of high load, alarge presence of intermittent RES generationcould lead to grid bottlenecks. Power curtail-ment is a most-used defensive measure of Net-work System Operators to avoid, or solve, thoseevents. Without an adequate grid planning,RES curtailment ratio could be very high affect-ing revenue streams of renewable generatorsand, finally, resulting in a net loss of value forpower consumers.  Strengthen network lines capability in linewith development of generation capacity isfundamental. This could be done by construct-ing new lines (new “poles and wires”), includ-ing new cross-border interconnections, or byimproving the existing ones (cable replace-ment, substation reinforcement). 
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The whole system will benefit from those solu-
tions, giving:  

• To generators the possibility to optimize
market inefficiencies, letting VRE plants to
overcome the inherent limitations in terms
of flexibility and dispatchability.

• To Network Service Operators the capabil-
ity of performing grid services from VRE
plants, reducing the need of syncronous
generation required to balance the grid, and
of matching the system needs
injecting/withdrawing energy when it is re-
quired. 

• To end-users the ability to enhance security
of supply and eventually reduce energy
bills, reducing polluting and costly back-up
supply from the grid, particularly if they are
equipped with solar rooftop home systems
integrated with storage solutions, or sup-
plied by hybrid mini-grids (VRE generation
capacity coupled with BESS). A well-func-
tioning power market should be able to cre-

ate the right price signals for flexibility in-
vestments. This is particularly evident in ad-
vanced, fully liberalised, power markets
where price signals drive investment deci-
sions. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where most of
power markets are organized under a sin-
gle-buyer system managed by a vertically
integrated utility, regulation could play a
prominent role in sustaining the develop-
ment of such services aimed to reinforce
system flexibility.

c) Reviewing ancillary services regulation: in-
cluding non-programmable renewables in
the provision of ancillary services

Ancillary services pertain specifically to the
need for network system operator to balance
demand with supply in real time, while main-
taining grid frequency at its nominal value
without compromising grid stability. Ancillary
Services (AS) may include a number of differ-
ent operations, such as: 

• frequency support, 

• voltage support, 

• system restoration. 

Various types of reserves (primary, secondary
and tertiary reserves2) ensure the provision of
those services.  

Before the introduction of proper AS regula-
tions, congestion are usually managed by net-
work system operators in real time by applying
congestion charges. In such configuration, all
entities upstream and downstream of the con-
gested corridor are impacted. 

The implementation of a proper Ancillary Ser-
vices regulation provides a mechanism for re-
despatch of generation reserves before
imposing congestion charges. 

%
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Figure2. BESS with RES business models
(Source: Enel Green Power and Pöyry)I
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BUSINESS MODEL DESCRIPTION..

SPINNING / NON SPINNING RESERVE3

2 The definition of primary, secondary and tertiary reserve varies from country
to country.
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Although necessary, however, extending power
grids capability requires huge investments
from NSOs and could take many years. Other
cost-effective solutions are available to en-
hance system flexibility, including:   

• Enhance power plant flexibility and the op-
timization of operating reserves. 

• Support the development of new flexible
solutions, as storage and demand-re-
sponse. 

As shown in the table below, VRE are techni-
cally able to provide some services in order to
ensure the stability of the power system, with
different degrees of efficacy. 
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Battery electric storage systems (BESS) cou-
pled with RES maximise the possibility to inte-
grate VRE into power system, further enabling
the provision of flexibility solutions, and secur-
ing revenue streams for RES generators:

• Recovery of lost energy / revenue due to
grid curtailment. 

• Provision of a range of ancillary services to
TSO (frequency control and spinning/non
spinning reserve) to help grid stability fol-

lowing a grid event in order to bring back
system frequency within safe parameters.

Figure1.  Efficacy of  system services provided by non-programmable renewables (Source:
Pöyry analysis)



To encourage the market players to providethese services, AS are procured by compensat-ing the providers through a regulatory mecha-nism or through markets. Pricing is typicallygiven by the shadow price of the Ancillary Ser-vices, i.e. the lost opportunity of the generatorforgone in energy market. Under most condi-tions a generator that is supplying reserve, forexample, must reduce output and forgo a prof-itable energy sale in order to stand ready to re-spond to a contingency. Therefore, the pricewould be calculated as the cost of the marginalresource providing the ancillary service. Suchopportunity costs are best discovered throughthe markets.Analysis of international experience revealsthat the market design options for AS broadlydiffer based on techno economic considera-tions (such as service definition, assessment ofAS required for the system…), on different ap-proaches for procurement of AS (who can par-ticipate, how the service is charged,…) and alsofor market clearing and settlement mechanism.Nevertheless, the development of VRE world-wide is pushing many countries to adjust ASregulation to consider renewables in the pro-vision of system services and to better managetheir intermittency. In Sub-Saharan power markets a proper ASregulation is often absent. This provides aunique occasion to implement such regulationin a way that already include renewables avoid-

ing thus future retrofitting adjustments. More-over, Sub-Saharan countries could benefit frominternational experiences and define best reg-ulations in order to support the developmentof new flexible solutions, as storage, which willfurthermore increase the ability of non-pro-grammable renewables to offer system ser-vices. 
References: Arrhenius Institute for Energy and Climate Pol-icy, “Incentives to Invest in Electricity Produc-tion from Renewable Energy under DifferentSupport Schemes”, Discussion paper, 2008IEA, “Renewable Energy: Policy Considerationsfor Deploying Renewables”, Information Paper,2011GET FIT Zambia, Solar PV Tender up to 100MW – Request for Qualification, April 2018TERNA, “New frontiers for grid management:the TSO perspective”, RES4Africa Workshop onNon-dispatchable renewable energies integra-tion into the grid, Lusaka, September 2018IEA, “Status of Power system Transformation2017 Report”, OECD/IEA, 2017IEA, “Getting wind and Sun onto the Grid. Amanual for Policy Makers”, OECD/IEA, 2017
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BackgroundRenewable energy (RE) markets have under-gone rapid developments in recent years. Thischange has been fuelled by the need to meet in-creasing energy demands whilst moving to-wards more sustainable energy sources tocombat the effects of climate change and pro-viding a wider range of energy access.Previous models aimed at stimulating renew-ables growth have involved feed-in tariff (FIT)mechanisms that offer attractive tariffs for theintegration of renewables into the energy mix.Although the government’s support of REthrough the FIT was initially necessary to fightthe competition with conventional technolo-gies and to accelerate the technological changein the field of energy production, the FITschemes often yield slow growth results andhave proved relatively unsuccessful in a num-ber of countries. Governments, unable to afford the costs of sub-sidizing the renewables markets, are relying onthe private sector to deliver the investment re-quired to drive renewables programmes. Reli-able frameworks are essential to ensuringproper viability for private market participantsto invest in the initiative. Many countries haveexperimented with ways to stimulate socio-economic growth through the renewables sec-tor. This is particularly prominent indeveloping countries, as the benefits of invest-ment in this industry can include increases intrade balance, industrial development and jobcreation. However, a problem exists in encour-aging investments as there are large up-frontcosts required for renewables to be financiallysuccessful.The use of auction programmes to procure REinfrastructure has become increasingly com-monplace because they provide a positive andreliable framework for reducing energy tariffs,meeting RE targets whilst increasing invest-ments. 

Case Studies

• South AfricaTo promote renewables, South Africa exploredthe option of FIT (the REFIT programme) witha specific policy approved in 2009 but an oper-ative procurement process was never imple-mented and no power purchase agreements(PPA) were signed. After consultations withpossible investors, lawyers and financial insti-tutions the government launched a refined al-ternative in the way of the Renewable EnergyIndependent Power Procurement Program(REIPPPP). The REIPPPP consists of a three-phase system with a capped capacity for eachbidding round and for each technology whichleaves no room for a competition betweentechnologies. The first phase is technical andfinancial qualification (pass/fail), the secondphase is an evaluation of price and economicdevelopment criteria which results in Pre-ferred Bidders being invited to reach financialclose before a pre-arranged common deadlinein the second phase.The program immediately attracted the atten-tion of the global energy industry, particularlybecause of the transparent evaluation criteria,the bankable suite of request for proposal(RFP) documents and the program’s size im-plying multiple bid winners and futureprospects for the investors. Formed in 2011, it has seen the electricityprices of wind power decreased by 46% andsolar by 71% and US$19 billion invested by theprivate sector by 2016South Africa’s RE targetfor 2030 is 18,800MW (megawatts) and theinitiative secured a quarter of this after justfour years. The majority of the technologyshare lies with wind and solar generation withsmaller amounts for concentrated solar,biomass, biogas, landfill gas, and hydro. The structure of the REIPPPP is weighted 70%on pricing and 30% on job creation, local con-tent, preferential procurement, rural develop-
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ment and communities involvement, educationand the improvement of skills, enterprise andsocio-economic development, etc., using theformer to influence socio-economic growth,particularly in local communities and in moreremote areas where these kinds of opportuni-ties would usually be few and far between1.One of the main characteristics of this programis that the awarded projects must include localcommunities into their equity share. The ob-servance of obligations related to the commit-ments on the above mentioned economicdevelopment criteria are monitored by theREIPPPP authorities through quarterly reportsproduced by the awarded bidders and in caseof failure to meet the commitments under thePPA contracts are terminated.Among the auction transaction documents, theImplementation Agreement, to be signed bythe independent power producers (IPPs) andthe Department of Energy (DOE), provides asovereign guarantee of payment to the IPPs, byrequiring DOE to make good on the paymentsin the event of an Eskom (the monopolist stateutility and sole off-taker) default. South Africa’srather strong international credit standingmakes banks and investors quite comfortableabout the sovereign country risk without re-quiring specific insurance products. The devel-opers are expected to identify the sites and payfor early development costs at their own risk.A registration fee is due at the outset of theprogram and bid bonds has to be lodged.A report from the Department of Energy aboutthe success of the REIPPPP (up to June 2015)claims the following figures:• 4,294 Gigawatthours of power generated;• R4 billion more in financial benefit than itscost;

• 1.2 million homes powered by electricitygenerated from renewables projects; and• 19,050 employment opportunities forSouth African citizens during the construc-tion and operation phases of the 37 projectsunder the umbrella of the programme.In addition, the bid window function of theREIPPPP has seen committed investmentsR192.6 billion from developments in the firstfour rounds of bidding, of which R53.2 billionwas from foreign investors and financers. As aresult of the targets for local content some in-ternational production facilities set up localproduction units and specialized skills weretransferred from international to nationalfirms.The REIPPPP is also proving to be a significanthelp to the Broad Based Black Economic Em-powerment (BB-BEE) policy, something whichis a strong contributor to the argument ofsocio-economic benefits in South Africa. 47%of the equity shareholding in the first four bidrounds belongs to South Africans – 7% abovethe stated target of 40%.The nature of the REIPPPP is allowing thecountry to move forward to clean energy tech-nologies that are also bringing a new wave ofeconomic opportunities, not only boosting em-ployment with regards to construction, butalso the continuing maintenance required overthe life of RE plants. Worries over the future of the REIPPPP sup-posedly lie with the financial stability ofEskom. This is a current and ongoing issue andthe impasse created is affecting the presence inthe country of the already established interna-tional investors. The programme ran smoothlyfor the first 3 rounds but the fourth and fourthpoint five rounds have seen several delaysspanning nearly two years.  These delays haveparticularly impacted the local manufacturingand training industries which responded to thelocal procurement requirements by establish-1 Foreign firms have set-up local factories that export internationally, with some
of the world’s leading PV module producers now active in South Africa.
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ing state-of the-art facilities to supply, amongstother things, solar modules, inverters and windturbine towers. Almost all of these ventureshave now ceased to operate and a number ofinternational investors and construction com-panies have reduced their presence in thecountry or have left it.Recent support from the government has expe-dited the backlog but projects are not expectedto reach financial close imminently. 
• ZambiaMany African countries looked at the SouthAfrican case trying to replicate the initial suc-cessful experience and certainly Zambia, withless than a quarter of the population having ac-cess to electricity, was one of them. In 2015, the Industrial Development Corpora-tion (IDC), an investment company whollyowned by the Zambian government, was di-rected by the government to target the pro-curement of solar energy power in view ofthe energy crisis Zambia was experiencing. Itwas in this context that the Southern Africancountry signed up to join Scaling Solar, a WorldBank Group program designed to make it eas-ier for African Governments to quickly procuresolar power and to minimize all financial trans-action risks through competitive tendering andpre-set financing and insurance products. IFC,the World Bank development institution, han-dled the legal and regulatory analysis, the tech-nical and economic studies for the selection ofthe optimal size and location of the two solarplants. The winner selection criteria were based exclu-sively on the minimum price offered for eachproject and the same bidder didn’t have thepossibility to be awarded the 2 projects. The execution of the first round of the programin Zambia proved the effectiveness of ScalingSolar in reducing the lenders and bidders per-ceived risks thanks to the transparent award

process and the fully bankable transaction doc-uments included in the RFP package. Morespecifically the investors’ confidence was fos-tered by the PPA provisions on the off-takerpayment obligations and the credit supportmechanism based on the purchaser require-ment to maintain a liquidity of an amountequal to 6 months’ revenues. In addition to theabove mentioned provisions, the introductionof the Government Support Agreement bring-ing in a primary obligation for the ZambianGovernment to provide PPA credit support, ifnot in place, furtherly encouraged the bidders’participation to the program.The first round of the tender, with the aim tosecure the development of two solar projectsof up to 50 MW each, initially attracted 48 de-velopers, of which 11 top tier bidders wereprequalified for the subsequent bidding pro-cess. Seven bidders submitted final proposalsand the winning tariffs were 60.15USD/MWh and 78.89 USD/MWh making Zam-bia the Sub-Saharan Africa’s country with thecheapest solar power at that time.Although the official awarding took place inMay 2016, the process to achieve the financialclosing of one of the two projects was finalizedin December 2017, whereas the second one isstill on-going, leading to an inevitable post-ponement of the scheduled commercial oper-ation date. Second Round of the Zambian Scaling Solarauction for up to 300 MW is currently on-going.
• EthiopiaEthiopia is undertaking an important expan-sion of its power sector targeting to increasethe today installed capacity of 4 GW up to17GW by 2020. The country has abundant hy-dropower resources, and this technology ac-counts for more than 70% of generation.Nevertheless the government seeks to differ-entiate the production technology considering,in addition to further hydroelectric power
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plants, other renewable sources to cover theenergy plan requirements.
So far much of the development is driven by thegovernment trough the company EthiopianElectric Power (EEP), the state-owned powerproducer, which is now trying to create an en-vironment suitable for the participation ofIPPs.The first renewables auction in the countrywas launched by EEP, advised by Nexant, in2016 with the scope of assigning a 100 MWsolar project located in a site selected by thegovernment.The launch of the RFP initially attracted tens ofinvestors but only five international energyfirms presented their offer.The final score was weighted 70% on proposedtariff, 20% on bidder’s and manufacturers’track record, 5% on local ownership and 5%on local content. The entire auction durationwas approximately 1 year with many post-ponements to the original submission date.This was mostly due to the time needed to ad-dress the bidders concerns related to financingdifficulties to raise private investment with theinitial RFP conditions. Among the main con-cerns raised by the bidders it is worth men-tioning the absence of the sovereignguarantees on off-taker payments and the ac-cess to foreign currency which could be veryconstrained as in Ethiopia the foreign reservesare low and access go to priority sectors. The selection of the bidder was finally an-nounced last October (winning tariff of 58.98USD/MWh and the lowest 56.98 USD/MWh)and the power plant is expected to enter intooperation in 2019. In addition to the first auc-tion, the Ethiopian government launched a sec-ond auction to assign the PPA of two solarprojects of 100MW each and joined the ScalingSolar program for the development of 2 solarprojects of 125MW each. The RFP is expectedto be issued in January 2018.

• MexicoThe Mexican Energy reform approved in 2013and the secondary legislations adopted in Au-gust 2014 provided for a transformation ofMexico’s energy sector. On the basis of the legislative changes it wascreated a wholesale power market requiringthe acquisition of clean energy certificates bysuppliers and users, in proportion to their an-nual energy consumption, and a system ofmedium and long-term auctions, to be held atleast once a year. As in the South African case, the clear scheduleand periodicity of auctions, in the context of awell-defined target for renewables (35% cleanenergy by 2024), gave investors clear indica-tions of the roadmap for the sector encourag-ing investments.Through the Long Term Auctions, market par-ticipants offer to sell or buy a combination ofthree products: energy, capacity and Clean En-ergy Certificates (CELs). Successful partici-pants secure fully bankable PPA for the sale ofone or more of these products at a fixed pricefor either 15 years for energy and capacity or20 years for CELs.  Winner selection criteriaare highly sophisticated, the winners are se-lected based on an optimisation model thatmaximises the economic surplus of the buyer.The process is designed for the possibility of it-eration, based on pre-defined criteria regard-ing the economic return of the offers, but forthe first 3 auctions it was not applied.Mexican auctions are not site-specific, and bid-ders are responsible for identifying suitableproject sites and producing the relevant docu-mentation (resource assessment, grid connec-tion, etc.) and are being conducted three yearsin advance of the time for delivering energy, soas to provide sufficient time for the develop-ment of projects.
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Another important characteristic of the Mexi-can auction is the introduction of the nodalprice adjustments designed to incentivise theconstruction of new projects in regions wherethe supply-demand balance is tight. The priceadjustments are determined a few months be-fore the prequalification phase and in the firstand third auctions decisively affected the selec-tion of winners.The first auction was run in 2016, 227 offersfrom 69 bidders were submitted by local andinternational companies and 5.4 TWh/year ofenergy were assigned. In the second auction8.9 TWh/year were awarded and the minimumprice was one of the lowest clean energy pricesanywhere in the world and 30% lower than theaverage price from the first auction. The thirdauction saw the awarding of 5.5 TWh/year ofenergy and further remarkable reduction ofthe prices.

In the first and second auctions the only per-mitted buyer was the Federal Electricity Com-mission (CFE), the regulated governmententity responsible for providing energy to basicusers. In the third auction other Load Serving

Entities could present purchase offers thanksto the introduction of the Cámara de Compen-sación, or the Clearing House, an entity actingas the counterparty in the Power PurchaseAgreement for both sellers and buyers whichassesses the financial credibility and adminis-ters the Individual Guarantees and the ReserveFunds (the Safety Network) reducing the par-ties’ risk exposure. The 15-year duration of the energy and capac-ity contracts, which is shorter than the usefullife of the plants represents a risk to investorsand makes the tender strongly affected by eachparticipant’s view on the Energy, CELs andFirm Capacity forward curves as any productssurplus can be traded in the Spot Market.The Mexican auction represents one of the bestexamples of effective and successful renew-ables auctioning program.
Major best practicesTo date, around 55 countries have imple-mented auction programs, some of these coun-tries, however, lack the regulatory frameworkto support the proper functioning. Among themajor best practices for a successful programit is worth mentioning:An auction program must be well-structured,planned and transparent, ideally linked to anenergy master plan that is underpinned in theenergy ministry’s policy; Auctions must be conducted on a regular basis; A stable and comprehensive legal and regula-tory framework is required to support the auc-tion program;The set of contracts/agreements need to en-sure the bankability of the entire transaction;Requirements for the eligibility of the partici-pants are essential to guarantee the timely ex-ecution and to reduce the risk of disruptcompetition; Rules and regulations of the auction programmust be clear, credible and enforceable in
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order to avoid delays and minimize the risk ofoverly aggressive bidding strategies; Attention may be required not only in refer-ence to low prices achieved but also to otherfactors, such as, for example, the additional re-muneration during periods of peak demand orfor sale of energy in high marginal pricesnodes.Auctions for RE development should be imple-mented in combination with other measuressuch as, transmission grid expansion and con-tinuously adaptation of the support policies(fiscal incentives, etc.,) in order to preserve astable and attractive environment for invest-ments and, at the same time, ensure the long-term reliability of the energy system in acost-effective manner.
Detailed analysis of best practices for a
successful auction program

1. Account for trade-offs between different
design elementsWhen designing an auction program it is nec-essary to select and combine different designelements in a way that is tailored to satisfythe purposes of the auction, according to thecountry’s specific requirements and charac-teristics. One of the first elements of an auction is thechoice of the auction demand: only in case thecountry goal is the development of a specifictechnology, a technology-specific tendershould be selected. A technology-neutral auc-tion shall always be favored if the aim is to min-imize the electricity costs and maximize thecompetitiveness. It is essential to determine the volume of prod-ucts to be auctioned according to governmentpolicies for RE development and in compliancewith the existing system’s technical capabilitiesto absorb the renewable energy. This can bedone through a fixed volume method (the mostcommon worldwide) or in a price-sensitive de-

mand curve mechanism where the auction’sequilibrium prices affect the demanded quan-tities. In both cases, in order for the policy mak-ers to increase investors’ confidence for acost-effective outcome, the total volume auc-tioned shall be divided into different rounds ina systematic auctioning scheme, with a cap onthe volume auctioned in each round, whichhelps long-term planning. Systematic auctionschemes attract a larger number of bidders andare beneficial to the country’s RE industry andto the grid planning. Standalone auctions maybe appropriate when the total quantity to beauctioned is small. They allow the governmentto adjust the auctioning schedule on the basisof the shifts in market conditions but do notfavor the long term investments of interna-tional players and the growth of a proper localrenewable market. With reference to the nature of commitmentheld by the project developer, there are usuallythree alternatives:• capacity-oriented agreements, where theproject developer needs to ensure only REcapacity; • energy-oriented agreements, which implya commitment to deliver a given amount ofRE; and • financial agreements, entailing greater risksfor the developer because the generatormay be exposed to fluctuations in the elec-tricity spot market prices.The choice among the abovementioned alter-natives depends on the desired risk allocationbetween generators and consumers.Furthermore, the bidding procedure may besatisfied by three different approaches:Sealed-bid approach, where all bid informationis provided to the auctioneer beforehand;Iterative approach, where the economical bidis provided gradually during the auction;Hybrid approach, where an iterative phase isfollowed by a sealed bid phase.
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In the case of sealed-bid mechanism, in orderto ensure absolute transparency, the openingof the bid shall be executed at the bidders’presence.
2. Trade-off between reducing entry barri-
ers and encouraging competition

Although the requirements for a careful selec-tion of the bidders, through an extensive legal,financial and technical track record in the field,can limit the participation of new and/or smallplayers, it is important to guarantee the timelyachievement of the financial closing and theprojects’ completion. Similarly, the require-ment of a bid bond (i.e. an initial deposit to belost in case the selected bidder withdraws theoffer) with a price high enough as to discour-age rash bids, may ensure reliability of biddersand of their submitted offers as proven in theZambian Scaling Solar case.In addition to bid bonds, rules related to pro-ject lead times, penalties for delays and theadoption of performance bonds (covering theentire construction period) are applied inorder to discourage any construction delay inthe achievement of the commercial operationdate and to assure that the committed perfor-mances are met. On the other hand, the assignment of liabilitiesto the transmission system operators (TSO) fordelays in the construction of the grid or con-nection infrastructures owned by the TSO, con-tributes to the reduction of the investment risk.
3. Awarding selection criteriaWith reference to the awarding selection pro-cess, if the auctioneers aim to reach the lowestprice, they shall opt for the lowest-price crite-rion. If instead it is in the country interests tofocus on other selection criteria such as localcontent, local ownership, job creation, commu-nities involvement, etc. (South African case) orsuch as bidders and manufacturers’ track-

record or local ownership (Ethiopian case), theauctioneers shall very carefully select theawarding criteria as every non-monetary prin-ciple may lead to an increase in the final energyprice to be paid by the off-taker and in a morecomplex selection process. The auctioneers may also set a ceiling priceabove which bids are discarded but, in case thisis not properly estimated, it could cause theawarding of a suboptimal amount of renewableenergy.
4. PPA remunerationRemuneration scheme and the type of contractoffered have a very high impact on the final en-ergy tariff. The take-or-pay provision (wherebythe off-taker has the obligation of either takingdelivery of energy or paying a penalty) reducesthe bidders and funders risk and shall be fa-vored in order to ensure that no margin is in-cluded in the final offers and the energy priceis the cheapest possible.Another important factor is the tariff adjust-ment (to inflation, to exchange rate or a com-bination). Some programs, such as the ZambianScaling Solar, do not foresee any indexation tothe energy tariff, which remains flat for the en-tire duration of the PPA, but consider exchangerate adjustment of the tariff. In other cases fullor partial indexation to CPI is considered(South African REIPPPP where instead no ad-justment to currency is foreseen). In the caseof the Mexican auction, on the contrary, thebidder can choose the option providing for atariff partially adjusted for inflation and par-tially tied to the exchange rate for the US dollar.In those cases in which the offered tariffs arenot corrected for inflation or foreign exchangerates, taking into account the possibility of highinflation rates over the PPA duration, the con-tract’s value in real terms may be expected tosubstantially decrease and the bidder may de-cide to protect its investment return by in-creasing the tariff.Contracts denominated in domestic currency
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and without exchange rate adjustments arealso generally seen as an obstacle for interna-tional players and can increase the cost of debt,especially in emerging countries facing deval-uation. The off-taker guarantee of conversionto hard currency can reduce the risk percep-tion as long as there’s no risk of liquidity short-age.
4. Reduction of risks perceptionThe reduction of perception of risks may beachieved guarantying fair and transparentrules and obligations for all stakeholders. Asmentioned in the previous paragraph, policymakers should simplify administrative proce-dures, set up an institutional and regulatoryframework which ensures a predictable andstable environment for investments and miti-gate the risks related to the financial market(inflation and currency exchange). Moreover,the reliability and creditworthiness of the off-taker, together with clear and balanced obliga-tions and guarantees of both seller andpurchaser in a PPA, play an important role inencouraging developers and lenders invest-ments. Whilst in most mature electricity mar-kets the government involvement can beminimized and the utilities are the contract off-takers without additional subsidies, in thecountries where the off-taker cannot reason-ably offer credible guarantees, the governmentsupport could be essential (see Zambian andEthiopian case). A noteworthy example in termof risk perception reduction can be also theScaling Solar program. The support of an inter-national institution, such as the World BankGroup, to the auction program can foster theconfidence of bidders and lenders as it hap-pened in the Zambian case.Finally, wherever possible, in order to promoteinvestments from international players, gov-ernments and auction designers should limitrestrictions on movements of capital and onrepatriation of dividends and profits.

5. Technical aspects of the auctioned
projectsIn the auctions where the bidders are expectedto identify the sites and autonomously developthe projects it is essential for the auctioneersto assess the maturity of the permitting status,grid connection, land rights, etc. More specifi-cally, written assurance from the transmissionand/or distribution grid provider that the sub-stations/lines to which the projects are in-tended to be connected have sufficientcapacity, may result in a higher project realiza-tion rate while avoiding unnecessary delays inthe execution of the projects.When, instead, the projects size and locationare demanded to the auction authorities, it isvery important to include in the bid packagedetailed studies of the selected project siteswhich will allow the participants to accuratelyevaluate the construction costs and relatedtechnical risks without adding any contingencycosts impacting the final proposed tariff.
Advantages of a successful auction pro-
gram

• Credibility and financial attractivenessThe scale of auction programmes attracts in-ternational investors and lenders and requiressovereign commitment. Therefore, the pro-gramme itself is seen as the investment frame-work rather than as individual projects andthereby market risk (or at least the risk percep-tion) is reduced because all parties involvedshare risks and work collectively to mitigatethese. Depending on the intended duration ofthe programme, international parties tend toestablish local offices which may lead to fur-ther commitment to the credibility of the coun-try.
• FlexibilityThe flexible aspect of the design of auction pro-
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grammes and their ability to be applied to a va-riety of different purposes is a strong advan-tage. This can be useful when adapting suchprogrammes to the specific needs and targetsof the country implementing the programme.For example, an auction programme can beused for procuring capacity or energy that istailored specifically to the market structure ofa country. Contracts can also be assigned andperformed in a number of ways and can in-clude a number of criteria at both the qualifi-cation and evaluation phase.
• CompetitionAuction programmes can increase competitionin the industry allowing the best, or lowest,price to be provided for a given product or ser-vice. Fair and open competition enables au-tonomous development, which accuratelyreflects potential and can lead to the creationof new industry sectors, stimulate the mod-ernisation of infrastructure and create newemployment opportunities. This of course re-quires regulations that are adequate and effec-tive; however it is a good demonstration of thebenefits of auction programmes.The benefit of this is magnified by the natureof the renewables market, which is generally arapidly changing context that is hard to predict.This makes aspects such as costs, market sizeand public awareness difficult to controlthrough any fixed FIT schemes.
• Social and Economic benefitsOne of the clearest advantages and strongestargument for auction programmes in the RE in-dustry is the socio-economic aspects. Althoughthis sits in the “second phase” part of the pro-gramme, it still forms part of the overall advan-tage of implementing such systems as theformer brings the latter. Education and skills,welfare, management and planning, healthcare,and infrastructure development and employ-ment are examples of the commitments these

auction programmes can bring. The job creation aspect has enormous poten-tial, with not only construction but also main-tenance of renewables infrastructure. Thepotential is highlighted by its benefits to localcommunities where new infrastructure mightbe developed in places where these kinds ofopportunities would usually be very limited. 
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Introduction

Many countries are endowed with natural re-
sources, some of which are non-renewable
(e.g., oil, minerals) and renewable (e.g., sun-
shine). To date, many examples exist of coun-
tries using their non-renewable resources (see
Norway, Brazil, Qatar, South Africa, Australia)
to propel themselves economically. Initially the
resource is exported in its raw form generating
export revenues (in generally strong curren-
cies) but has resulting risks (e.g., revenues are
susceptible to global volatility). Over time, a
country shifts towards some form of local ben-
e iciation to expand the extent of bene its (e.g.,
higher export revenues due to value-add). At
both stages, a supply chain is needed that can
provide the necessary goods, services and util-
ities. Given the magnitude of spend on goods,
services and utilities, there is a signi icant eco-
nomic opportunity for a country by instituting
a local content policy.

Although traditionally renewable energy isn’t
exported (unless as electricity), the stages of
development are similar – use the resource to
generate revenue; over time, develop an
ecosystem to expand the bene its. As many
African countries start shifting their energy

mix to renewable energy given both their nat-
ural endowment and broader climate change
objectives, signi icant investment will be re-
quired. This investment presents an economic
opportunity for countries. As such, the impor-
tance of having a well-articulated and coherent
local content policy will increase.

A common understanding

Before proceeding, it is important to be precise
on what is meant by local content as many def-
initions exist and different terms are used (e.g.,
local participation, indigenization, local sourc-
ing). Simply, local content is the proportion of
inputs to a product supplied from within a
country. To be more speci ic this covers goods,
services and utilities.

Goods

• Manufactured locally

• Value-add activities conducted in the coun-
try

• Pro it from sale of good retained in the
country
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Services• Compensation to locals for services ren-dered• Value-add activities conducted in the coun-try• Profit from sale of service retained in thecountry
Utilities• Purchased locally• Value-add activities conducted in the coun-try• Profit from sale of utility retained in thecountry
Anchoring local content in a country’s
realityAs discussed before, renewable energy offerssignificant economic opportunity. If a countrydecides it wants to pursue renewable energy,any associated local content policy needs to beanchored in a country’s overall energy policyso that it (i) accounts for the context and (ii)has a clear objective. This will ensure that thelocal content policy is specific, measurable, ac-tionable, realistic and time-bound.
Context

SituationCountries across the world are increasing re-newables share of their energy mix due to theclimate benefits and increased affordability ofthe technologies. This holds across the Africancontinent (see South Africa as a significantadopter) as countries start to leverage theirnatural endowments.

ComplicationTo leverage these natural endowments re-quires a few things. First, goods, services andutlities to build and operate these technologies.Many of these are not produced and/or founddomestically. Second, a policy outlining thelong-term energy needs of the country and theproposed energy mix to deliver this (e.g., an in-tegrated resource plan). This policy doesn’t al-ways exist, or only in parts (e.g., across policydocuments) leading to investment difficulties(e.g., unclear which technologies, when, whatscale). Third, a government entity (or entities)that is performing well (on agreed KPIs,healthy balance sheet) to co-ordinate all en-ergy stakeholders (public and private sector)and execute on agreed commitments. There are three further considerations. First,the current and targeted future rate of electri-fication (and the split between urban andrural) given the resources and focus requiredto address gaps. Second, the quantity of renew-able energy as there is a minimum threshold tojustify the existence of local content. Third, thespeed to have local content as it takes time tohave the infrastructure, skills and know-how.
Clear objectiveLocal content is one way to ensure a countrycaptures the economic benefits of its renew-able energy resources. There are others e.g., re-source tax, local ownership requirements, jobcreation requirements. As such, a more specificobjective is needed e.g., “create a centre of ex-cellence in x by leveraging existing competenceto achieve y and z”. There can be several objec-tives. However, they should be the highest pri-ority objectives (based on agreed criteria) andnot overlap (e.g., issues should be discrete).
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Process to maximise local content
benefitsOnce the rationale for a local content policy forrenewable energy is clear, the focus becomes howto design and then execute such a policy. Thereare four steps to follow: stipulate expectations onlocal content; establish supporting regulations;build local capabilities; and monitor progress andenforce rules.Importantly, any local content policy should bedesigned and executed to minimize risk. Drawingon lean startup thinking, that is determining theminimum viable product on each step to test (i)whether the policy works and (ii) how well. Thisis critical because establishing a local content pol-icy requires significant investment (e.g., time,money) and once started, is difficult to change.Further, if the first local content policy is unsuc-cessful (based on performance versus objective),it could not only jeopardize further local contentpolicy in renewables, but also in other energytechnologies and industries.
Stipulate expectations on local content Step 1: choose renewable energy technologies(e.g., solar PV, CSP, Wind) and average installedcapacity (e.g., grid, mini-grid, home solution)Step 2 (see exhibits 1-2): per technology, breakdown capex and opex spend into industry recog-nized components and sub-components. UsingSolar PV capex as an example• Components (examples): inverter; module;battery pack• Sub-components (deep-dive on inverter):power electronics; power supply; assembly;casingStep 3 (see exhibits 3-4): per technology, matcheach capex and opex sub-component (and hencecomponent) to the value pools – goods, servicesand utilities 

• Goods: basic materials; low-medium complexequipment and parts; highly complex equip-ment and parts; and integrated plant equip-ment and solutions• Services: manual and low skilled labour; mid-tier skilled labour; technical support services;business support services; and manage-ment/EPCM• Utilities: any good supplied by a utility (e.g.,power, water, gas, fuel)Step 4 (see exhibits 5-7): create assessment forlocal content potential. To do this, need to con-sider demand and supply dimensions, sub-di-mensions and scoring on each• Demand (applies to both goods and services):direct domestic demand; indirect domesticdemand; and international/regional demand• Supply- Goods: skills capacity; manufacturing capacity;investment capacity; and regulatory capacity- Services: skills capacity; people capacity; infra-structure capacity; and regulatory capacityStep 5: conduct an audit on demand and supplydimensions and sub-dimensions for goods andservicesStep 6 (see exhibits 8-9): using input from audit,assess local content potential of each capex andopex sub-component (using local content assess-ment) and roll this up to component and valuepool. Using goods as an example• Demand: determine at what level of aggrega-tion the demand is sufficient- Direct domestic demand: demand from renew-able energy industry- Indirect domestic demand: demand from otherindustries e.g., mining- International/regional demand: direct demand
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from neighbouring countries• Supply: determine the time horizon (e.g., 0-3years) to deliver goods based on current sup-ply- Skills capacity: level of skill and expertise in theeconomy- Manufacturing capacity: capacity and experi-ence of manufacturing facilities in the economy- Investment capacity: extent of programmesand/or incentives to encourage investment- Regulatory capacity: extent of conducive regu-latory environment (e.g., encouragement of en-trepreneurship and commerce)• Step 7: agree on current local content require-ment and evolution over time (including timeto reach targets)
Establish supporting regulations• Step 1: assess the opportunity cost of regula-tory intervention- Ensure that local content policies aren’t so strictthat they damage buyer competitiveness- Ensure that local content policies aren’t so sup-portive of local suppliers that they dis-incentivizelocal companies to be competitive with multina-tionals• Step 2: identify which existing regulationsneed to be changed (and how) and whichneed to be created. For example:- Require companies to produce “local content”business plans that include the following- Statement of commitment to objectives and reg-ulations of policy- People and processes in place to communicateand monitor company’s local content policy- Contracting policy for goods, services and utili-

ties from local sources- Training plans, schedules, and skill-transfer pro-grammes for locals- Prohibit structuring of contracts that disfavorlocal companies (e.g., large bundled deals)• Step 3: start process to change existing regu-lations and enact new regulationsBuild local capabilitiesStep 1: identify partners to address local capabil-ity gaps based on audit conducted previously. Forexample• Consortiums for local sub-scale companies topool resources• Clustered allied industries to create networkof mobile labour• International renewable energy companiesfor direct knowledge and skill transfer, butalso international trainingStep 2: create a roadmap (highlighting priority 1,2, etc. gaps) to address local capability gapsStep 3: execute on roadmap• Track progress and highlight issues or suc-cesses based on variance• Conduct root-cause analysis to understandvariance• Adjust roadmap based on root-cause analysis
Monitor progress and enforce rules• Step 1: create quantity and quality key per-formance indicators (KPIs) and agree targets.For example- Quantity (not exhaustive): local procurement asa % of total procurement; total amount of spendon local suppliers; local supplier total sales; andtotal number of contracts awarded to local sup-
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pliers- Quality (not exhaustive): cost variance betweencontract unit price and international unit price;percentage of orders made under annual or sev-eral year contracts; percentage of orders in com-pliance with contract criteria; and percentage oforders delivered on time• Step 2: develop standardized tools for compa-nies to record, compute and track local con-tent and progress versus KPI targets• Step 3: establish - Certifiers who will audit companies local con-tent credentials and progress versus KPI targetsusing consistent and transparent methodology- A regulator with enforcement authority to en-sure that supporting regulations are adhered to- A body to co-ordinate and track all local contentefforts• Step 4: consolidate data into dashboards (thatcan be aggregated at various levels) and drawinsights• Step 5: propose changes to policy designand/or execution including how to do this andthe time over which this should happen
Experience from other countries and in-
dustries

Renewable energy: South Africa• Successes- The renewable energy independent power pro-ducer programme (REIPPP) had a 70:30 split be-tween price and economic development whenawarding bids- The economic development component wasfurther broken down – local content was only25% of the 30% allotted to economic develop-ment

• Challenges- Two-year (2016, 2017) freeze on projects led tothe development of a local renewable energy sup-ply chain not happening- Four-year gap (2021-2024) in the future pro-curement of wind energy could lead to no/lim-ited investment delaying the development of alocal renewable energy supply chain further
Oil and gas – success: Brazil• Reached 60% local content in five years- Clear definition by regulator for local contentwith targets that vary by sub-sector (targets ap-plied in award of exploration blocks)- National regulatory body with clear methodol-ogy for monitoring local content progress withinthe oil and gas sector
Oil and gas – challenge: Nigeria• No significant rise in local content for 10 yearsafter implementing policy in 2000- Very generic local content policies e.g., all oper-ators are required to give preference to a localcontractor- No detailed target setting and tracking in place
Key success factors• Determine the extent of government’s in-volvement and communicate this- Government-enabledo Any stakeholder (except government) is at thecentre and does the work to make local con-tent happeno Government has a few tasks e.g., createand/or debottleneck policy, provide funding,enforce rules
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- Government-facilitated• Industry is at the centre and does the work tomake local content happen- Government has a few tasks over and abovethose in Government-enabled e.g., facilitate in-dustry interactions, facilitate multiple stake-holder interactions (e.g., investors, governmentdepartments, universities)- Government-led: government is at the centreand does the work to make local content happen• Identify key stakeholders early and engagecontinuously. For example- Ministry of Energy (co-ordinator if government-led policy)- Other government departments/regulators:ministry of finance; ministry of education; energyregulator- Energy industry: upstream and downstreamplayers; industry organisations- Other industries: clustered allied industries;basic supporting industries 

- Academia/research: universities; research insti-tutes; training institutes- Public: labour force; public at large- Other external stakeholders: foreign investors;DFIs; donors; WTO• Provide policy transparency and stick to it. Forexample- Explain rationale for local content target(s) andtime frame- Don’t change local content target during and/orafter a bid process- Outline how policy can be challenged and/or re-viewed and/or edited• Determine levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)of renewable energy assuming various levelsof local content vs. no local content and trackover time• Adjust policy over time based on learnings(according to outlined timelines and process)
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Sustainable energy is key for intergenera-
tional welfare

In a world that is marked on one hand, by mas-
sive inequities in living conditions, and on the
other, by real threats to the prospects of human
life in the future, access to affordable, reliable
and sustainable energy is deeply interlinked
with human development. 
On one side, access to energy is key for social
and economic development, as it represents
the building blocks empowering individuals,
communities and economies by providing
lighting, heating, communications, and trans-
ports. 
This is why access to energy can be considered
an instrumental right, enabling the pursuit of
other fundamental human rights. Access to en-
ergy underpins many aspects of a healthy, sus-

tainable economy. Following this line of
thought, governments worldwide have set
global targets for energy access in Sustainable
Development Goal 7, which aims to ensure
“universal access to affordable, reliable, sus-
tainable and modern energy for all” by 2030.
Indeed, this is one of the global goals Enel
Group has taken a public commitment on,
under the UN Global Compact. Today, with
twelve years to achieve to achieve this goal, al-
most one billion people still lack electricity, and
60% of them are located in Africa. 

On the other, integration of human progress
and environmental protection has emerged as
one of the central challenges faced by the mod-
ern world. Recently, the last Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report has
highlighted how limiting global warming to
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Abstract

Antonella Santilli, EGP

Renewable energies, sustainability, and humandevelopment:
a multifaced relation

This paper has been prepared by:

Abstact: In a world that is marked on one hand, by massive inequities in living conditions, and on 
the other, by real threats to the prospects of human life in the future, access to affordable, reliable 
and sustainable energy is deeply interlinked with human development. The renewable private 
sector can plays a real contribution in making the planet more sustainable, by integrating business 
with sustainability, pro�it within ethics, so to switch from a linear logic to a circular one that not 
only arrests the negative but also bring forward the frontiers of new possibilities, and reverse the 
course.



1.5°C will require extreme changes, includingsubstantially increasing the percentage of elec-tricity from renewables by mid-century. Thestudy presents a wide array of possible scenar-ios that would draw down emissions and keepwarming below 1.5°C, including a middle rangeone, which requires that renewables make up70 to 85 percent of electricity by 2050. More-over, climate change will not hit all countriesalike.  Low-income ones will be on the frontlineof human-induced climate change over thenext century, experiencing gradual sea-levelrises, stronger cyclones, warmer days andnights, more unpredictable rains, and largerand longer heatwaves, according to the samepublication. In particular, East Africa can ex-pect to experience increased short rains, whileWest Africa should expect heavier monsoons.Life in many developing country cities couldbecome practically unbearable, given thaturban temperatures are already well abovethose in surrounding countryside. Much highertemperatures could reduce the length of thegrowing period in some parts of Africa by up to20 percent, the report said. Indeed, the globalNGO Oxfam predicted that world hunger wouldworsen as climate change inevitably hurt cropproduction and disrupted incomes. They sug-gested the number of people at risk of hungermight climb by 10 percent to 20 percent by2050, with daily per-capita calorie availabilityfalling across the world.If access to energy is fundamental for socio-economic development, access to renewableenergy plays a fundamental role in guarantee-ing the future of it. Indeed, the transforma-tional power of green energy – given also itscompetitiveness - lies in the fact that it pro-vides a much needed balanced answer to theenergy trilemma linking energy security andreliability, affordability and equity, and envi-ronmental sustainability. Renewable energytechnologies are better placed than ever tocontribute to individual prosperity by deliver-ing reliable, affordable, and sustainable energy,considering not only today’s generations but

also future ones.  In this sense, it is a crucial el-ement of sustainable development, defined asnon declining welfare over time.
The role of private sector in sustainable de-
velopment It becomes then evident then that the renew-able private sector can create impact, that goesbeyond, or better said together, the opportu-nity to do business. Indeed, over the last years not only Govern-ments, but also businesses have been increas-ingly including sustainability in their goals,starting from the assumption that, in order tochange the world, a company must be com-pelled to first change the way it operates in itslocal turf.The Enel Group was the world’s first utility toset the ambitious task of reaching carbon neu-trality by 2050. Enel is blazing the path of en-ergy transition as it bases its businessstrategy on three pillars: the developmentof renewables, a push for digitalization andthe mitigation of climate change. So far, thisjourney has led Enel to generate close to50% of its energy from zero-emissionsources. Moreover, the Group has implemented sustain-ability at the core of its business model, by in-cluding it in the industrial plan, as well astaking  public commitments at the UN GlobalCompact platform on SDG 4 (Quality educa-tion), 8 (Decent work and Economic growth)and 13 (Climate Action), besides the abovementioned SDG 7 (Access to clean, reliable, af-fordable Energy). Our results show that integrating sustainabilityhas become a competitive advantage to buildour company’s prosperity, that of communitieshosting our assets, our suppliers and ourclients, and to continue meeting our long-termbusiness objectives along the way. If universal access to energy is to be trulyachieved, we have to consider it as an oppor-
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tunity to do business as well as to advancehuman rights. A central point here is thatethics is not to be separated from economics.There is not profit on one side and moral dutyon the other. This is not charity, greenwashingor cynicism using human rights to let the cap-ital grow, because there is a dependency rela-tion between the two: certainly sustainableeconomic development – brought forward alsoby renewable energies -  can enhance humanrights achievement, but also the attainment ofhuman rights  can boost economic growth. Forexample, human development, in the  form ofpeople being better educated, more healthy,less debilitated, and so on, is not only consti-tutive of a better quality of life, but it also con-tributes to a person’s productivity and herability to make a larger contribution to theprogress of material prosperity. However, it is important here to clearly distin-guish the mean  from the end. What has to beavoided is an inversion of objects and instru-ments that see human beings as merely themeans of production and material prosperity,taking the latter to be the end of the causalanalysis. The business price of not doing this,is taking a short term vision that on the longrun will destroy, instead of creating, value. Building on the apparently simple idea that ourbusiness is not and end in itself, Enel GreenPower (EGP) has asked itself if is being renew-able can be enough to be sustainable. Thismaybe trivial questions has triggered majorchanges, transforming all internal processes in-side the company, particularly in the businessvalue chain. In our opinion, the two conceptsdo not perfectly coincide. As stated above, it istrue that renewable energies are a fundamen-tal part of the answer to the threat menacingour future;  however they still have environ-mental, social, and cultural  impacts, no matterhow comparatively smaller they can be. This is the reason why we have started to re-think our basic value chain and underlyingprocesses, i.e. business development, engineer-ing and construction and operations and main-

tenance, through the lenses of Creating SharedValue (CSV) approach. This framework statesthat business opportunities can constitute atthe same time answer to societal needs, thusreconciling the “doing well, by doing good”. Aset of CSV tools has been created so to assistbusiness developers, construction managersand site supervisors (among others) to per-form their work in a sustainable way. Moreover, if our impacts still need to be miti-gated, in order to be not only green but alsofully sustainable, we have created the so-calledSustainable Pillars that are to be applied in  ouroffices, construction sites, plants. The startingpoint has been the thought that if we are sus-tainable in our workspaces, then we will be soin all the actions we perform in those places.These standards apply the same framework:measuring and ex ante mitigating impacts onwater, waste, emissions and people, and offset-ting those that cannot yet be eliminated. Thefirst three categories need to be lowered, sincethe plant/office design phase. To make thingsa bit clearer, once we have completed a socio-economic environmental context analysis foreach site, we can understand what areas needto be prioritized. Depending on this contextanalysis, we do not believe in universal solu-tions, we can for example install in desert con-struction sites water treatment systemsallowing the reuse of grey waters. In order tolower CO2 emissions, we can provide clean en-ergy to our site camp though PV panels thusdrastically reducing diesel consumption.  Conversely, the latter impact, the one on peo-ple, need to be maximized, as it encompassesall those actions aiming at training and em-ploying local people at our sites as well asstrengthening the local supply chain. By turning sustainability into a business strat-egy, we commit ourselves to perform our job,our core business, that it developing, buildingand operating renewable plant, in the mostpossible sustainable way. By doing this, we have proven wrong two falsemyths on sustainability. The first sees it  as
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something episodic, like  a touch of color.When we say sustainability, we are saying sys-tematic. The sustainable construction site,plant and office models represent a systemic approach pervading all our spaces,all our activities. The second false myth considers sustainabilityjust as an added cost. Actually, by recyclingwater and avoiding diesel consumption we aresaving money, even taking into considerationthe investments for water and PV systems. We have concentrated on environmental andsocial impacts of our plants, focusing on natu-ral ecosystems preservation, education and jobcreation. However, thanks to the continuous di-alogue with local communities hosting ourplants, we are increasingly working also to-wards cultural dimension. As we have already seen, we develop, build andoperate renewable energy plants, in the beliefthat access to affordable, reliable and sustain-able energy is not only our field of business butalso a fundamental human right. However,these energy plants are not isolated but theyoccupy spaces rich in natural, social and cul-tural dimensions. Land is never just a physicalconcept, and this is even truer for some cul-tures. It can be a cultural space, where spiritu-ality, traditions, history and rites are enrooted.Therefore, the place in which a plant is built isnever neutral. If it is true that relationshipsamong people can only exist when there is

recognition of the other, then giving space toother visions – visions that may be differentbut not necessarily incompatible to those heldby a renewable company - is  an integral partof our dialogue with the people who host us. This is the reason why for example in Aus-tralia, visits to our solar farms are not con-ducted – as we usually would have done so far- by our technicians, but by Nukunu people liv-ing near our plant. Once we have acknowl-edged the cultural dimension of the land forAboriginal people, we have preferred that theycould guide visitors not only through the tech-nical aspects (on which we have providedtraining to them), but also to the spiritual onestheir land hosting our plants has got. More-over, we have just published a photo on someof the Indigenous communities we relate witharound the world. This publication combinesphotos and texts dwelling into the meanings ofwind, sun, land and water (the energy sourcesfor us) have in their respective cultures. By answering a simple question regarding therelation between renewable energies and sus-tainability we have changed our way of doingbusiness, taking into the picture the far-reach-ing nexus among economic, environmental, so-cial and cultural dimensions. Mary Wollstonecraft, the pioneering feminist``It is justice, not charity, that is wanting in theworld”, and private sector can play a role incontributing to deliver it.
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IntroductionThe electricity sectors of south-central Africacountries, which have historically suffered froma lack of efficiency, are progressively taking thepath of the transformation towards a morecompetitive, sustainable and affordable model.This process is led mainly by two factors: first,the need to increase power generation capacityin order to sustain the growing demand and toextend the electricity access to all; second, theneed to find new competitive and sustainableways to ensure this growth. Renewable ener-gies (RE) are at the core of this process, thanksto the high renewable potential of those re-gions. Renewable Technologies (wind, solar PV,geothermal) are becoming more and morecompetitive with fossil fueled power genera-

tion, with their costs expected to further de-crease in the next future. As a result,  direct pub-lic support is becoming less fundamental for thedevelopment of renewables globally. Moreover,renewables, and in particular solar PV, are in-teresting options for allowing electricity accessin remote areas. In fact, due to its scalability,solar PV, fits perfectly with different types of off-grid solutions for the electrification of ruralareas, from households systems to larger hy-brid systems combining solar energy withdiesel generators or storage solutions. Thosefactors explain the recent growth of RE in de-veloping countries, which are progressively in-vesting in such technologies: for example,Bolivia, Honduras, Senegal and Jordan are todayamong the top-five countries in terms of RE in-vestments in proportion to national GDP.
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However, the large investments required toface the increasing energy demands have todeal with the limited public expenditure capa-bilities of such countries. Therefore, private in-vestors can play a pivotal role becoming thereal enabler of the energy transition in such ge-ographies. Because of their high renewable potentials andcaptive local demands, developing countriesare progressively gathering private investors’interest. There, however, investors have to copewith higher risks, which may undermine thebankability and profitability of their projects.In fact, the investment framework for renew-ables is at its preliminary stages, particularlyin south-central Africa region, and there is stillspace for improvements.  As far as today, for instance, financial risks insouth-central Africa countries remain particu-larly high for private investors, which struggleto find good conditions from moneylenders. Inparticular, country risk evaluations of Africanstates remain mostly negative due to the gen-eral perception of local political and financialinstability. Unstable legislative and regulatoryframeworks also contribute to raise the riskperception of commercial money lenders.Moreover, the weaknesses of local financialsector reduce the possibility to find easy accessto local banks. From an investor perspective this situation re-sults in higher risk price required from themoney lenders, affecting the competitivenessof the potential projects This situation be-comes even more impactful for renewable ca-pacities with respect to conventional ones. Infact, comparing the cost of generation (the socalled Levelized Cost of Electricity, LCOE) of re-newable and thermal plants, we notice that theformer depends mostly on the investmentcosts while the latter is largely influenced bythe costs of the fuel used for generation. As a result, thermal power plants competitive-

ness depends mostly on the costs of fuels andis less exposed to the variability of project fi-nancing arrangements than renewables.Therefore, in a developing country where costof equity and debt is significantly higher, theimpact on the LCOE results much higher for arenewable plant putting at risk the competi-tiveness of RE and pushing them out fromthose markets. Since its beginning, RES4AFRICA has pointedout that efficient and well-targeted de-riskingstrategies are key to enable RE development insouth-central Africa countries. This paper goesin the same direction and investigates the fi-nancial risk environment in the south-centralAfrica Region, mainly in Zambia, in order to il-lustrate the best practices and the efficientstrategies that public authorities and privateinvestors could adopt to ensure the develop-ment of renewable in this region.
Financial risks analysisInvestment in renewable energies require sig-nificant upfront investments. From an in-vestor’s perspective, this means in case ofinvestments in developing countries they needto have mitigations in place against differentrisks. Investors usually prefer to have sixty toeighty percent of the investment financedthrough project finance.Risk mitigation becomes paramount and theuse of financial de-risking instruments coupledwith a sound policy can reduce the financialoverall costs of renewable energy investmentsand help attract both debt and equity capital atscale. Project risk can be of different nature:political and regulatory risks, credit and coun-terparty risks, operational risks (grid, trans-mission and resource), financial risks(currency, liquidity and funding). This chapterwill be focused on financial risks affecting thestructuring phase and, commonly, divided intothe following categories:
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• Counterparty Risks

• Long/short term �inancing availability

• Interest rate risks

• Exchange rate risks

• Currency convertibility

• In�lation risks

Counterparty Risks (Off-taker)

One of the main issues to be considered when
presenting a project for �inancing is the analy-
sis of creditworthiness of the off-taker (coun-
terparty) of the PPA. For ensuring best
�inancing conditions minimizing �inancial risks
and reducing �inancial cost, it is fundamental
that the counterparty has a good credit quality
(credit rating), normally measured by external
rating agencies.

A good counterparty �inancial health ensures
the possibility of giving the necessary guaran-
tees, in terms of payment delays, termination
clauses etc, requested either by the �inancing
institutions or by the energy producers.

It is possible, that the counterparty is lacking
or having an insuf�icient of�icial rating. In this
case, it is necessary to provide the proper guar-
antees, being possibly issued by state institu-
tions, assuring the risk mitigation in case of an
unexpected change in counterparty’s solvency.

Long/short term �inancing availability

Normally the limited availability of local proj-
ect �inance is a key obstacle in investing in re-
newable energy, especially in developing
countries where the RES investments are a �irst
time. This manifest itself through less favorable
lending terms such as high cost, short tenor
and variable rates along with corporate guar-
antees from the equity sponsors of the project.

In order to improve the access to affordable

capital, multilateral �inance institutions may
provide loans for renewable energy projects in
developing countries. Development Finance In-
stitutions aim to leverage private investment
for projects that are close to commercial viabil-
ity, have large potential developmental im-
pacts, but are in sectors or countries where
commercial banks are reluctant to invest due
to perceptions of excessive risk. By investing
their own resources in projects, Development
Financial Institutions seek to mitigate these
risks and so give private investors the con�i-
dence to invest. A number of instruments are
employed to achieve this: investment (loans
and equity), risk mitigation (for example loan
guarantees), advisory services (to govern-
ments), and project preparation and develop-
ment services.

Another type of mitigation could be the use of
institutions as MIGA and IDA Parent Risk Guar-
antee:

• MIGA is an international �inancial institu-
tion, an arm of the World Bank group which
offers political risk insurance and credit en-
hancement guarantees helping investors to
protect foreign direct
investments against political and non-com-
mercial risks in developing countries;

• IDA, another arm of the World Bank Group
through its Partial Risk Guarantee, covers
private lenders or investors against the risk
of a government (or government –owner
entity) failing to perform its contractual ob-
ligations with respect to a private projects.

Given the nature of the RES projects with PPA
from Government �ixed for a tenure of 20 to 25
years, the investors prefer having long-term
project �inance available through the Develop-
ment Financial Institutions for their invest-
ments.

The right government policies could help en-
courage more long-term investment in produc-
tive activities, but these activities should be



managed in a way that mitigates the need foradditional financing sources, as there is noguarantee that a shortage of liquidity can becompensated by drawing new debt during thelifecycle of the investment.A shortage of liquidity can happen for badmanagement or, likely, for low counterpartycreditworthiness reasons. Moreover, in emerg-ing Countries, there is a real possibility thatrevenues denominated in local currency can-not be converted into the functional currencyhaving convertibility complications. This issuecould be faced by entering into commercialagreements providing revenues denominatedor indexed in the functional currency. For thereasons mentioned above, one of the most sig-nificant financial risks is the liquidity risk,which is the risk that a company, while solvent,would not be able to discharge its obligationsin a timely manner or would only be able to doso on unfavorable terms owing to situations oftension or systemic crises (credit crunches,sovereign debt crises, etc.) or changes in theperception of company riskiness by the mar-ket. The risk management policies should bedesigned to maintain a level of liquidity suffi-cient to meet the obligations over a specifiedtime horizon without having recourse to addi-tional sources of financing as well as to main-tain a prudential liquidity buffer sufficient tomeet unexpected obligations. In addition, inorder to ensure the discharge of its mediumand long-term commitments, the companyshould pursue a borrowing strategy that pro-vides for a diversified structure of financingsources to which it can turn and a balanced ma-turity profile.
Interest rate riskThe main source of exposure to interest raterisk is the variability of financial terms, in caseof new debt, or the fluctuation in the interestflows associated with floating-rate debt. In-vestors can mitigate interest rate risk throughfinancial contracts like forward contracts, in-

terest rate swaps and futures. The main scopeis to reduce the uncertainty of changing ratesaffecting the value of their investments. For-ward contracts are agreements between twoparties with one party paying the other to lockin an interest rate for an extended period oftime. This is a prudent move when interestrates are favorable. Of course, an adverse effectis the company cannot take advantage of fur-ther declines in interest rates. Interest rateswaps are agreements between two parties inwhich they agree to pay each other the differ-ence between fixed interest rates and floatinginterest rates. Basically, one party takes on theinterest rate risk and is compensated for doingso. Futures are similar to forward contracts andinterest rate swaps, except there is an interme-diary. This makes the arrangement more ex-pensive but there is less chance of one partyfailing to meet obligations. This is the most liq-uid option for investors.
Foreign exchange riskLoans in foreign currency could appear moreattractive given that seemingly cheaper, longterm, fixed-rate have the potential to reducethe cost of financing renewable energy invest-ments significantly. When financing a renew-able energy project by a foreign loan, themismatch between the currency of debt obli-gations and the Power Purchase Agreement (ortariff revenue), normally denominated in localcurrency, exposes the project to the risk of de-valuation of the local currency over time. Thedevaluation could imply lower returns for theproject and, more important, the reduction ofinvestments in the country due to currencyrisk.Moreover, there could be also other currencyrisk coming from the following activities:• cash flows in respect of dividend from for-eign subsidiaries or the purchase or sale ofequity investments
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• financial liabilities assumed by developingcompany or the individual subsidiaries de-nominated in currencies other than the cur-rency of account or functional currency ofthe company holding the liability• financial assets/liabilities measured at fairvalueIt is necessary to use a currency hedge with athird party provider to protect against cur-rency risk. Hedging solutions, usually in formof financial derivatives on over the countermarkets, can be limited in availability but alsoexpensive in emerging countries, increasingthe financial cost of debt and therefore offset-ting the initial benefit coming from cheaperforeign loans. Additionally, there are caseswhen counterparty risk and foreign exchangerisk interact in a way that can make the hedg-ing transaction ineffective (wrong way risk): incase of a severe currency shock, due to eco-nomic, financial or political reasons, the wholefinancial system might be affected and localbanks could face difficulties in meeting theirobligations under the derivative contracts. Gov-ernments in emerging countries need to recog-nize the role of currency hedging mechanismscould play in expanding renewable energy ca-pacity and contribute to develop currency mar-kets accordingly.
Inflation risk and TAX riskThere are country-linked risks affecting the finan-cial performances, though they do not lay com-pletely within the financial risk managementboundaries. Inflation risk (or Purchasing Powerrisk) is the chance that the value of the cash flowsfrom an investment will change in the future be-cause of changes in purchasing power due to in-flation. In emerging Countries, inflation can behigh and increasing, with a significant volatility,which in turn could drive the volatility of the re-turns. The most effective way of mitigating thisrisk is indexing the revenues to inflation.

Tax risk is the chance that the cash flows willsuffer unforeseen tax consequences, such asadditional tax payments, higher tax adminis-tration costs or lower deductibility of costs. Taxrisk can arise from existing tax laws, from fu-ture changes in tax laws or from company prac-tices. In emerging Countries, the tax risk isoften linked to a political instability (politicalrisk). The basic principles of tax risk manage-ment are seeking to address potential issues assoon as possible and allocating the properChange in Law clauses in the formulation of thePPAs. 
Bankability issues in project financeSecuring financing for a renewable energyproject in a developing country depends on acareful analysis of the bankability issues thatwill be faced throughout the project, i.e., fromconstruction to operation. Although manystructured finance mechanisms and capitalmarket instruments are available, the mostcommon form of financing large scale renew-able projects in a developing country remainsproject financing. A project is bankable if theconstruction (or pre-completion) and the op-erational (or post-completion) risks have beenappropriately allocated to the various players,in form and substance satisfactory to thelenders. To assess the bankability issues,lenders take a comprehensive view of the con-tractual network to be implemented by theproject company. Lenders focus not only on thecontent of contracts but also on how they in-terplay (e.g., EPC and O&M), since many projectrisks may not be fully mitigated within thescope of just one contract.Every project has its own contractual struc-ture: the chart below shows a typical contractframework for a renewable project.
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It is essential for a project sponsor to clearlyidentify the project risks after duly consideringthe peculiarities of the market where the proj-ect is to be developed (regulatory and politicalenvironment, foreign exchange volatility, trans-mission infrastructure, etc.) and to correctly al-locating these risks in the contractualframework to limit the lenders’ recourse to thesponsor and limit the financing costs as muchas possible. This section analyses the mainbankability issues – from a project finance per-spective – that need to be addressed in the keycontracts during the construction and opera-tion phase and the impact on the financialstructure if not correctly mitigated or appro-priately allocated. For the purpose of this sec-tion, the analysis will be limited to theEngineering, Procurement and ConstructionContract and the Power and Purchase Agree-ment, which by their nature are critical for theconstruction and operation phase of a renew-able project.

Engineering Procurement and Construction
Contract (EPC)The EPC Contract is a turnkey agreement bywhich the project company allocates the con-struction risks of the project to a third party,the EPC contractor.  There are many contrac-tual structures that a project company mayconsider for the construction phase, which willbe influenced on a number of factors such astiming, whether the project costs will be fi-nanced by equity or through a debt financing,or whether the sponsor has the capability toperform part or all of the work. If the purposeof the facility is to finance the project costsrather than refinance costs already paid by theproject sponsors, having only one EPC Contractis – from a strictly legal perspective – thepreferable way to transfer, in one integratedpackage, all the risks that lenders want to seeaddressed before considering a project con-tract actually bankable. The following tablelists some of the key risks that EPC contractsaim to cover, together with possible mitiga-tions, which may trigger recourse to the projectsponsors, or higher financing costs, if not sat-isfactory to the lenders.
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The creditworthiness of the off-taker is an-other important bankability issue to be consid-ered in a PPA.  An inadequate creditworthinessof the off-taker, depending also on the size ofthe project and the maturity of the energy sec-tor in the relevant country, may require a sov-ereign guaranty or other form of financialsupport (e.g. a short-term liquidity facility) tosupport the off-taker’s payment obligation.  Incertain projects, in particular those guaranteedby and export credit agency, a sovereign guar-antee will be the only instrument to enhancethe bankability of a project when the referenceenergy market is at an initial phase of its devel-opment and when there is not enough confi-dence on the creditworthiness of thegovernment entity that will purchase the en-ergy.
Impact on the financial structureBankability issues in a project, such as thosementioned above, have a direct impact on thefinancial structure of a given project in termsof higher recourse over the project sponsors,worse terms and conditions of the facility

agreement and higher financing costs relatedto the project.
Recourse on the project sponsorsIn principle, whatever risks that is consideredexcessive by the lenders or that cannot appro-priately be assessed or mitigated within thecontractual framework of a project must bebacked by the project sponsors. The recourseon the project sponsors may be less or morelimited - in terms of amount and tenor - de-pending on the nature of the risk to be miti-gated. It may be in the form of a sponsorguarantee or in the form of equity contribu-tions either by way of subordinated debt orcapital injections. By way of example, an equitycontribution may be used to cover overruncosts or in case of underperformance of theplant, to reimburse part of the outstandingdebt to bring the debt to equity ratio to a moreacceptable level for the lenders.
Deterioration of terms and conditions of the fa-
cility agreementThe terms and conditions of the facility agree-
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ment reflect the assessment of the overall risk-iness of the project by the lenders. Risks thatcannot appropriately assessed or allocatedmay result in a deterioration of the terms andconditions of the facility agreement such as:• More conservative debt to equity ratio;• Shorter tenor of the debt;• Need for a stand-by facility;

• Higher arranging and commitment fees; and• Stringent representation and covenant.
Financing cost related to the projectThe risk mitigation strategy may also result inan increase of the overall costs of the financingarrangement of the project. 
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IntroductionWith energy demands continuing to increaseacross Africa, interest in power projects, par-ticularly renewables, remains high with inter-national developers and investors. DespiteEnvironmental, Social and Governance (ESG)risks being addressed much earlier on in theproject life-cycle than ever before, ESG risksoften delay and, in some cases, derail financingof projects. To successfully navigate thisprocess and secure funds, it is essential thatprojects demonstrate from an ESG perspectivethat they are ‘bankable’.A project is considered ‘bankable’ when its ESGrisks are well understood and when effectivemeasures and structures are in place to miti-gate and/or manage these risks to an accept-able level for financiers.The Environmental and Social Impact Assess-ment (ESIA) is typically the first step develop-ers take in demonstrating how they haveidentified and will be managing ESG risks.However, it is at this stage that many projectsfail because of the assumption that the ESIAneeded by regulators to secure a permitthrough the national process will be largelysufficient to meet lender needs. Apart fromthis, in many cases the ESIA is initiated too latein the site selection or design process, often itsimportance is not fully understood (it might beconsidered as a mere formal requirement) andthus it is less effective in addressing ESG risksappropriately. This position paper explores what ‘bankable’ isfrom an ESG risk perspective, shows that theserisks are also associated with the renewableenergy sector in Africa, and discusses someproactive approaches to addressing ESG risksin a way that allows a project to be ‘bankable’and compete against the many other powerprojects in Africa for financing.

Bankable projectsA project is considered bankable if lenders arewilling to finance it. In the language of environ-mental and social consultants, the bankabilityof a project is not only determined by its tech-nical and financial features but also from its en-vironmental and social performance.Nowadays, it is getting more and more com-mon that when applying for financing from in-ternational financing institutions, export creditagencies and commercial banks, companies arerequired to undergo an environmental and so-cial due diligence in parallel to or following theassessment of other aspects (for example, ofeconomic, financial or legal nature). The pur-pose of the due diligence is to identify and eval-uate potential environmental and socialimpacts generated by the project and theitscompliance against applicable internationaland national laws and standards. The main in-ternational standards that usually apply forprojects developed in Africa are:International Finance Corporation (IFC) Per-formance Standards on Environmental and So-cial Sustainability (2012);Equator Principles (2013);European Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-opment (EBRD) Performance Requirements(2014);European Investment Bank (EIB) Environmen-tal and Social Standards (2014); andAfrican Development Bank (AfDB) OperationalSafeguards (2014).The purpose of the due diligence is to preventproject developers and financial institutionsfrom being exposed to the following threetypes of risks arising from their client’s poten-tial environmental and social issues:credit risk: when a client is unable to repayloan on account of environmental and social is-sues;liability risk: when a financial institution faceslegal complications, fees, and/or fines in recti-fying environmental and social damage byvirtue of taking possession of collateral; 
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reputational risk: when the negative aspects ofa project harm a financial institution’s image— in the media, with the public, with the busi-ness and financial communities, and even withits own staff.The correct implementation of these standardstogether with best practices have shown thatthis can assist project developers and finan-ciers in reducing liability and reputational risksas well as economic risks caused by work stop-pages resulting from social problems or envi-ronmental accidents.
Are ESG risks real for renewable energy
projects?Environmental and social impacts and risks aregenerally recognized as being relevant to theextractive industry as well as for the develop-ment of infrastructure, with only minor rele-vance to renewable energy developments.Initial perceptions are often that renewableshave a significant positive environmental im-

pact through the reduction of greenhouse gasemissions and thus there is no requirement to‘manage’ environmental and social risks. Thisperception is misplaced as all renewable en-ergy developments have some negative im-pacts that need to be mitigated, while severalof the benefits can be enhanced. These impactsare experienced locally through the construc-tion and operation of the power plant and as-sociated infrastructure, and impact bothecological and social aspects of the surround-ing local environment. Ignoring these impacts,or potential risks, can have dire consequencesfor the project. Research in the extractive industry undertakenby ERM (see Figures 1 and 2), clearly showsthat environmental and social risks can directlyimpact the implementation of a project mean-ing they have the potential to cause delays, sub-sequent project overspending and potentialreputational risks to developers. Is this the casefor the renewable energy sector in Africa?
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To answer this question, one only needs to con-sider two major renewable energy projects inEast Africa that have been profoundly im-pacted by environmental and social risks. Thefirst is the Kinangop Wind Project, which wasultimately abandoned on 25 February 2016.KWP Ltd and its shareholders announced that

the project would not be completed due to civildisturbances over a 21-month period in thelocal area of the project resulting in delays thatled to a depletion of funds, as well as courtcases and community hostilities. Another re-newable project in East Africa, this 
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one deemed a success, has not been immune tosimilar challenges. Whilst the Lake TurkanaWind Power Project is expected to inject310MW from its 365 turbines into the nationalgrid, the project has been held back for 6months now by a controversy surrounding thecompletion of a 400KV, 428 km line from itsfields at Loyangalani to Suswa.These are just two recent examples where so-cial risks have either totally stopped the projector resulted in significant delays. There areother examples where ecological issues havebeen the primary risk. For a renewable energyproject to be considered bankable, ESG riskswill need to be carefullyidentified and proactively managed throughoutthe project life-cycle. 

The importance of acting earlyActing early is the key to success when it comesto managing ESG risks and impacts in order tosecure international finance for projects and ensure their smooth implementa-tion. There are a number of actions project de-velopers should take from an ESG perspectiveto make financing as easy and fast as possible,including:
Perform early screening of potential high-risk
E&S issues. This could be in the form of a ‘redflags assessment’ or an early-stage due dili-gence. The table below illustrates the mostcommon high-risk ESG issues for variouspower projects (note: this is not an exhaustive



list, as different projects will have different sen-sitivities). It is important to integrate the con-sideration of potential environmental andsocial impacts into early site selection and de-sign decisions so that impacts can be avoidedor minimized where feasible. Internationalbest practice should be applied where applica-ble at the design phase (e.g. compliance withthe World Bank EHS Guidelines). It is also im-portant to note that international finance stan-dards require developers to demonstrate in theESIA how environmental and social consider-ations have been included in the alternativesselection process (e.g. routing, siting, and tech-nology selection).
Engage early with potential lenders and govern-
ment stakeholders. This dialogue helps avoidunwanted surprises and is important to reas-sure lending institutions throughout theprocess that ESG risks are being robustly man-aged. This can also be an opportunity to dis-cuss and agree on realistic mitigation measureswhere meeting specific international standardsmay not be that straight forward. Liaising withgovernmental stakeholders early is advised todiscuss key differences between national re-quirements and lender requirements and toagree on an approach to bridge these gaps.There are a number of areas that often showkey differences between these requirements,including the extent and nature of stakeholderengagement and compensation measureswhen dealing with physical or economic reset-tlement.
Identify and engage early with key stakeholders.Stakeholder engagement is a key aspect for allbankable projects. Beyond the fact that it is arequirement of all international standards andoften of some national environmental legisla-tion, its actual implementation from the earlyphase of project development allows the proj-ect to gain the social license to operate and pre-vent the outbreak of protests. Theidentification of project stakeholders should

start ideally at the beginning of the project de-sign phase and, specifically for renewable en-ergy projects, before the identification of thesite. Project stakeholders are various individu-als, groups or communities who:• will be affected or are likely to be affected,positively or negatively, and directly or indi-rectly by the project (‘Project Affected Par-ties’), particularly those directly andadversely affected by project activities, in-cluding those who are disadvantaged or vul-nerable; or • may have an interest in the project and/orthe ability to influence its outcomes, eitherpositively or negatively (‘otherinfluential/interested groups’).  Project proponents should identify the differ-ent stakeholder groups to outline a continuouspublic information, consultation and commu-nication strategy. This strategy is generallyknown as Stakeholder Engagement Strategy orPlan (depending on the project developmentphase). At first, proponents should undertakea detailed stakeholder identification analysisthat specifies and enumerates which groupsare most affected by the project, how, and towhat degree. The proponent will map the keycomponents, as follows:• project activities, both on site and the sur-rounding area, that may result in local envi-ronmental or social impacts;• impact zones (e.g. labor standards and em-ployment, land use and acquisition,soil/air/water pollution, etc.) for each com-ponent; and• directly affected, indirectly affected, and vul-nerable groups in the impacted zones.Following the preliminary stakeholder map-ping, based on field surveys and desktop study,the proponent should verify this analysisthrough direct consultation with stakeholders
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or credible and trustworthy representatives.The project’s stakeholder engagement strategyshould be based on meaningful and culturallyappropriate interaction and good faith dia-logue with interested parties. It should be com-mensurate with project impacts anddevelopment phase. When starting stakeholder engagement at theearly stages of project development, develop-ers have the possibility, among others, to reachan agreement for a suitable location whichminimizes social impacts and maximizes ben-efits, and to disclose correct and reliable infor-mation on the project which can prevent thespreading of false beliefs and expectations (inparticular regarding employment). Engagingearly will help the project to develop trustfulrelationship with local communities and au-thorities and identify, from the very beginning,local needs that could be addressed through asustainable community investment strategy. 
Identifying from the very beginning opportuni-
ties that can create additional value to affected
communities. Bankability is achieved more rap-idly when a careful assessment of the local andbusiness context is performed in the earlieststage of the project. This allows a deeper un-derstanding of the local communities that thebusiness will be operating in and, subse-quently, an effective management of ESG risksand opportunities. The screening of opportu-nities that can create additional value to thelocal community pushes the company to beproactive and meaningfully engage with localstakeholders as international standards re-quire. This approach reduces the risk of poorESG performance and of subsequent delay inachieving bankability status. For this reason, anumber of project proponents have developedin recent years a thorough and strategic ap-proach to the management of ESG risks, by de-veloping a cross-functional coordination at thecompany level and by focusing corporate poli-cies on external aspects such as local

hiring/procurement policies and communityinvestment programs. For renewable energy projects, the local hiringaspect is an issue that must be handled care-fully to meet local expectations and possiblymaximize the contribution of available localworkforce. This is particularly important forrenewable energy projects, as the number ofavailable jobs in the construction and opera-tion phases is lower than envisioned by localcommunities and generally largely based onskilled workers. In this regard, investment incapacity building or ad hoc community invest-ment programs can successfully contribute tomaximize local opportunities and, ultimately,contribute to a positive reputation at local andnational level. A successful ESG managementstrategy focused on local and business contextshould be developed around achieving the fol-lowing targets:• target local people categories that mightcontribute in the most effective way tobuilding the project’s ‘social license to op-erate’;• build capacities at local level that are recog-nized as beneficial in the Project context (ei-ther with direct and indirect impacts); and• depending on project size and characteris-tics, consider a variety of capacity-buildingoptions to ensure diversification of the localworkforce and supply chain.  
The importance of social issuesPeople are seldom straightforward and thismeans that measuring social impacts is oftencomplex, making the full understanding andmanagement of social risks prior to financialclose a real challenge. This is exacerbated bythe fact that social impacts are often excludedfrom consideration in many of the nationalESIA processes in Africa. As a result, unless aproject proactively incorporates international
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finance requirements early in the process, aspreviously advocated, significant additionalwork on the assessment of social impacts isoften needed to supplement a national ESIA. Tofurther raise the stakes, as illustrated in thetable above, social issues can often presentsome of the highest ESG risks to a project (e.g.physical and economic resettlement, and com-munity conflict associated with physical envi-ronmental changes to air quality, noiseemissions and water supply). Social issues canmake or break a development; on one hand,they can stop a project dead in its tracks, andon the other hand, good social managementcan de-risk a project and generate value in theeyes of potential investors.Below are several ways in which project devel-opers can de-risk projects for social issues andavoid related delays in financing:  
Work to build trust with local communities at
the outset. Good stakeholder engagementshould start early, as explained in the formersections. Once trust with stakeholders is lost,it is difficult to regain. It should be noted thatsocial impact assessments need to include thecommunity’s consideration of perceived im-pacts, since these can often pose a very real so-cial risk to projects. The only way to identifythese risks is by engaging stakeholders early inthe impact assessment process. 
It is essential to understand any potential im-
pacts on people’s livelihoods since these can pose
a high ESG risk and will require a significant
amount of management. If land take is requiredfor the development, the following should beconsidered: • who are the current land owners and howwill they be impacted? • is land ownership clearly documented?Note that in many parts of Africa this maynot be the case (e.g. community/tribal own-ership of land).

are there any other users of the land who aredependent on the land to support their liveli-hoods? Note that this can include informal oreven illegal use of the land.• any compensation will need to be in linewith international finance standards (e.g.IFC’s Performance Standard 5), so it is im-portant to understand how the nationalcompensation process may differ. Note thatthere may be a requirement to ‘top-up’ na-tional compensation.• if the land has been allocated to the projectby the government, this does not automati-cally mean that any government-led reset-tlement meets international requirements. 
Determine if the project has the potential to af-
fect any indigenous peoples. If this is a possibil-ity, the stakeholder engagement process, andindeed the social impact assessment, will trig-ger additional requirements under the IFC’sPerformance Standards (IFC PerformanceStandard 7) and will introduce an added layerof complexity. Potential impacts on indigenouspeoples also pose an increased reputationalrisk and NGOs are likely to focus their attentionon the project. Engaging with indigenous peo-ples requires a deep understanding of their cul-ture and livelihoods and must be led byappropriately qualified individuals that areknown and trusted by the affected communi-ties. 
Don’t underestimate the capacity or influence of
local NGOs. NGOs have access to project infor-mation, permits and licenses and can be adeptat identifying non-compliance. They can placeconsiderable pressure on project developers,thereby increasing the risk of reputationaldamage. Additionally, with the increased roleof social media in society, international NGOsoften back local NGOs as part of targeted cam-paigns. This means that small, local NGOs oftenreceive guidance and resources from larger, in-ternational NGOs. Additionally, potential localESG issues are more likely to be communicated
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to an international audience, thereby increas-ing the reputational risks both for a developerand their financiers.
Appoint the right Community Liaison Officer
(CLO). This is a key decision in helping to man-age local project risks effectively. A local indi-vidual with knowledge of internationalstandards/protocols and hands-on experiencein stakeholder engagement is ideal for this role. 
Ensure that a robust Environmental Social Man-
agement System (ESMS) will be in place for con-
struction and operation. From a socialperspective, it is essential that this system alsoincludes procedures and resources to managesocial impacts, any labor working condition is-sues and community grievances on an on-goingbasis for the life of the project.
The importance of full project commit-
ment to implementing ESG mitigation and
enhancement measures Experience has shown that in order to manageESG risks throughout the project life-cycle, acompany needs to commit to the appropriatelevel of human resources to implement thenecessary risk mitigation measures duringboth the construction and operational phasesof the project. Showing this commitment priorto the start of construction has become moreimportant to project lenders and financiers, asthey require proof of qualified staff and appro-priate organizational management systems toensure implementation. Two common situations have been observed inbankable projects, especially in small tomedium scale projects, such as renewable en-ergy projects: • a full set of environmental and social docu-ments is prepared in compliance with inter-national standards (usually with the

support of external experts) but they re-main a mere formal exercise without actualimplementation. Site procedures and prac-tice remain those generally applied by thedeveloper on all sites and no personnel withspecific environmental and social skills aredeployed; and• project developers appoint specialistswithin their staff responsible for the duediligence/compliance monitoring phase(specifically as company interface withlenders) as an additional task in addition totheir normal workload without giving themthe right tools, support and authority to setup a project-specific environmental and so-cial management system. An effective environmental and social manage-ment system aimed at mitigating environmen-tal and social risks should be endorsed by theproject’s management team and become an in-tegral part of the company procedures and day-to-day business operations. This implies that adedicated organizational structure with ade-quate skills, resources, agreed upon strategy aswell as a good monitoring system is necessaryto ensure good environmental and social im-plementation and performance.  
Related infrastructureThe installation of supporting infrastructureneeded for a power development is somethingthat is often overlooked when conducting a na-tional ESIA. Common examples include trans-mission lines, substations, access roads andpipelines. If these are essential to the projectand would not exist without the project, theyare considered ‘associated facilities’ and needto be considered as part of the scope for the in-ternational ESIA, even if they are not directlyfunded by the project.
ConclusionUsing the appropriate mechanisms to integrateESG risks into the project life-cycle will allow
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project developers to help de-risk their proj-ects, making them ‘bankable’ from an ESG per-spective. This will increase the likelihood ofsecuring international financing and receivingthe funds more quickly. From previous forumsthat address power in Africa, it is evident thatthere is plenty of money for investment; how-

ever, there are not enough ‘bankable’ projects.With so many power projects in Africa competing to securefinancing, managing ESG risks properly canmake the difference between a successful de-velopment and one that never gets off theground.
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The fundamental role of electrification in
economic developmentThree key arguments underpin the case for ac-cess to electricity as a critical enabler for socio-economic development:(i) access to energy is of paramount rele-vance for the achievement of several ofthe United Nations’ Sustainable Develop-ment Goals (SDGs);(ii) “productive use of energy”, as opposed to“consumptive use of energy”, would en-able new income-generating activities forpoor populations, igniting the activationof the capital accumulation cycle; and (iii) lack of access to energy is a direct indica-tor of poverty based on living standard’smeasurement criteriaThe links between access to energy (in partic-ular electricity supply) and poverty reductionthrough income generation can be presentedas a step by step approach, as shown in the fol-lowing figure1: a household/business benefit-ing from electricity supply is only the first steptowards the user/entrepreneur’s decision tomake use of it. But it is only the actual use ofthe power supply, and the step changes thatsuch use of power allows to the user/enter-prise (mostly in the form of productivity im-provements), that enables income generationand capital accumulation. The following figureis only an example of interaction between elec-tricity supply and socio-economic develop-ment. However, it provides a useful conceptualframework for a systemic approach to investi-gate the benefits of access to energy.

Once recognized the key role of electricity ineconomic development, criteria must be setout in order to comparatively assess alternativemodels for the design and implementation ofenergy systems.
• Full Cost of EnergyThe Full Cost of Energy approach pursues thesystematic consideration of all the elementsdetermining the total cost of generating anddelivering electricity2 to the end users, mean-ing all the direct and indirect costs associatedwith power generation and delivery, includinggeneration capacity, fuel costs, environmentaleffects, Transmission & Distribution infrastruc-ture investments, the cost of dispatching andflexibility, the cost of redundancy as well as the
time-to-market of the different alternatives.

1 Adaptation from PRODUSE, The Impact of Electricity Access on Economic De-
velopment: A Literature Review, page 6. 2 The Full Cost of Electricity, The University of Texas at Austin
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• Centralized versus decentralized energy
systemsAdopting the Full Cost of Energy approach en-ables, inter alia, the comparison of two generalmodels to provide secure and sustainable ac-cess to electricity: i) centralized power gener-ation and ii) decentralized energy systems.The first model refers to the generation of elec-tricity at large-scale centralized facilities,whose location is mainly determined by the ef-ficient access to fuel and land availability. HighVoltage (HV) networks need to be designedand deployed in order to efficiently transportelectricity from the centralized plants to theload centres. Large conventional power sta-tions, such as coal, gas and nuclear plants, aswell as large renewable facilities, such as hy-droelectric stations and utility-scale wind orsolar power stations, are representative of thecentralized model. Decentralized generation refers instead to a va-riety of technologies to generate electricity ator near the end user(s). Decentralized energysystems are typically based on local renewable

energy sources, captured via mini-hydro,biomass, biogas, solar, wind and medium-en-thalpy geothermal plants. They are either con-nected to a single load, such as a home or a SMEor, through localized bi-directional mediumvoltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) networks, tomultiple loads in the same area, giving rise toa mini-grid. Decentralized generation systemsare modular and flexible, and can include mul-tiple generation and storage elements (in hy-
brid configurations) in order to guaranteesupply 24/7.Historically, the full cost of a delivered kilowatt-hour was higher in distributed than in central-ized systems. However, the rapid costdigression experienced by decentralized gen-eration, storage and energy management tech-nologies (as well as the quantification of theenvironmental effects of centralized genera-tion) have bridged such gap, particularly inareas with low initial load density. Such costadvantage, coupled with rapid and flexible de-livery, points to decentralized electricity sys-tems as the most efficient instrument to fosteraccess to electricity in areas of low load den-sity. Furthermore, in case of future connectionto the main grid, sophisticated and resilientmini-grids can play a fundamental role for thestabilization of the wider electric system.
Distributed energy systems: the techno-
logical state-of-the-artDecentralized energy systems are not a newconcept: every day diesel and gasoline genera-tors provide electricity to millions of peopleand businesses where there is no grid or wherethe grid is unreliable. What has changed is theemergence of a wide array of competitive, sus-tainable and reliable technologies for renew-able energy generation and energy storage andmanagement.Today, decentralized energy systems comprisea variety of technological solutions for different
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applications and with different performancesin terms of dispatchability, availability, etc. suchas:
• Solar Home SystemsSHS (Solar Home Systems) are stand-alonephotovoltaic systems in rural areas, not con-nected to the grid, designed to meet a house-hold’s basic electricity needs. SHS consist of solar modules connected to asolar charge controller, an inverter and a bat-tery. The energy is stored into the battery bankand supplied to the load via a DC/DC or DC/ACconversion system. They feed low-power appli-ances such as lights, radios and small TVs forabout three to five hours a day. SHS are a key instrument for basic access to en-ergy (and the creation of initial loads) but nota tool for productive uses of energy, given theirlimited power and autonomy.With cost as one of the biggest barriers for SHSuptake, optimizing the system size versus theenergy needs is crucial. While in 2003 only a SHS of 20 Wp was eco-nomically competitive with kerosene lamps, in2015 this was true also for a 70-80 Wp kit. Themain contributor of such cost digression hasbeen the decrease in the cost of the photo-voltaic modules. The cost of batteries has nowalso entered a steep descending path, while thecost of the Balance-of-System (BOS – inclusiveof inverter, cabling and structure) is expectedto significantly decrease with rising volumes.Much of the challenge in the diffusion of SHShinges on the successful optimization of bat-tery lifetime. Battery can account for more than50% of the total SHS costs, while having theleast lifetime among the components.The key advantages, disadvantages and relativechallenges of today’s two mainstream batterytypologies are set forth below:

• Single-user hybrid solutionsSingle-user hybrid solutions (mostly for SMEs)combine i) one or more renewable-energysources, ii) normally a storage system to bal-ance the system and time shift renewable en-ergy production, iii) conventional back-upsystems (usually diesel gensets) to ensure24/7 energy supply; iv) a BOS inclusive of in-verter(s) and an energy management systemto ensure stable supply and optimize powerflows. Such single-user systems can be grid-con-nected (if so, they can source power from thegrid when economically convenient and whenthe grid is considered sufficiently stable), butare designed not to rely on the grid, neither forenergy supply, nor for voltage and frequencystabilization. By contrast, they are thought asindependent power generation systems, ableto provide 24/7 energy supply.
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A hybrid solution can be characterized on thebasis of the ratio between the capacity of re-newable energy sources and the load to feed:low, medium and high renewable penetrationrequire different architectures, different sizingof energy storage systems and the use of differ-ent control functions.Hybrid solutions combine the environmentalbenefits and short time-to-market of renew-able sources with a dispatchable, guaranteed,high-quality power supply.
• Mini-gridsMini-grids can be defined as a set of generatorsand loads within a limited defined area, oper-ated in a coordinated way. Mini-grids can berun as stand-alone localized electric systems,especially in rural areas, but can also be con-nected to the wider electric system, in order toefficiently exchange energy, balancing capabil-ities and cold reserve (capacity), i.e. they canbe integrated as single active elements in cen-tralized power systems. Mini-grids cluster multiple loads and dis-tributed generation systems via MV and/or LVby-directional localized networks. The elemen-tary building elements of the mini-grids can bepure loads (households, SMEs), prosumers(households or SMEs with their own hybrid so-lutions), community or commercial mini-grid-level generation and/or storage facilities. Amini-grid can be privately or community-man-aged, or else utility-managed. Presently, most micro-grids adopt conventionalAC grid systems. Since many renewablesources generate DC voltages, converters arerequired to transfer power from these energysources to the AC grid system. For example,wind turbines require back-to-back power con-verters to synchronize and adjust the outputfrequency and voltage level with the AC gridsystem. In residential and rural segments, gridconnected equipment such as computers andbattery chargers use DC power. Thus, these de-

vices require an AC-DC conversion stage for ACgrid connection. Such multiple conversionstages reduce the overall efficiency and relia-bility of the systems. Hence a renewed interestin exploring DC grid systems.
Inclusive business model:
Productive uses of energyFostering productive uses of energy is essentialto ignite a virtuous circle of demand growthand increasing local availability to pay, whichlays at the basis of mini-grid return on invest-ment. In fact, despite choosing the most efficient gen-eration technology to provide electricity accessis necessary to support local development, it isnot sufficient to directly spur economic trans-formation and sustained growth. Indeed, a sus-tainable business model shall be created inorder to couple electricity supply with othersolutions and quality inputs to successfully un-leash the community’s inner capacity to de-velop and trigger a virtuous cycle.
Opportunities and positive impacts related
to mini-grid developmentMini-grid implementation through the abovementioned sustainable business model has thepotential to generate widespread and transfor-mational benefits, such as:• Providing critical employment opportuni-ties, particularly in the agricultural/agro-processing industry and Small/MediumEnterprises (SMEs); • Promoting growth of local economy and pri-vate sector, thus presenting opportunitiesfor investors as well;• Enabling households to achieve a betterstandard of living, which in turn would en-able them to be more productive and gener-ate additional income also used to buy
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efficient electric equipment (e.g. fans, foodprocessors, refrigerators etc.) that will im-prove their quality of life;• Catalyzing training & development of skilledhuman resources as people acquire newcompetencies to run new businesses or totake advantage of new employment oppor-tunities;• Making the investment in electrificationsustainable, thanks to the growing localconsumption and to the increased commu-nity ability to pay.However, the identification of the potentialuses of electricity that could ignite this virtuouscircle requires prior analysis and actions. Infact, local businesses development should bedone during the whole lifecycle of the electrifi-cation project, since it helps both to design theinfrastructure and to establish a sustainablebusiness model, which has to be tailored to thespecific socio-economic characteristics of localcommunities. Such characteristics vary fromplace to place and there is no one-size-fits-allsolution that will suit all villages. Such development should be performed in aninclusive way, building the demand bottom-up,as the involvement of local players is essentialfrom an early stage to build trust between res-idents, local businesses, the mini-grid devel-oper and operator.The development model must consider the ho-listic system to be effective. For example, theidentification of solutions to include productiveuse of electricity and electricity use needs tofocus on different inputs, relationships, mech-anisms, and dynamics at play, such as:1) Supply-Demand of electricity, including as-pects such as the reflectiveness of electricitytariff and the incurred costs for the electric-ity supply and the availability to pay for dif-ferent uses of electricity 

2) Competitiveness of mini-grids with existingsolutions, such as kerosene, Solar HomeSystem;3) Desirability and attractiveness of electric-ity-enabled behaviors, products and serv-ices; 4) Business Acceleration, including the capa-bility of the electricity supply to power de-vices for productive use (e.g. sewingmachines, milling machines) and increasethe economic productivity, the disposableincome and the ability to pay;5) Sustainability of the business model or allstakeholders, including local communities,investors and national governments.Potential uses of electricity to foster socio-eco-nomic development in rural areas might in-clude, among others: electric pumps forirrigation and increased harvests of crops;electric mills replacing more expensive existingdiesel powered mills; fridges and food proces-sors (for fish, meat, dairies..), and power forsmall roadside business centers providing pho-tocopying, fax machines, and internet.• Mini-grids have an impact on a wide rangeof stakeholders in rural and peri-urbanareas, including: • Rural/local community households;• Community schools, clinics, health centers,NGO offices, local government offices andother public buildings;• Farming/agri-food sector - for irrigationand food processing;• Private sector and Small and Medium Enter-prises (SMEs) as listed above;• NGOs and the private sector as mini-grid de-velopers;• Rural electrification agencies – which mayact as intermediaries between the mini-grids and consumers (or may be by- passedby them in some models).
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For this reason, partnerships among organiza-tions (private sector and NGO’s) and local play-ers with different fields of expertise are criticalto address all the essential inputs concurrentlyand to support a sustainable growth of eco-nomic activity that drives electricity consump-tion and that will support the mainconsumption anchors. An appropriate supportsystem could help villages to channel local re-sources into economic growth. Italy, in particular, could provide a strong sup-port with technical expertise and supply of ad-vanced and robust machinery, which representleading sectors of Italian economy. 
Barriers to further developmentDecentralized solutions can play a central rolein achieving universal electricity access, andrepresent today a proven, effective alternativeto traditional grid expansion. Policy schemes adopting decentralized energysystems, should compare, at equivalent levelsof supply reliability, with the Full Cost of En-ergy (also in terms of time-to-market) of serv-ing the same loads via a centralized electricsystem3 and aim to offer the investor a fair risk-adjusted remuneration. Policy-makers have historically regarded ruralelectrification with off-grid technologies as aphilanthropic activity, giving priority, for indus-trial development, to the expansion of existinggrids. Even though in the past years it has be-come clear that the development of off-gridprojects does not prevent integrating them infuture centralized power systems3, gaps in pol-icy and regulation still persist. Therefore, it isnecessary to define an enabling framework toscale up the use of decentralized systems as a

proper way of addressing the electrificationchallenge. The widespread assumption that rural electric-ity supply is to be considered a charity ratherthan a commercial activity is erroneous, asstudies show that spending power in ruralareas is high compared with the long-run mar-ginal cost of electricity supply.The private sector is willing to invest but theirgeneralized involvement is still challenging, be-cause of the lack of a regulatory frameworkproviding enough clarity on operational rulesand on key critical issues, and for the absenceof de-risking mechanisms. Permittingprocesses are still long and not streamlined,and too many authorities are involved in theelectrification activity, creating overlapping re-sponsibilities or lack of responsibility.We can summarize in three categories themain building blocks of an effective frameworkto foster decentralized energy systems:
1. Simplified permitting and licensing
proceduresGovernments should keep mini-grids permit-ting process streamlined, providing a land reg-istry and a standard set of permits onapplication form, inclusive of right of ways, en-vironmental impact assessment, district au-thorizations, etc., enabling regulators toquickly assess projects viability. Such permitsshould be assessed in a reasonable - and well-known in advance - processing time, through asingle window support channel (one-stopshop). In addition, a combined generation, dis-tribution and supply license with an exclusiveright of supply should be provided for a deter-mined period of time to avoid the risk of devel-opers paying the significant cost of projectpreparation and then finding themselves sub-ject to competition from other developers.Permitting procedures should be linked totechnical and safety standard requirements.Therefore, it is very important that countries3 The benchmarking has to consider cost-reflective electricity tariffs, not tariffs

actually in place, that may be not cost reflective
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develop a regulating body able to define Tech-nical connection rules (Grid Codes), to be ful-filled also by mini-grid projects that, althoughinitially off-grid, might be integrated into themain grid in the future. 
2. Flexible tariff setting rulesFinancial and economic aspects also play animportant role in promoting the developmentand safe operation of decentralized grids byprivate players. Flexible tariff setting rules and financing mech-anisms have to be in place to ensure reasonablereturn to investors and affordable prices forconsumers.Tariffs for mini-grids need to be set independ-ently from  the tariffs applied to main grid-con-nected customers, that are  generally highlysubsidized by the Government. The tariff levelshould be flexible enough and based on whatwill be affordable and acceptable to remoteusers (for example, for farmers it will be easierto pay electricity after harvest than in othertimes of the year), balanced with the devel-oper’s need to meet operating expenses, in-cluding depreciation, and deliver a fair returnon investment.Tariffs levels are therefore expected to providedevelopers with a suitable financial return,while accounting for the need to deliver highquality service. Governments and developmentpartners can support lower mini-grids tariffsby providing grant subsidies that offset thehigh initial capital costs and thereby reduce in-vestment risks.
3. Clear “Exit options” in case of main grid
arrivalThe most critical risk in the development of de-centralized solution is represented by the po-tential arrival of the main grid before the timeneeded to recover the investment. Such risk can be mitigated by the diffusion of

official Governments plan providing more cer-tainty on grid extension in the medium/longterm, that anyway should be reliable and notabruptly changed.  Moreover, clear exit options in case of maingrid arrival must be set in advance, identifyingduties and rights on involved parties (i.e. devel-oper, Distributor System Operator, Regulator),in order to provide to developers fair guaran-tees on the return of their investment. Government regulation can help to mitigatethis risk by mandating one of the followingpossible options: a) the mini-grid operatorcould become a power generator, selling en-ergy to the main grid, through PPA with a guar-anteed tariff, and distribution assets purchasedby a DSO.  b) the mini-grid operator could be-come a DSO, that purchases electricity frommain grid and resell it to customers (disposingof the legacy generation assets in the mini-grid); c) a combination of power generator andDSO, with a specific regulatory regime for em-
bedded generation.According to the preferred choice done by themini-grid operator, the DSO must have the ob-ligation to purchase the distribution portion ofthe mini-grid assets that represents the mostcapital intensive portion of the total invest-ment, provided that the latter are technicallycompliant with the Grid Code. A crucial ele-ment therefore is represented by the determi-nation of the compensation value for thedistribution assets. That value must be basedon the expected return of the investors at thetime of the investment decision, and thereforeon the future cash flows that he was expectingto receive for the time of operating of the proj-ects. Anyway, the role of the Regulator in managingsmoothly the exit option is crucial in order toensure the fairest solution in the interest ofconsumers and mini grid operators.While a consistent regulatory environment is a
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requisite for decentralized energy systems tobecome a pillar of government’s electrificationstrategies, in certain areas and applications theprivate sector is showing the ability to inde-pendently develop and fund the deployment ofprivate mini-grids, mainly for captive and ownconsumption. Such initiatives should not bediscouraged in any way: communities andbusinesses that autonomously mobilize capitalto deploy sustainable and reliable decentral-ized energy systems are a valuable comple-ment, not a threat, to centrally promotedschemes. Fostering entrepreneurship is itself amajor contribution of clean energy technolo-gies to economic development.
Conclusions and call for action

The role of electrification in economic develop-ment is fundamental. Innovative, sustainable

decentralized energy solutions represent themost efficient instrument to promote access toelectricity in areas of low load density or veryfar from existing national grid. Fostering pro-ductive uses of energy is essential to ignite avirtuous cycle of demand growth built on an in-clusive business model, however, the cyclejump-start requires many different inputs. Having a holistic point of view and strong part-nerships will be important to activate all the in-puts simultaneously to achieve the mostefficient and sustainable business model,which will be beneficial both for local commu-nities and investors. Systematic know-how dis-semination, a consistent regulatory frameworkfor decentralized energy systems, and an openmind towards entrepreneurship in the energysector are fundamental elements of an effectiveenergy policy for emerging economies.
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!There are five fundamental factors driving therelevance of decentralized solutions for the de-velopment of the power sector in Zambia:(i) limited potential load density outsideurban centres and mining areas;(ii) consequently, the limited reach of thetransmission grid;(iii) need to enable primary sources with a dif-ferent seasonal profile than hydroelectricproduction;(iv) a mismatch between the aggregated loadprofile, dominated by baseload demandfrom the mining sector, and the typical

load profile of residential demand, exacer-bating the challenge to cover peak demandby modulating hydro production;(iv) abundant renewable energy potential (inparticular solar and biomass, in additionto hydro).The prevalence of the mining sector in Zam-bia’s electricity demand has fundamentally in-fluenced the development of its power system,through the development of high-capacitytransmission backbones serving mining areasand urban centers (whose growth is in turnhighly correlated to the mining sector), and alimited reach of the main grid in other regions.



Rapid urbanization is exacerbating such dy-namics, further reducing potential load densityin rural areas.This fundamental asymmetry makes an obvi-ous case for a decentralized energy approachto rural electrification, relying on affordablesolar technology (possibly complemented bybiomass in agricultural areas generating mate-rial residues with energy potential) as main el-ement of the primary mix, supported byconventional back up capacity (powered bydiesel or, where economically sustainable, bio-fuels) and storage capacity for balancing andintra-day energy management purposes.In this framework, Solar Home Systems aresynergetic with a microgrid roll-out program,by incubating initial load.
Potential policy frameworkThe key challenge to the systematic implemen-tation of microgrids in this environment is thetypical trade-off between i) the need of a cost-reflective tariff to remunerate the capital ex-penditure in generation and local distributioninfrastructure, and ii) the depressive effect of acost-effective tariff on initial load creation, re-quired to ultimately justify the roll-out of a dis-tribution infrastructure and foster network

economies. Furthermore, historically low electricity tariffin Zambia, partly justified by the need to pre-serve competitiveness of copper mining in aland-locked country, set a challenging pricebenchmark for decentralized solutions.Accordingly, a balanced mix of policy tools isrecommended to foster the deployment of de-centralized energy solutions.1. A liberal framework for spontaneous pri-vate microgrid realization: entrepreneursable to identify economically-sustainableload pockets should not be prevented tomarket unregulated schemes to villages andcommunities;2. A transparent framework for the deploy-ment of regulated microgrids, along theguidelines set forth in this paper, with aclear identification of any subsidy elementrequired to secure remuneration of networkinfrastructure in a low load density environ-ment (potentially with a digression schemefor such specific tariff components as loadgrows).3. Favor for Solar Home Systems as a path toload creation.
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Main Acronyms utilized• Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)• Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)• Concentrating Solar Power (CSP)• Distribution System Operator (DSO)• Electric Vehicle (EV) • Energy Management System (EMS)• Energy Storage System (ESS)• Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES)• Power Conversion System (PCS)• Pumped Hydro energy Storage (PHS)• Renewable Energy Source (RES)• Thermal Energy Storage (TES)• Transmission System Operator (TSO).
Technology overviewEnergy storage is not a single technology, butrather refers to a suite of diverse technologies,able to provide different services. Due to thewide range of technologies, it is important tobegin by outlining the main characteristics ofthe main typologies that may be deployed.Pumped Hydro energy Storage (PHS)PHS has been dominating energy storage forover a century and represent the vast majorityof current installed energy storage capacityworldwide. The operating principle is simpleand efficient. PHS stores and generates elec-tricity by moving water between two reser-voirs at different elevations. Thus, a specialnature of the site is required, needing both ge-ographical height and water availability. Duringoff-peak periods an electric motor drives apump or pump turbine, which pumps waterfrom a lower reservoir to a higher storagebasin. When electricity is needed, the water isdirected downwards through turbines. The
round-trip efficiency of these systems (calcu-

lated as the ratio between the net energy givenback from a storage and the energy consumedto fill it up) typically ranges from 70 % to 85%.

• Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)CAES technology is a mechanical storage inwhich energy in stored by compressing air atvery high pressures. The compressed air isthen released, preheated either with naturalgas (diabatic CAES) or with the heat storedduring compression (adiabatic CAES) and usedto drive a turbine-generator system, to produceelectricity when required.The round-trip efficiency of these systems typ-ically ranges from 42% to 50% for diabaticCAES and aim at values around 60%-65% foradiabatic configuration. Although the main CAES plant components, i.e.compressor and turbine, are technologicallymature and are able to treat large amount of airto enable high power storage systems, the en-ergy capacity of CAES plant depend on theavailability of large scale storage reservoirs forcompressed air. This makes CAES economicallyinteresting only if geological reservoirs, suchas mines, aquifers or salt caverns, are available,while, aboveground pressure vessels tend to betoo expensive for economic viability. The geo/site dependency of CAES strongly lim-ited it deployment so far. Indeed, the only ex-
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isting commercial plants are a 321 MW plantin Huntorf, Germany, and a 110 MW plant lo-cated in McIntosh, USA and a new 330 MWproject is under development in Northern Ire-land. • Liquid air energy storage (LAES)Sometimes referred to as Cryogenic EnergyStorage (CES), LAES is a promising storage al-ternative to CAES and PHS, currently at thedemonstration stage. Air is compressed andcooled down to liquefaction in a refrigerationplant, using cheap, off-peak energy, and storedin a relatively large insulated tank or vessel.The liquid air is then converted back to gas, ex-panded in volume, heated and used to drive aturbine to generate electricity on demand. Thanks to the much lower volumes needed tostore liquid air instead of gaseous air, LAES isnot prone to geological constraints or publicresistance and can be particularly suited to lo-cations where there is a source of low-gradeheat or cooling, such as an industrial process.In case of stand-alone applications or use with-out sources of heat or cold, heat is stored dur-ing compression to be used in the expansionphase, reaching efficiencies up to around 60-65%.All main components of LAES plants are com-mercially available and suited for large scaleplants, while heat and cold storage systems aswell as the full plant integration has to be suc-cessfully validated. The absence of significantcapacity or efficiency degradation with cyclingappears one of the main advantages of LAESversus lithium batteries, however LAES com-petitiveness will depend on capability to signif-icantly decrease its costs in order tocompensate also for the relatively lowroundtrip efficiencies.• FlywheelsThough flywheels have been in existence fordecades, they have only recently gained atten-tion for large-scale stationary energy storage.

They store kinetic energy in rotating discs orcylinders, suspended on magnetic bearings.Their main advantage over other storage tech-nology is the absence of capacity degradationover lifetime and low maintenance costs. Flywheels are normally suited for applicationsrequiring high power for short periods, how-ever some suppliers are offering flywheels alsoup to 4 hours storage periods.Flywheels tend to be very small in their basicmodules, so that no large scale-effect on costreduction is to be expected. 
• Batteries Whilst electrochemical devices have been usedfor energy storage since the 19th century, up tosome years ago they mostly found use so far insmall-scale applications, such as mobile powersources, and in the automotive industry.In the last years, the growth of electric vehiclesand the need to integrate renewable powertechnologies such as solar and wind drivedhuge investments in the development of bat-tery technologies, that nowadays represent themost competitive set of technologies that arebeing introduced to support renewable inte-gration into the electric grids worldwide.In particular, the recent period clearly showedthat Lithium based technologies are gainingmajority of market share for Renewable Inte-gration applications and for ancillary servicesfor grid support. This happened thanks both tomany impressive technological improvements(i.e. lifetime, energy conversion efficiency, re-sponse fastness) and a fast decreasing in costs,which have been in the range of 15 - 30% YoY(depending on the application) and lead to anoverall 80% price per kWh drop from 2010 to2017.Many other possible battery chemistries alter-native to lithium-based ones are under devel-opment or in initial commercialization phase,and could suit specific applications in the fu-
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ture. As an example, long term storage applica-tions (8-10 hours or more), that will be neededto manage the electricity networks with veryhigh renewable permeation, will be a marketsuitable for flow batteries, provided that theymanage to achieve significant cost reductions.The round-trip efficiency of batteries depend onthe chosen chemistry and technology, rangingfrom 75% (flow batteries) to 90% (best lithiumion). For some batteries (NaS) efficiency is alsoinfluenced by operational conditions as theyneed to be kept at high temperature even instandby mode.A key issue the battery industry is beginning todeal with is how to manage battery circulareconomy, from raw materials (many are rarefor the most diffused lithium based batteries)to end of life management. In this framework, batteries from electric vehi-cles which no longer meet the requirements ofthis application may well still have a ‘second-use’ in static applications, as detailed later in adedicated chapter. • Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage(SMES)SMES stores energy in the magnetic field of acoil. The coil is superconducting in order to re-duce the electrical losses, and therefore re-quires a cryogenic cooling system.  Theresponse time is extremely fast, and the tech-nology is suited for short-term power applica-tions such as improving power quality.• SupercapacitorsSupercapacitors are an established technologywhich stores much more energy per unit volumeor mass than traditional capacitors.  The re-sponse time is extremely fast.  The costs per unitof energy storage capacity are higher than forbatteries, though supercapacitors can withstandmuch higher numbers of charge/discharge cy-cles.  Supercapacitors therefore are suitable forvery short-term power applications.

• HydrogenPower to Gas (PtG or P2G) uses electricity tocreate hydrogen by electrolysis.  Hydrogen canbe stored as gas under pressure or liquid at lowtemperatures.  It can then be used to createelectricity in conventional reciprocating en-gines, gas turbines or in fuel cells, though inmany cases it may be better to use the gas forindustrial uses, space heating or transport. Hydrogen is currently used today for applica-tions that need no self discharge, like telecomtower UPS systems, and may well suite sea-sonal storages coupled to fast responding bat-teries, in order to supply 100% annual energyconsumptions with renewables in remoteareas, i.e. areas where diesel cost is very highdue to transportation.The round-trip efficiency of hydrogen-basedstorage systems today is as low as 30 to 35%.Some sources forecast that it could increase upto 50% with more efficient technologies, cur-rently at an early development stage.• Synthetic Natural Gas (SNG)Hydrogen can be converted into methane(SNG).  The main advantage in the context ofenergy storage is that the amount of hydrogenthat can be tolerated in existing natural gas in-frastructure is limited (of the order of 10% de-pending on technical characteristics of theinfrastructure).  There is no such restriction onthe amount of SNG that can be injected into ex-isting gas infrastructure.  Methane, being alarger molecule, also has lower leakage lossesthan hydrogen.  • Thermal Energy Storage (TES)There are three fundamental forms of thermalenergy storage: • Sensible thermal storage - increase or de-crease of temperature of a storage medium,such as water, oil, rocks or concrete.  • Latent thermal storage - phase transforma-
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tion, e.g. molten salt, paraffin, or water/ice;• Thermochemical storage - a reversiblechemical reaction, which is energy demand-ing in one direction and energy yielding inthe reverse direction (sorption and thermo-chemical), such as silica gel, zeolite, metalhybrids, or zinc.Thermal storage can be used to produce elec-tricity, by producing steam for a conventionalthermal power plant.  However the heat canalso be used directly in industrial process or forspace or water heating; this clearly requiresless plant and avoids conversion losses, thoughthe value of heat is substantially lower than thevalue of electricity.

Note that thermal storage can also be used toprovide ‘cold’, and this is currently a growingmarket for energy storage in the form of ice fordeferring air-conditioning loads.The application of energy storage can roughlybe placed on a continuum of power and energy.In general, energy applications are defined asthose that need a continuous supply of energyover a considerable length of time. In this case,the total energy flow is more important than

the magnitude of the charged or dischargedpower. Typical energy applications includepeak shifting, energy arbitrage, etc.  In contrast,power applications require fast injection andabsorption of energy, but durations for suchoperation are usually shorter. Power applica-tions include frequency control, and ramp ratecontrol for intermittent renewable generation.Electricity storage applications can usually beviewed as either primarily energy or primarilypower applications, and this categorization canbe applied to technologies as well, using theE2P ratio, also known as Discharge Time. If theE2P ratio is about 0.5 h or less, the technologycan deliver or absorb significant power over ashort time, such as flywheels, supercapacitorsor, nowadays, many types of Lithium batteries.If the E2P ration is about 4h or greater, thetechnology can sustain energy delivery for amuch longer period, like certain batteries, es-pecially flow batteries. In addition, two large-scale technologies (PHS and CAES) are capableof providing significant levels of both powerand energy, however they usually should becategorized as technologies suiting energy ap-plications. Since each storage technology canserve a range of applications, other factorsshould also be considered for a detailed classi-
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fication, like round trip efficiency, cycle andshelf life, and other physical limitations.
Battery Cost projectionCost information and projections for stationarybattery packs are less available than compara-ble information for automotive batteries due toless spread, production and scale economics.There are numerous storage systems availableon the market to match domestic 3 kW powerplants. Costs are quite different comparing sys-tems with same storage energy: nevertheless,it is important to specify that it is often notenough to compare the battery convenience bydividing their cost by nominal stocked capacityat full charge (i.e. $ per kWh capacity). Al-though this method may be useful for compar-ing batteries of the same type by brand ormodel, the same estimation can be inaccurateand misleading when comparing batteries withdifferent operating principles or, in the sametype, with different chemistry. Please considerthat this KPI (key performance indicator) canbe also misleading with suppliers that, al-though are providing same technology(lithium, for example) have different perform-ance based on their specific technical chacteri-tiscs. In order to improve the estimation, amore appropriate valuation method, i.e. Lev-elised Cost of Storage (LCOS), needs to be in-troduced. It is necessary to divide thediscounted total cost of the system (upfrontand ongoing capex, yearly opex and chargingcost to overcome the inefficiency of the system,etc.) for the discounted total amount of dis-charged energy throughput over the batterylifetime. This parameter returns a value muchcloser to the real cost of energy storage in bat-teries. The total discharged energy throughputcan be calculated as the discounted integral ofthe useful storable energy vs time (from Begin-ning of Life to End Of Life).In fact, the costs vary not only depending onthe type of battery used but also depending on

the production volumes. The cost of lithium-ion battery for hybrid auto plug-in wasdropped from about $ 1000kWh-1 in 2008 to$ 268kWh-1 in 2015, -73% in seven years,while the goal is to reach a cost of 125 $ kWh-1 by 2022 (an additional - 58% in seven years).Other studies estimate significant cost reduc-tions: CE Delft estimates reductions from $ 600kWh-1 in 2012 to $ 320 kWh-1 in 2020, up to$ 210 kWh-1 in 2030. On this basis, a lithium-ion of about 324 kWh (i.e. useful for running anelectric bus) could cost about $ 100,000 by2020, with further reductions expected for2030.
Electric vehicle batteries get second-life
with Energy Storage Systems (ESS)The Electric Vehicle (EV) market has blow-upin 2017. EVs sales are growing up rapidly andconsequently also the quantities of used bat-teries. Cost reduction in Li-ion batteries has en-abled this revolution. Car companies andresearchers are now studying how to reusethose exhausted batteries after they are usedin EV. This is the common environmental criti-cism of EVs, and an important issue about thedestination of these used batteries.Second-life is the term used for when a retiredor used EV battery is converted for use in anenergy storage project. This process includesthe following stages: retired batteries recovery,performance evaluations, and batteries packreorganization, second use in energy storagesystem, and batteries disposal andrecycling/reuse. EU Regulations, require the makers of batteriesto finance the costs of collecting, treating andrecycling all collected batteries, are already en-couraging tie ups between carmakers and re-cyclers. The fundamental problem is that thecost of recycling a battery is around €1 per kilo,the value of the raw materials that can be re-claimed is only a third of that. Cost of recyclingis the current barrier, and rather than be recy-cled, it is useful to reuse it. The lack of recycling
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capacity is a real problem and for this reason
lot of carmakers thinks the answer lies in
reusing rather than recycling EV batteries.
These batteries can still have up to 70%-80%
of their capacity. Therefore, after broken down,
tested and repackaged they are perfect for
functions such as energy storage.
The batteries world is constantly innovating,
and a second-life EV battery is an economical
choice. This increasing Li-ion demand will help
to continue to lower energy storage costs. Cost
reductions from adjacent markets such as bat-
tery powered electronics like EVs and large
scale renewable energy growth such as solar

and wind are paving the way for increased
storage, while regulation around grid stability
and renewable adoption has been extremely
inviting as well.
There are markets around the used batteries
and it is still not clear what bene�its from that
trade.
Forecast from Bloomberg New Energy Finance
(BNEF) estimate volumes around 95 GWh of
available used Li-ion EV batteries in 2025 that
exceeds the size of the current stationary stor-
age market, and probably 25 GWh will be
reused in stationary EES.
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Fig. 4 - BNEF forecast of used battery availability and estimated volumes for a second-life in 
stationary energy storage 2016-2025 (GWh).
Source: BNEF
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All rechargeable batteries have a limited life.
Li-ion batteries are common in EVs and its life
is about 2000-3000 charge-discharge cycles.
Li-ion batteries designed for EVs need high en-
ergy density to maximize range while minimiz-
ing weight. At the end of its useful life these
batteries don’t die completely. They just reduce
its capacity making them unsuitable for EV
usage but they can maybe get a second-life as
stationary energy storage systems. 
This second-life Li-ion battery is a complex and
sometimes expensive process. To reuse them
in other applications is not as simple as remov-

ing EV batteries and then installing them di-
rectly into a stationary system.
Before beginning its second life however each
individual battery must be evaluated. To help
ensure that EV batteries are safely deployed in
their new applications, UL is developing the
safety standard UL 1974 that will aims to pro-
vide users with con�idence that a used EV bat-
tery will function effectively in a residential,
commercial or utility-scale storage application.
UL is developing the safety standard with input
from carmakers, electric utilities and academic
institutions. 



The battery must be manually removed from anEV and the pack disassembled into individualcells. Then, these cells must be tested to deter-mine the battery’s state of health, sending bat-teries without sufficient remaining capacity to berecycled. Even within the batteries suitable forreuse, cells must be sorted by similar remainingcapacity, or else the second-life system perform-ance would suffer. These are labour and energyintensive processes, but efforts in both academiaand industry are underway to reduce costs. In-troducing automation in the process will reducetime and labour costs, as will convince batterymanufacturers to use easy design for disassem-bly.There are a number of invaluable partnershipson both the supply and demand sides of theprocess. Fostering relationships early on in thedevelopment of ESS with original suppliers suchas Li-ion battery manufacturers and policymak-ers is the key to a lean, reliable supply chain. At the moment, there are some limitations to ourcurrent understanding of the second-life batteryopportunity because few vehicles have reachedthe end of their life; there isn’t a clear indicationof how much remaining capacity can be expectedfrom these batteries after typical use. EV manu-facturers by using more standard battery com-ponents could help to second-life users, and thedesign of the original EV battery can also mini-mize the cost of converting it for stationary stor-age. Pricing for second-life batteries are alreadyvery compelling with prices of €100 - 150 perkWh available and as EVs ramp up increasingnumbers will come to the market.There are different alliances and joint ventures,deals and solutions with large EV automakersadvancing second-life usage including Nissan,General Motors, Daimler, BMW, and Renault.
Overview of the EU grid codes to point out
best practices for emerging countriesNational grid codes are used to define the elec-trical performance requirements of generating

assets, operational and dispatch rules, and thetechnical requirements for interconnection tothe grid. Appropriate grid codes updated canconsiderably reduce potential adverse impactsof grid-integrated variable RE.During the last few years generation from Re-newable Energy Sources (RESs) has grownconsiderably in European electrical networks.Transmission system operators are greatlyconcerned about the impact of RESs on the op-erational security and efficiency of their net-works and more in general of the ENTSO-Einterconnected system. Grid codes have beenstarted to be revised in order to harmonize therules regarding the connection of RES powerplants, both directly to the grid and in coupled
with RES configurations. A main issue concernsfrequency control: frequency is greatly affectedby RESs intermittency and its deviations mustbe limited as much as possible in order to guar-antee a suitable level of power quality. To im-prove frequency stability, in the future, Gridcodes could extend frequency control require-ments also to RES units, whereas today theyare applied only to conventional power plants.As some Countries (Australia, Germany, Korea,several US cases, just for example) are provingyet, energy storage systems can be a possiblesolution to increase the flexibility and perform-ance of RES power plants: they allow genera-tors to modulate their power injectionswithout wasting renewable energy. In thispaper, the authors studied the suitability of ex-tending frequency control to RES units inte-grating them with energy storage systems. Inparticular, the paper focuses on the impact offrequency control on the storage lifetime by an-alyzing the power charge/discharge in re-sponse to real frequency oscillations. Actually,Grid codes set the rules and technical require-ments for power system and energy marketoperation. The different types of grid codes fa-cilitate: • The operational flexibility;• Operational stability;
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• Security and quality of supply;• Well-functioning wholesale markets.In order to counteract this kind of problems,national and international authorities updatedtheir standards and grid codes regarding theconnection of active end users to distributionnetworks, including both distributed genera-tions and ESS. Changing and evolving gridcodes are necessary for changing and evolvinggrid supply and demand.Grid codes traditionally focused on static reac-tive power control, power factor and dynamicrequirements such as low voltage ride throughcapability. The codes are now evolving intomore demanding requirements including dy-namic control of reactive power, voltage andfrequency at the point of connection, andpower quality. To create these new functions,each interconnection code and technical rulemust be analyzed for similarities and differ-ences in data requirements, specified curveshapes and default values. Lately, storage in-dustry is always looking for a quick solutionbut it must take around one year for implemen-tation plus another one for network codechanges. The grid requirements and codes areapplicable in different area; though most ofthem were originally developed for generatingsystems and only a subset of these include spe-cific function for ESS and Battery Energy Stor-age System (BESS).Creating grid codes on the consumption sidewill help improve the storage system develop-ment scheme. For Countries with stringent gridcodes, electricity storage can ensure that re-newable power generators meet the requiredconditions. In order to counteract this kind ofproblems, national and international authori-ties updated their standards and grid codes re-garding the connection of active end-users todistribution networks, including both distrib-uted generation and electrical ESS.Regardless of all the potential positive benefits

discussed, ESS still requires careful analysis ofthe costs and benefits issues in case of sometechnologies not so exploited so far. The intro-duction of ESS as a grid code requirementshould be done in order to give freedom ofchoice to the power plant owners or the gridoperators as regards the technology thatmatches the desired application.
Harmonization of standards, grid codes and
testing proceduresThe Electricity Directive of the European Union2009/72/CE regulates the unbundling ofTransmission System Operators (TSOs), Distri-bution System Operators (DSOs) and the func-tions of electricity generation and supply. Asenergy storage is not mentioned in the2009/72/CE, the position of energy storage inrelation to the unbundling requirements is notclear. As a result, electricity storage is generallyregarded as a generation system. The Directivealso specifies that a TSO cannot “directly or in-directly exercise control or exercise any rightover any undertaking performing any of thefunctions of generation or supply” of electricity.Nevertheless, a new European package (CleanEnergy Package) is currently being finalized,which also defines a clearer framework forstorage integration into electricity markets. Inparticular, the new framework includes provi-sions on ownership and management of stor-age facilities, setting boundaries on the role ofregulated entities, which can own, manage oroperate ESS only in case of a market failure.A grid code serves the mission of defining thephysical connection point requirements to befollowed by energy production equipment inorder to be connected to the grid; in addition aRegulatory framework defines the require-ments for permanent connection and the rele-vant network parameters to be supported, in away to secure system operation. The introduc-tion of ESS as a grid code requirement shouldbe done in order to give freedom of choice to
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the power plant owners or the grid operatorsas regards the technology that matches the de-sired application. Grid codes and requirementsmust be aligned with the technical capability ofthe participating technologies. Care must betaken to ensure that new grid codes do not cre-ate barriers for new entrants, and that overspecified requirements do not lead to an over-supply of services beyond what is actually re-quired. Developing national and internationalstandards for ESS are now essential and vitalfor the cost effective generation of this alterna-tive power, and to the growth of grid-scale ESS.By using ESS it’s possible to feed power to thegrid so that production need not be scaled upand down repeatedly to adjust to changing de-mand levels. These systems also absorb theover generation from wind and solar power fa-cilities and release that power when needed.The goal of some organizations, alliances orlaboratories is to accelerate harmonization ofstandards, grid codes and testing proceduresto carry out interoperability, scalability, safety,quality, availability, and affordability in energystorage components and systems. ESS must beintelligently plugged into the utility’s existinginformation and operations technology. With-out established standards, components andsystems will come with proprietary connec-tors, and the process of plugging them togetherbecomes a laborious task repeated for eachnew project, which will add to project cost andlead time. Hardware that makes up an ESS: bat-teries, Power Conversion System (PCS), meter-ing system, and the Energy ManagementSystem (EMS) can be intelligently plugged intoeach other and the electrical system. One of themost important processes is standardize com-munication and connections, which will accel-erate interoperability and scalability of ESS.Also, reduce engineering costs, enabling a ro-bust energy storage market, and improve stan-dardization procedures for safety andefficiency. National and international standardsand updated grid codes should be developed toreflect and to follow technology improvements

and advances in control systems networks.Regulatory aspects and harmonization of net-work codes are needed on national and inter-national levels. Standards must help fullydeployment of inverter based capabilities tomitigate voltage impacts on distribution sys-tems and provide useful services to supportbulk system reliability and performance. Struc-tural and technical harmonization of grid codesare needed to address standards for newemerging technologies like as wind, solar, stor-age and so on; principally inverter based dis-tributed resources.  Cooperation betweenTSOs/DSOs and international organizations(such as IEC, IEEE, CENELC, ENTSO-E) is nec-essary and should be supported to improveharmonization of grid codes. In many Coun-tries and grid companies, different grid codeshave been recently approved with the scope ofdefining the connection rules for passiveand/or active end-users, updating their generalgrid codes, or developing separate standardsdocuments such as requirements to meet thedemands of fast-growing wind, PV power gen-eration and ESS.While there has been strong progress in EES inCalifornia, similar advance has not been ob-served in Europe represented by the UK, andItaly. Australia and United States have experi-enced progressive renewable penetration dur-ing the past two decades and started yet inenabling RES coupled with Storage equip-ments. Other Countries, that are experiencinggreat RES  penetration, are not pushing a lot onthese kind of technologies so far. Environmen-tal concerns and political regulations, in paral-lel with available technology, are the maindrivers for the change. Transmission powernetworks are well interconnected, robust anddimensioned with sufficient reactive powermargins and spinning reserve to be correctlybalanced. In addition, well known operationaland market rules exist. All EU Member Statesand other European countries have their ownEnergy laws and Network Codes. These are in
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a constant process of European harmonization.In general, there is no mention of energy stor-age in European electrical energy legislation orregulations; exceptions are Germany, UK andItaly. In Europe, electricity storage is increas-ingly recognised as being the vital tool to de-liver the low carbon energy system efficientlyand the European Commission are in the pro-cess of considering amendments to electricitymarket design.Some generic principles should guide the fu-ture investment framework for storage:• There is a need for a European legal andregulatory framework regarding generaltechnical principles for storage;• Storage should compete on a level playingfield with other technologies, and the tariffstructures should ensure neutrality of stor-age;• Storage devices should not be restricted toa single service, as this would not be eco-nomically efficient;• The TSOs should have access to data forcentral and distributed storage facilities forsystem security for all timeframes, as wellas DSOs for facilities on their grids.Progress has been made towards grid codeharmonization in Europe, which has been abinding EU regulation since May 2016 and is inforce under EU law. One of the elements re-called in the 2009/72/CE is the initiation of theAgency for the Cooperation of Energy Regula-tors (ACER), which has developed the Frame-work guidelines on electricity balancingdirected at the TSOs. These guidelines do notspecify any technology for balancing the elec-tricity grid and leave the use of energy storageopen. Also, closer definitions will be needed inlocal jurisdictions for electricity storage tomeet exacting local regulatory requirements.The European Network of Transmission Sys-tem Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) has

published the European network codes or gridcodes for electricity balancing based on ACER’sguidelines that include the possibility for en-ergy storage facilities to become balancing ser-vice providers.There are a number of recent EU codes that al-ready clearly make the distinction betweengeneration and storage. In general, there is nomention of energy storage in European electri-cal energy legislation or regulations. Excep-tions are Germany, UK and Italy. The most recent versions of European stan-dards report the recommendations for the con-nection of generating plants, CENELEC TS50549-1 (LV) and CENELEC TS 50549-2 (MV)distribution networks, whereas CENELEC EN50438 regulates LV micro generating plantswith rated current under 16 A.The EU launched in October 2017, the EU Bat-tery Alliance (EBA) aimed to create a competi-tive battery value chain in Europe withsustainable battery cells manufacturing at itscore, making Europe a global leader in sustain-able battery production and use, in the contextof the circular economy. Europe intends to pre-vent a technological dependence on foreigncompetitors and capitalize on the job, growthand investment potential of batteries. The ini-tiative responds to the need of promoting bat-tery production as a strategic imperative forthe clean energy transition and the competi-tiveness of its automotive sector. The EBA is acooperative platform that gathers the Euro-pean Commission, EU Member States, the Eu-ropean Investment Bank and key industrialstakeholders and innovation actors from thewhole value chain. Within this framework, theEU intends to step-up research and innovationsupport to advanced (e.g. Lithium-ion) and dis-ruptive (e.g. solid state) technologies and tosupport the sustainability of EU battery cellmanufacturing industry with the lowest envi-ronmental footprint possible, for example byusing renewable energy in the productionprocess. This objective should be notably im-
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plemented through setting out requirementsfor safe and sustainable batteries production.Various instruments are being considered todrive robust environmental and safety require-ments that could be a trend-setter in globalmarkets. To this end, full advantage should no-tably be taken of the EU Batteries Directive,currently under review and the Eco-design Di-rective framework, where opportunities to de-sign an innovative and future-proof regulationare being pursued. A prerequisite to the sus-tainability of a European battery value chain,notably in the context of the circular economy,is to analyse in detail the key determinants forthe production of safe and sustainable batter-ies. This should also cover the entire valuechain, from sustainable and responsible supplyof raw materials to production processes, sys-tem integration and recycling.In Germany, the grid codes make no special re-quirements on storage; however it shall meetboth the requirements on load and on genera-tion, depending on its operation mode. In thiscontext, reference is made to the technicalguidelines of the German Association of Energyand Water Industries (BDEW) and associationfor electrical, electronic & information tech-nologies VDE on integration of distributed en-ergy resources and electrical energy storage.The BDEW at 2014 has proposed definitions ofenergy storage:An energy storage facility is defined as a facilitywhich receives energy with the objective ofstoring it electrically, chemically, electrochem-ically,    mechanically or thermally and makingit available again for use at a later time.• An electricity storage facility in the electric-ity supply system is proposed to be definedas an energy storage facility which receiveselectrical energy from a general supply grid,temporarily stores it and later feeds the re-leased energy back into a general supplygrid.• About market integration, the German re-

newable energy sources act (EEG) coversstorage of RE source and the transmissioncode explicitly mentions storage as an op-tion for the reserve/balancing power mar-kets without mentioning other applicationsof electrical energy storage.European network codes and market designpackages may be important for electricity stor-age in the UK. In the UK, storage is explicitlymentioned in the Capacity Market  (CM) regu-lations. National Grid (the local TSO) held in2014 a first CM auction which was also openfor energy storage facilities. In 2016 a serviceconcerning superfast response to grid fre-quency fluctuations  - called Enhanced Fre-quency Response (EFR) - was tendered byNational Grid and finally entirely awarded to200 MW of BESS In Italy, the ESS connected to the grid has to re-spect the regulation for the connection of agenerator to the transmission/distributiongrid. Italian grid codes CEI 0-16 (MV) and CEI0-21 (LV) indicate technical rules for the con-nection of passive and active end-users to thenetwork.  Italy has stipulated that the TSO andDSOs cannot build and operate batteries undercertain specific conditions are envisaged. Atthe moment, ESS connected to the grid have torespect the regulation for the connection of agenerator to the transmission/distributiongrid (Italian decree law 93/11). Italian net-work regulator (AEEGSI) passed a decision onprovisions related to the integration of ESS forelectricity in the national electricity system(574/2014/eel) defining network access rulesfor energy storage and tariff to be applied inthe different ESS configuration (i.e. connectedto a consumption unit, or a generation unit, orstand-alone). However, the TSO shall justify, through acost/benefit analysis, that the ESS is the mostefficient way to solve the problem identified(e.g. compared to building a new line). In anycase the TSO should not receive remuneration
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higher than the (measurable) cost of alterna-tive solutions. The installation of RE, particu-larly wind energy in the United States, hasoften required reinforcement of the transmis-sion infrastructure. With regard to grid codes,there are some special provisions for renew-able developers to comply with Federal EnergyRegulatory Commission (FERC). In USA, the 2017 edition of National ElectricalCode (NEC) presents the latest comprehensiveregulations for electrical wiring, overcurrentprotection, grounding, and installation ofequipment. Major additions reflect the contin-uing growth in renewable power technology;these items include dc loads, ac loads in stand-alone systems and battery storage systems.In South America, the Middle East and Asia thenetworks continue to develop at the same timethat a large integration of renewables is takingplace, driven mainly by available technology,more accessible electricity prices, and in-vestors bringing in successful experiencesfrom other countries. The challenges of inte-gration are:• Stability issues due to limited margins of re-active power• Lack of interconnection with neighbouringcountries and limited spinning reserve• Poor power quality levels due to low short-circuit ratios• Networks generally weaker in the areasaway from the main cities For many power network providers, keepingup with the ever changing and increasingly de-manding grid codes is a draw on resources. Ittakes time to keep up, and to interpret chang-ing or new grid codes, and to then extrapolatehow those codes may affect the situation andwhat may need to change in order to remaincompliant. Changing and evolving grid codesare necessary for changing and evolving gridsupply and demand. 

As described above, ESS is a technology whichcan increase the reliability and resilience of theelectrical grid, especially in the presence of un-predictable energy sources such as wind andsolar. In particular, ESS based on electrochem-ical batteries probably will continue to be thecase over the next decade due to their versatil-ity, maturity and declining installation costs. Alarge diffusion of ESS, mainly based on electro-chemical batteries, is expected to take place inthe next future on both MV and LV networks.Recently, the integration of a BESS is investi-gated as an alternative solution instead of mod-ulating the hydraulic power.Both distributed generation units and ESS arerequired to contribute to the network stability;at the same time, in order to improve fault ridethrough capabilities, extended operatingranges have been introduced for voltage andfrequency in the interface protection systemsof local energy sources.The ESS exploitation at the end-user level, incoexistence with distributed generations, is en-couraged by a variety of different advantagesand opportunities, such as:• The forecasted decreasing cost of storagesystems with a future diffusion involving in-creased production capacity.• Economic advantages for active end-users,enabling the optimal self-consumption oflocally produced energy, alternatively to in-centivizing mechanisms and so on.• Levelling the distributed generation powerproduction, both in terms of daily peakshaving function (PV generators, wind tur-bines, etc.).• Opportunities in the participation of to an-cillary services markets• Local supply of end-users in the case of dis-tribution network outage.• Contribution in supplying the load peak
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power, reducing the contractual value of ad-mitted power absorption and consequentlya consistent portion of the end-user bill.The increased penetration of RE requireschanges to the standards and grid codes to en-sure that power grids remain reliable and ro-bust, through the support on the technologieslike these ones.
Barriers to effective energy storage ex-
ploitationSeveral studies have examined the barriers toenergy storage in different Countries. Thesebarriers lead to cost allocation issues, distortedcompensation mechanisms, lack of price sig-nals and bureaucratic issues and delays.  Theregulation complexity is due to the large num-ber of benefits that ESS provides to electric gridas energy services, ancillary services, transmis-sion infrastructure services, distribution in-frastructure services, and customer energymanagement services. Such a large number ofESS benefits have provided a wide market chal-lenges, regulatory bodies and regulatory barri-ers.The impact of regulatory bodies on markets,services, technology and stakeholders variesconsiderably between Countries and/or Re-gions. European Union has a significant regu-latory role and many other authorities have animpact on the regulation of energy markets.Standard organizations naturally affect whichkind of technology is being utilized. Barriersexist related to the legislation and standardiza-
tion of electricity markets and the related tech-nologies. Legislation and standardization aredistinct as legislation is set and maintained bygovernments while standards are issued bystandardization bodies. This forms a quitecomplex field which requires careful consider-ation when developing new applications andbusiness cases for ESS solutions. Lately, several barriers to the large-scale de-

ployment of ESS solutions have been identified.Barriers to enter the market and a lack of alevel playing field between different technolo-gies have been identified as the most criticalstumbling blocks. Covering the main factorslimiting mainstream acceptance of energy stor-age solutions, the main barriers prohibitingmarket entry for ESS can be divided into four
categories,:- the first includes market barriers, whichplace limitations on ESS usage and the as-sociated energy trading due to a lack of mar-ket designs and business models. - the second consists of technological barri-

ers, which may limit widespread access toESS solutions. - the third consists of legislative barriers,which are controlled by the current politicalclimate in each target country. - the last consists of financial barriers. Typi-cally, the difficulty of measuring and mone-tizing the value provided by energy storagein the market, often a consequence of themarket barriers mentioned above. In partic-ular ESS is a highly capital intensive invest-ment that requires long term price signalsto lower the risk and cost of capital, such aslong term remuneration schemes based onpayments for the availability besides pay-ments for the energy exchanged.Another barrier can be identified in the classi-
fication of energy storage technologies. Differ-ent markets have different classificationsystems, and therefore, different compensationmechanisms. This variety adds a further bur-den to energy storage providers because theyhave to make separate business cases for eachmarket. Receiving proper revenue compensa-tion for energy storage providers in the lack ofa recognized remuneration scheme is problem-atic, especially in regard to providing ancillary
services. Different wholesale power marketshave different compensation mechanisms,many of which are far from providing just com-
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pensation to providers. Certain technologiesare much faster in responding to frequencyregulation needs than others. In the absence ofprices for ancillary services, it could be difficultto evaluate a provider’s proposal that includesESS (parties in fact could not look to otherwholesale markets to estimate revenuestreams).By summarizing all described constraints, it re-sults clear that an effective inclusion of energystorage in grids is bringing several challengesto regulators, some of them still to be over-come. However, an increasing number of regu-latory bodies (especially in the EU, in the USand in Australia case) have found ways for stor-age inclusion in their grids The result in the lastcouple of years is an exponential growth ofstorage applications (also at an utility scalelevel with multi megawatt plants realised) witha significant part of the investments comingalso from the private sector. This indicates thata considerably improved regulatory frame-work and clear remuneration schemes havebeen put in place.
Current EES scenario in African regionsFocusing on Africa’s region all the topics previ-ously discussed have to be correlated with thespecific political and economic contest. Actu-ally in such a region the EES market is still lim-ited by the following barriers:• Limited renewable energy development;• Limited local technical expertise and under-developed grid infrastructure;• Political and/or economic instability, andaccess to affordable financing;• Highly regulated, state-run energy markets;• Low-cost fossil fuels.However, in the latest years, due to the con-stant decrease of RES costs, renewable energy

development is rapidly increasing in Africa.Long-time forecasts clearly indicate that mostof new energy consumed in Africa will comefrom RES, leading to a need of ESS in order tobalance RES’ main weakness (that is notablyintermittency).In South Africa, in recent years, a significant ef-fort has been applied for the deployment ofRES: PV, wind, and in particular ConcentratingSolar Power (CSP) using molten salts as TES.Around 1.6 GW of grid-tied EES has to datebeen installed and 1.4 GW of this storagecomes from PHS. South Africa, due to the im-pressive growth rate of RES penetration in thelast decade, was expected to be the largestmarket for energy storage for hybrid systems,the integration of renewable generation beingthe key driver for energy storage. Some studieshave estimated the possibility to increase pro-duction capacity with 25 GW of wind and solarby 2025, including the implementation of ESSto improve power supply and to reduce the fre-quent grid outages. There are also ideal appli-cations for nano-grids and micro-grids (inparticular mining sites, rural communities).BESS are expected to be included in remotepower systems given the lack of grid connec-tivity and RES intermittency. On a larger scalehowever (utility scale), still there are no clearplans in South Africa for large scale batterystorage coupled with PV (the only coupledstorage systems are those associated with CSPplants). A first approach to utility BESS hasbeen taken in 2017 by identifying the existingResearch and Innovation Centre of Eskom inJohannesburg to be used to make comparisonsbetween different energy storage technologiesand solutions available on the market and bystarting to install utility scale BESS for testing.The facility is undertaking tests on lithium-ion storage batteries and sodium nickel chlo-ride battery technology, with plans to test“another three technologies” in the near future.In October 2018 Eskom announced the inten-tion to deploy a portfolio of 360 MW / 1440MWh of BESS across 90 sites with size ranging
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from 1 to 60 MW. However, there is a lack ofalignment with state energy policy since thedraft “Integrated Resource Plan 2018”,  defin-ing the required additional capacity mix in thecountry up to 2030, does not anticipate the in-stallation of any BESS.  The conclusion is therefore twofold: on the onehand it is clear that BESS will play an increas-ingly central role in the energy mix of SouthAfrica. On the other hand, it isn’t yet clearwhether its large development will be immedi-ate  or could be delayed due to the need ofmore awareness of decision makers over thereliability of BESS systems and an even fasteracceleration of the price drop of BESS systems.The same approach of South Africa is likely tobe taken by the other African States in the com-ing future.
Opportunity for energy storage in AfricaCurrent Africa’s weak power infrastructureand rapidly growing electricity demand createa unique environment for a future mass-scaleadoption of energy storage across a variety ofuse cases. In many ways, the African marketpresents a more compelling business case thaneven the US and Europe. In addition to gridsupport and integration of renewables into theelectricity system, current status of Africa’spower grids creates an opportunity to supplypower either cheaper than diesel (when cou-pled with PV) or to bring “round-the-clock”electricity to remote, unconnected locations(e.g. mines, rural villages).Bushveld estimates the addressable market forutility scale energy storage in Africa to be 80-90 gigawatt hours (GWh), or $20-30 billion.Key facts include:• Electricity demand in Africa will grow at4.5% p.a., with commercial and industrialcustomers making up 2/3 of total demand.• Diesel generators in Africa produce around

16 terawatt hours (TWh) of electricity an-nually, costing $5 billion for fuel alone (orover $0.31/kWh on average), showing thatAfricans are willing and able to pay for elec-tricity. Combining solar PV with well sizedstorage systems can yield significantlylower unit costs than diesel, without takinginto account further cost reductions ex-pected in the coming years.• Energy experts estimate that South Africaneeds 4GW and 24 GWh of energy storagecapacity already, on top of the 1.3GW of theIngula pumped storage project.
Africa may benefit the most from energy stor-age, compared to other regions, as it offers overother regions several advantages:• Excellent solar irradiation that suggests awide use of this source in the future coupledwith ESS;• High reliance on costly diesel especially foroff grid applications and for grid connectedflexible generation (due to limited availabil-ity of gas);• Around 600 million people that still do nothave access to electricity;• Easier project implementation (large spaceavailable);• “Savvy” energy consumers, open to new so-lutions. Energy storage will become also a key factorfor customers in Africa where weak grids sufferof frequent outages (in particular blackoutsand fluctuations of frequency or voltage). Theinstallation at a consumer’s connection pointof a BESS will constitute a defensive efficienttool against power outages in order tosmoothly guarantee the continuity of the in-dustrial production. In case of significant en-ergy price fluctuations during the day it will
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allow also to make savings on the energy pur-chasing costs. Concerning on grid ESS, it is expected that theywill be efficiently installed coupled with exist-ing RES pants. Whether a grid will be unable toabsorb the power instantly produced by theRES plant and frequent curtailments are likelyhappen during the plant lifetime, storage canovercome the problem. Storage combined withRES plants could also reduce the unbalancingcaused by variability of RES power production,this would contribute to grid stability andallow a higher penetration of RES in the energymix. A proper dimensioning of BESSs in thiscase is strategical in order to obtain the besteconomic performance of the RES+ESS plant.
Storage in developed marketsDue to the geographical characteristics as wellas the peculiar load-generators distribution(major industrial loads in the north, intensiveRES deployment in the south) Italy has beenone of the first country in the world to face theissues of RES introduction and to deeply testfunctions and potentiality of energy storagesystems (ESS).In the next paragraphs, an overview of some ofthe main ESS projects both on distribution andtransmission grid will be performed.
Energy storage for the Italian Transmis-
sion gridTerna, the Italian TSO, launched in 2011 a hugeprogram of ESS installations to address bothcongestions on HV grid (so called energy inten-
sive projects) and safety of the electrical system(power intensive projects). In the context of power intensive projects, inorder to increase the safety of the electricalsystem of Italian major islands, two storagelaboratories (called Storage Labs, one in Co-drongianos’ HV/MV Substation in Sardinia and

one in Ciminna’s substation in Sicily) were de-veloped. Several ESS systems were installed(about 8 in Sardinia and 6 in Sicily, about 1 MWpower each), able to ensure fast response timeand based on power intensive technologies andcommercial chemistries (lithium ion of differ-ent types, sodium-chloride and vanadium). Thetarget of the installations was to provide re-
serve, frequency and power regulation (supportto low system inertia coming from traditionalgenerators), voltage regulation and to workwith integrated approach with TSO’s grid man-agement. In the picture below is shown anoverview of Codrongianos’ storage lab. 

Storage Lab experience also provided the pos-sibility to deal with multiple technologies atthe same time and their combined operation,testing their advantages and limits under dif-ferent operating conditions. Multiple skills tomanage specific battery characteristics (ther-mal management for lithium, high temperatureoperation for sodium chloride, chemical as-pects for vanadium redox batteries) resulted tobe a milestone of the project. Electrical simpli-fied models have been elaborated and testedfor the various storage systems, leading to thecapability of predicting ageing of a storage sys-tem depending on chemistries and applica-tions, making the Italian TSO prepared to knowwhich type of storages (or aggregated group of
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storages) will better fit to provide the specificgrid services it will procure in the near futurein the electricity market.As far as energy intensive projects are con-cerned, a first step in the reduction of conges-tions on HV grid portions with high windpenetration required the installation in theCampania Region of three huge ESS (about 12MW/80MWh each) based on sodium sulphatetechnology (NAS), having the capability tostore energy for enough hours to reduce 150kVlines congestion as well as to support primaryregulation, voltage regulation and increase ter-tiary reserve.

In the picture above, a detail of the installationin Scampitella.  NAS battery modules are insidededicated buildings, each of them connected toa PCS container. Additional four containers arerequired for auxiliaries, control system, MV de-vices. Since once heated up, sodium chloridebatteries have to be kept continuously at hightemperature (300°) up to the end of life, the re-quired degree of redundancy on auxiliary feed-ing is 4. Scampitella SANC (Italian acronym fornon-conventional energy storage system) wasconnected directly to the HV grid by means ofa dedicated Substation built on purpose. Spe-cific results of transmission grid ESS projectsare available on public reports.Both the power intensive and the energy inten-

sive projects are ongoing, with annual publicreports of the results. 
Energy storage for the Italian
Distribution gridOne of the first Italian ESS project, developedstarting from 2012, promoted the improve-ment of distribution grid in Southern Italy re-gions with high RES penetration providing thepossibility to test Energy Storage Systems inprimary substations to:• reduce the variability of power flow due towind gusts or the passage of clouds;• Make the exchange of energy profiles be-tween HV/MV substations and Nationalgrid more predictable.In the picture below, one of the three installa-tions foreseen in the project, the 2MW/1MWhESS in Campi Salentina (LE) is shown. Three 40feet container were designed and equippedwith proper auxiliaries to house batteries, PCS(inverter), EMS (Energy management system)and MV equipment to connect the storage to20kV grid. 

The flexibility of lithium -ion technology wasadopted to allow both energy (time shift, peakshaving…) and power (frequency and voltage
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regulation…) operating conditions. A modularstructure based on 8 inverters allows high rateof availability. Proper and safe operating con-ditions are granted by a dedicated design ofHVAC system together with a smart control andsupervision system that collecting input frombatteries and PCS allows the ESS to perform ina safe and accurate way according to the inputcoming from grid operator.The multiple experiences that took place in thelast 5 years on both Italian transmission anddistribution grid result to be a unique mile-stone in the deployment of new assets for gridevolution. Capabilities and issues of differentstorage technologies were tested and are thebasis for a further intensive deployment ofstorage in a context of further renewablesspread.
Renewable integration and Off-grid hybrid
systemsEGP currently has 4 plants integrating EnergyStorage System. These are currently in opera-tion and incorporate different configurationsof the proposed solution, including the use hy-brid Renewables generation systems.
Catania 1 Storage Location: Italy Type: Grid-scale PV Solar+BESS In operation since 2015

Catania 1 is a 10MW PV plant, MV connected,operated at 8MW due to DSO transmission linelower capability. The installation of a storage

system lets EGP store the energy produced atpeak hours and put it on the Grid in the eveninghours. The BESS is composed by 2MW/1MWhNaS battery, PCS (Power Conversion System) isa by-directional Inverter, LV/MV transformerwith MV switchgear and a control system. TheManufacturer is GE ENERGY. EGP added to the system an upper-level sitecontroller, defined MASTER SCADA, in order tomanage the PV plant and the BESS to act as asingle energy production system in respect tothe DSO. Catania1 Storage can perform:• Primary frequency regulation1a;• Secondary and tertiary frequency regula-tion1b (reserve power);• Power generation production time-shift2a,and; • peak shaving2a.
Pietragalla Storage Location: ItalyType: Grid-scale Wind+BESS In operation since 2015Pietragalla is a 18MW WIND plant, HV con-nected. The BESS is composed by 2MW/2MWhSAMSUNG Lithium battery, PCS is a by-direc-tional Inverter, LV/MV transformer with MVswitchgear and a control system. The manufac-turer is SAMSUNG SDI. As in Catania1, EGP added a MASTER SCADAcontroller in order to manage the WIND plantand the BESS to act as a single energy produc-tion system in respect to the TSO. Pietragalla Storage can perform:Primary frequency regulation;• Secondary and tertiary frequency (reservepower);• Power generation production time-shift andpeak shaving; 
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• Voltage regulation by absorption/deliveryof reactive power.Further developments EGP is trialing in Pietra-galla Storage are:• Island operation of portions of the net-work1d (like mini-grid composed by a por-tion of the grid, the storage and the windfarm); • Participation in the black start of the powersystem 1e(same as before, but especiallyafter a blackout);• Spinning reserve 1f (provide synthetic iner-tia to contribute into grid frequency stabil-ity);• In addition to standard Grid Services, wewant to also develop a function for real-timeefficiency calculation for DC/DC and DC/ACconversion.
Ollagüe Location: ChileType: Microgrid In operation since 2015

An off-grid hybrid system has been built in thedesert of Chile aiming to supply energy to ahigh altitude village (3700 meters AMSL), lim-iting as much as possible the usage time of theexisting Diesel generator. After the completion

of the construction during Q4 2014, the activi-ties of monitoring and field testing are takingplace since the beginning of 2015 with plantstartup in April 2015. While ensuring reliable energy supply to thevillage inhabitants, several possible models arebeing introduced and tested in the microgrid,starting from the installation of smart metersfor the active management of the energy re-sources. The project presents effective syner-gies between innovation and sustainabilitywith relevant positive impacts on the localcommunity, meanwhile, enabling a broadeningof on the field experience on such advancedplants which are experiencing fast growth, andare targeting emerging markets.

The plant is installed in Ollagüe, a small cut offmine village, 160km from Calama, at the bor-der of Bolivia. Ollague’s little more than 200 in-habitants are mainly devoted to their domesticcattle, and modest catering at the border. Thevillage is not connected to the SING (SystemaInterconectado del Norte Grande) and thereonly existed a micro grid circuit powered by a250 kW diesel generator, supplying electricityfor no more than 16 hours a day (none is pro-vided from 1 am to 8 am). The changes in tem-perature are extreme, reaching a delta of 22°C
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in a day time, with minimums of -20°C.The project is made up of a non-SING-con-nected hybrid off-grid plant, with PV solar andwind components, battery storage, and abackup diesel generator. Additionally, somethermodynamic cogenerating concentrationsystems have been connected to the same com-mune of Ollagüe, providing hot water and elec-tricity to the school.
Cerro Pabellon Hybrid storage systemEGP recently completed the construction of anhybrid storage system (Hydrogen for long du-ration + fast Lithium Titanate battery for dy-namic compensation). System is able toprovide 24 hours a day green energy and iscompletely diesel-free (even for back up,thanks to hydrogen storage), able to seamlesslyconnect to and disconnect from the grid, andcontainerized for fast “plug & play” deploy-ment.As a commercial application of Ollagüe andCerro Off-grid systems, Enel recently com-pleted the supply of a microgrid with 2 systemconsisting of 500kW / 1MWh ESS each to For-mulaE plus grid monitoring and control de-vices, in order to improve green energyconsumption of the Electric Race vehicles ofthe series. Moreover, EGP is currently workingon other initiatives involving BESS, amongwhich:
Cremzow BESSLocation: GermanyType: Integrated with wind parkUnder constructionBatteries are sized 22MW/33.8 MWh. They are

designed to participate to the PCR1a (PrimaryControl Reserve) market. In addition, synergicservices with around 60 MW wind farms con-nected to the same substation will be tested(e.g. unbalance minimization, curtailment re-duction, ….).The first 2MW section is already in operationfrom May 2018, while additional 20 MW willbe commissioned between December 2018and January 2019.
Wolisso PV+BESS Location: EthiopiaType: Integrated with CUAMM hospitalUnder constructionCUAMM hospital in Wolisso is subject toaround 6 to 8 electricity supply interruptiondaily. This causes risks to pationt’s health aswell as high costs for diesel use.Enel Green Power is building up a photovoltaicplant coupled to a lead acid battery system toguarantee 100% reliability of electricity supplyand significant reduction of diesel usage, withconsequent cost savings and lower environ-mental impact. The plant is under construction and will becommissioned by November 2018, then do-nated to Wolisso hospital.Training of local people for autonomous man-agement of the plant is also part of the projectand will guarantee CUAMM autonomous oper-ation and management of the new plant.
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Table 1 Comparison of major energy storage technologies by technical characteristics  
 Power rating 

(MW) 
Discharge time Cycles, or 

lifetime 
Self-discharge Energy density 

(Wh/l) 
Power density 

(W/l) 
Efficiency Response 

time 

Pumped Hydro 100 – 2500 4 – 16h 30 – 60 years ~ 0 0.2 – 2 0.1 – 0.2  70 – 85% 10 s – min  

Compressed Air 10 – 1000  2 – 30h 20 – 40 years ~ 0 2 – 6  0.2 – 0.6 40 – 70% min  

Flywheels 0.001 – 20  sec – min 20000 – 
100000 

1.3 – 100% 20 – 80  5000 70 – 95% < sec 

Li-ion battery 0.1 – 100  1 min – 8h 1000 – 10000 0.1 – 0.3% 200 – 400 1300 – 10000 85 – 95% < sec 

Lead-acid battery 0.001-100 1 min – 8h 6 – 40  years 0.1 – 0.3% 50 – 80  90 - 700 80 – 90%  < sec 

Sodium-sulphur battery 10 – 100  1 min – 8h 2500 – 4500 0.05 – 20% 150 – 300 120 – 160  70 – 90% < sec 

Flow battery 0.1 – 100  hours 12000 – 14000 0.2% 20 – 70 0.5 – 2 60 – 85% < sec 

Superconducting Magnetic  0.1 – 1 ms – sec 100000 10 – 15% ~ 6 ~ 2600 80 – 95% < sec 

Supercapacitor 0.01 – 1  ms – min 10000 – 
100000 

20 – 40% 10 – 20 40000 - 120000 80 – 95% < sec 

Hydrogen  0.01 – 1000  min – week 5 – 30 years 0 – 4% 600 (200bar) 0.2 – 20 25 – 45% sec - min 

Synthetic Natural Gas 50 – 1000 hour – week 30 years Negligible 1800 (200bar) 0.2 – 2 25 – 50% sec - min 

Molten Salt (latent thermal) 1 – 150  hours 30 years n/a 70 – 210 n/a 80 – 90% min 

 

Excludes technologies with limited experience to date from multiple sources.   



IntroductionAfrica faces a formidable unemployment chal-lenge. Its demographic profile implies a majorsurge in the share of working-age populationin the next two decades, while overall popula-tion will continue to grow rapidly. The issue onwhether the continent’s current economicgrowth trends will be sufficient to absorb atleast a significant portion of the projected laborsupply increase has been amply discussed,with an overwhelming negative answer1. Thispaper claims that innovation could constitutethe key to exploiting the continent’s demo-graphic profile as an opportunity for economictransformation. In particular, it aims at convey-ing two messages:• The new wave of technological innovation,the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution

(FIR), provides a major opportunity fortransforming the continent and generatingthe needed jobs, without necessarily follow-ing the structural change pattern experi-enced in South East Asia and Europe.• Africa would not succeed to absorb a signif-icant portion of the projected increase in itslabor supply, even if the employment in in-dustry were to grow at an average ratetwice as high as that experienced by theAsian Tigers during the last 25 years. Thus,Africa cannot afford missing the opportuni-ties offered by the FIR, and should embrace,not resist, the ongoing wave of technologicalinnovation. Relying on old-fashioned indus-trialization will nor deliver the needed jobs,even under most optimistic assumptions onindustrial growth.
Innovation and the new global economyThere has been much talk about the Fourth In-dustrial Revolution (FIR) and its impact on theglobal economy. The basic idea is that the newwave of technological innovation would not
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1 See for instance Louise Fox, Alun Thomas, and Clairy Haines “Structural Trans-
formation in Employment and Productivity: What Can Africa Hope For?” IMF,
Departmental Papers April 2017
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only shift the production-possibility frontierthrough substantial gains in total factor pro-ductivity, but would also radically alter con-sumption, communication, and socialorganization patterns2.It is clear that the new wave of innovation has ahuge potential for improving productivity andliving conditions. However, these benefits are un-likely to materialize without causing major dis-ruptions. Vast portions of the existing productivecapacity will become obsolete and many assetswill become stranded. For instance, driverlesscars and their sharing are likely to make individ-ual car ownership obsolete, the way in whichtypewriters disappeared quickly in the early1980’s, or the production of cameras and fax ma-chines did in the last decade. Similar changes arelikely to take place in other key sectors, such asenergy with the demise of traditional grids infavor of mini generation-consumption grids, andthe financial sector, with the demise of tradi-tional banking as the result of the adoption ofblock-chain technologies that can eliminate in-formation asymmetries.  The process is unlikely to be smooth becauseof its very nature and dimensions. It is difficultto imagine that the automotive industry will re-convert to the new consumption and produc-tion models in its totality. There will bewinners and losers. There will be a major im-pact on employment levels and on the skillsthat will be required. Many workers will not beable to re-tool themselves toward the skills re-quired by the new production model.Clearly, the adoption of new technologies willface opposition. In fact, this has already beenthe case for driverless cars on securitygrounds, which is difficult to make sense of, ifone thinks of how unsecure traditional carsare. The diffusion of Uber or Uber-like services

has encountered major hurdles in France, Italy,and most recently, Egypt, because of pressuresfrom taxi drivers, who have managed to influ-ence regulations in their favor.These oppositions have the potential to slowdown the pace of innovation. Their strengthand their likelihood to be effective in slowingdown the innovation will crucially depend on:How large the sector that comes under threatis relative to a country’s economy. How young is a country’s workforce. Theyounger the easier to adapt to the new skill re-quirements. Old dogs do not learn new tricks!
Innovation and AfricaThe notion that Africa is technological pronehas been already discussed in the literature3.The mobile-banking revolution, in particularthe fact that Africa appears the most mobile-banked continent in the world, seems to be be-hind this idea. There are no doubts mobilebanking is transforming the continent, by con-necting previously excluded Africans to the for-mal financial sector and making a difference inproviding opportunities for market participa-tion even to people in most remote areas of thecontinent.  The continent is also seeing the onset andrapid expansion of, eHealth, edTech, agriTech,three solutions specifically adapted to the localneeds related to some of the greatest chal-lenges Africa faces: health, education and foodsecurity.Drone technology already helps to deliver med-ical goods and constitutes a possible solutionto the medical infrastructure deficiency, for in-

2 See “The Fourth Industrial Revolution” by Klaus Schwab World Economic
Forum 2015

3 See for instance the WEF report “The Future of Jobs and Skills in Africa:
Preparing the Region for the Fourth Industrial Revolution” May 2017.
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stance, in Rwanda. This technology alreadyhelps to maintain portions of the electric-power grid that come under threat from thetropical vegetation in Cote d’Ivoire.Well-structured web-based classes make basiceducation now affordable not only in the urbanslums but also in the remote areas of Kenya.  On-line platforms provide now customized ad-vice on planting patterns and timing to manyfarmers in Nigeria. New technologies, such asblock chain, in addition to limit informationasymmetries in financial markets, can have afavorable impact on governance and corrup-tion. Their use in managing public resourceswould greatly increase accountability by virtu-ally making transparent and openly accessibleall government transactions.• Even plain-vanilla digitalization of pay-ments businesses and people make to gov-ernment has proved to have a favorableimpact on reducing the scope for corrup-tion. For instance in Tanzania it has already:• Empowered its tourism sector by reducingeconomic leakage from cash payments, suchas conservation-park entry fees, by over 40percent, supporting investment and em-ployment.• Cut bureaucratic inefficiencies, including re-ducing import customs clearance timesfrom nine days to less than one day.• Increased transparency between citizensand governments in tax payments, by pro-viding electronic proof of payments andprotecting people against fraud.
The literature appears to explain the some-what unexpected “blossoming” of creative ap-plications of new-technologies in part of thecontinent with a more flexible regulatory envi-ronment than in industrial countries, where forinstance the use of drones for delivering goodsor gathering economic-relevant data is ham-

pered by strict security requirements. Quanti-tative evidence on this idea, together with ananalytical framework, can be found on a recentpaper by Fanizza and Boly4. Here, we use threegraphs to illustrate the point.First, the map below provide provide5 a senseof the extent to which innovation has spreadaround the continent.

There are encouraging signs in several coun-tries, which have seen a significant numbers oftechnological hubs to emerge. Of course, thepicture for the continent is not uniform, andthere are countries that have lagged behindand do not appear quite technology prone.

4 See “Innovation and Africa: Much to Gain, nothing to Lose!” by D. Fanizza
and A. Boly, African Economic Consortium, June 2018. 
5 http://www.visualcapitalist.com/africa-exploding-tech-startup-ecosystem
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Second, a comparison of the diffusion rates forKenya’s mobile-payments (M-Pesa) and mobilephones, and those of several historical innova-tions in the US. These two technologies havespread much faster than any other “transform-ing innovations” have in the US.

Third, the graph below compares the diffusionof mobile phones in Africa to those for the allOECD countries. If the experienced trend since2000 continues, already in 2021 the number ofmobile connections in Africa would equal thosein OECD countries, and thereafter would itwould become substantially higher. Of course,a caveat is needed, because there are no rea-sons why this trend should continue unabatedover the years.  Second, a comparison of the diffusion rates forKenya’s mobile-payments (M-Pesa) and mobilephones, and those of several historical innova-tions in the US. These two technologies havespread much faster than any other “transform-ing innovations” have in the US.

Third, the graph below compares the diffusionof mobile phones in Africa to those for the allOECD countries. If the experienced trend since2000 continues, already in 2021 the number ofmobile connections in Africa would equal thosein OECD countries, and thereafter would itwould become substantially higher. Of course,a caveat is needed, because there are no rea-sons why this trend should continue unabatedover the years.  

Moreover, the fact that Africa has a relativelysmall “incumbent sector” (e.g. manufacturing),and a young population structure can make ita fertile ground for ongoing global wave oftechnological innovation. Based on estimatedparameters from a cross-country panel data setfor mobile- phone technology Fanizza and Boly(2018) have simulated the different impactthat these two factors could have on the diffu-sion rates in Africa and in the OECD countries.The simulation shows that over time diffusionrates would increase substantially in Africa,whereas these would decline for the OECDcountries, as shown by the graph below.
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Can Africa rely on traditional industry?To illustrate how the “traditional” pattern ofstructural change would not succeed to ad-dress Africa’s employment demand we use asimple simulation. We call “traditional” the pat-tern that sees economic development driven byproductivity gains in industry. These gains at-tract labor supply from agriculture boosting in-dustry employment, which in turn generatesproductivity improvements in agriculture,which then allow further shifts in the workforce from agriculture to industry. The pres-ence of, however, a productivity gap in favor ofindustry vis-a-vis agriculture (or services, forthat matter) would allow sustaining a virtuouscircle that provides labor supply to industry asneeded, forcing productivity improvements inagriculture as a by-product. This mechanismwould allow transforming developingeconomies along the lines experienced by Eu-rope and South East Asia. This is the old basicLewis model6, which has been proposed as a vi-able path for Africa by both J. Lin and D. Ro-drick7..We have built two scenarios based on theChina’s experience. The first assumes a 6 per-cent annual growth in industrial employment,which is what China experienced during thelast 15 years. The second assumes twice asmuch, 12 percent per year.
Under the first scenario, it is clear the gap be-tween overall labor supply would actuallybroaden over time. However, even under thequite optimistic second scenario, growth in in-dustrial employment would not keep the paceof labor supply, still raising the gap between2040 from 2016. These dynamics would reflect

the base effect, because industrial employmentlevels in Africa are in fact quite low, whereasworking-age population grows not onlyquickly, but also from a high initial level. The message from this simulation is that thecontinent cannot make it if it follows the Lewis-type bluebook for industry-led development.Of course, productivity improvements in indus-try are to be more than welcome, but the pointis that the continent cannot deal with its em-ployment challenge without expanding em-ployment in services and agriculture.Economy-wide productivity improvements arekey!  These need to happen in services, agricul-ture, and industry as well. Innovation providesan opportunity to achieve the needed econ-omy-wide productivity improvements.
ConclusionWe have argued that Africa has virtually no al-ternative to embrace the new wave of techno-logical innovations enthusiastically.  Businessas usual, even under the most optimistic as-sumptions, would not help to reduce the ex-pected yawning gap between labor supply anddemand in the continent. Our simulations sug-gest industry cannot create the necessary jobsby itself, agriculture and services need to playboth major roles. This conclusion has implica-tions for policy. First, governments should re-frain from protecting economic activities thatcome under threat from innovation. Second,policies should aim at creating an enabling en-vironment for technological innovation, andavoiding channeling resources toward the pur-suit of industrial dreams. The fact that ad-vanced countries have gone through years ofheavy industrialization does not imply Africashould go through the same experience. Thereis no bluebook for economic development! Infact, the continent could use new technologiesto avoid both the social and environmentalcosts industrial based growth. 
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6 Lewis, W. Arthur (1954). "Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of
Labor". The Manchester School.
7 See for instance J.Lin and A. Goldstein “Achieving an African Industrial Revo-
lution” Project Syndicate February 2017; and D. Rodrick “Growth without In-
dustrialization?” Project Syndicate October 2017.
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Africa needs energy

Africa’s energy sources are many and diverseand the continent experiences the kind of eco-nomic growth that G7 nations such as Franceand Germany, let alone Italy, can only dream of.To fully realise its growth potential Africa needs a lot of energy as well as the infra-structure to ensure that it is delivered afford-

ably, safely, and consistently to households, aswell as industry, businesses, and the publicservices sector. Although energy is not an endin itself, today the opportunity to overcome thedevelopment divide strongly depends on theavailability and access to energy. Access to af-fordable energy can help reduce poverty; it canbe instrumental for people living below thepoverty line to reach a better quality of life. Re-searchers argue that access to electricity has a



positive impact on development through its ef-fect on the three components of the Human De-velopment Index: these are income, educationand health.Income generation is by far the most studiedimpact indicator and there is evidence of a sig-nificant increase in both the consumption ofelectricity and income levels of households. Insome cases, such as in South Africa, incomegeneration is linked to an increase in femalelabour supply. As far as education is concerned,the positive effects are to be found in the enrol-ment rates and the number of years of com-pleted schooling, as well as facilitating the useof computers and in the general operation ofschools. Health indicators derive from the re-duction of kerosene, and the availability ofelectricity for health equipment (refrigeratorsfor medication, sterilizers etc.) and for infra-structure (hospitals, emergency camps, etc.).The availability of electricity can also benefitother public services, as well as provide the en-ergy needed for mobile communication sys-tems, water pumping, etc.
Renewable energies can be a solutionElectricity consumption in Africa is con-strained by limited supply and by poor trans-mission and distribution infrastructure.Renewable Energy (RE) deployment, alongwith grid enhancement, energy storage andmicro-grids, has the potential to accelerateAfrica’s socioeconomic transformation, linkingprosperity with quality of life and facilitatingthe path towards sustainable growth. Bringingenergy to those without access, means openinglocal communities up to new possibilities ineducation, healthcare, gender equality, and em-ployment. Bringing clean energy can achievethis while respecting the environment and ter-ritory. Bringing clean and competitive energymeans building a winning model where all as-pects of sustainability can be integrated: re-newable plants on an industrial scale canbenefit the local communities, the environ-

ment, and market operators.In terms of the energy divide and growth of re-newables, Africa has long been the subject ofreports and market analysis that repeat thesame mantra: the continent has a unique po-tential and human resource capabilities, abun-dant resources, competitive technologies, andbusiness models that are increasingly refined.African countries just need stable regulatoryframeworks to unlock investments and thusgive rise to a new era.
Benefits and risks of renewable energiesBesides the obvious positive impacts on the en-vironment and the economy, renewable energyoffers three main key advantages. Firstly, renewable generation is typically lessconcentrated and more decentralized. More-over, the time required to build a power plantis shorter than for other conventional tech-nologies. RE projects are inherently more scal-able than conventional projects, and can besized for current demand, and if required ex-panded as demand grows. Furthermore, it doesnot need the same infrastructure requirementsof conventional power projects, offering addi-tional flexibility for locating projects.Secondly, renewables can be easily installedand maintained, and their deployment offersopportunities in terms of job creation and in-clusive economic development. Finally, anabundance of resources alongside technologi-cal improvements, the subsequent reduction incosts and improvements in performance nowmake renewables competitive with fossil fuelgeneration. The IRENA report “The Socio-eco-nomic Benefits of Solar and Wind Energy”(2014) emphasises the importance of valuecreation in the renewable energy sector. A cen-tral question to the assessment of value cre-ation in the RE sector is to what extent thevalue creation is being generated locally. This
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depends on the maturity of the RE sector in thecountry where the project is being realised, aswell as the presence of an electricity distribu-tion network. The planning, construction, gridconnection and operation phases are identifiedas the main aspects that are able to bring do-mestic value. As for the manufacturing processand supply-chain, this depends on the presenceof such industries in country, and requires atleast a certain degree of industrial capability inthe country in order to generate local value cre-ation.The IRENA report further elaborates on valuecreation in supporting the processes includedin the value chain of RE project development,such as policy-making, financial services, edu-cation, research and development, and consult-ing. Strengthening these processes may enablefurther value creation in the RE value chain, aswell as other sectors. A focus on policy-makingis key to creating an enabling environment forRE investments in a country. Hence, setting theright policies is considered a first step to facil-itate RE investments and can therefore boostvalue creation at an early stage.Increasingly, environmental and social per-formance influences the bankability and viabil-ity of renewable energy projects.  Although renewable energy delivers betterperformance in terms of environmental and so-cial standards, their development may involvesome negative impacts that need to be miti-gated, whilst several of the benefits can be en-hanced. These impacts are experienced locallyon both ecological and social aspects throughthe construction and operations phases of REprojects.The key factor in reducing the potential nega-tive environmental and social impacts andmaximizing the potential benefits associatedwith RE projects, as well as ensuring technicaland economic viability lies in considering fromthe start, the entire lifecycle of RE projects,

from  initial business development to their op-eration and maintenance. Moreover, as large-scale renewable projectscan occupy large areas of land, thereby restrict-ing or limiting land access and use, considera-tion of land use and its ownership is essentialwhen initially selecting sites.  Furthermore, siteselection can also determine the availability oflocal workforce, the ability for the project tobring direct benefits to local communities, mayinfluence impact to local ecology, increase riskof natural hazards etc.
Policy can lower the risksIn some African countries, environmental andsocial impacts have been taken into account atpolicy level, in order to enhance the intrinsicpotential of renewable energy to support sus-tainable development. This is the case of South Africa, where renew-able energy projects are obliged to make a realcontribution to local economic development inthe immediate area of operation. The SouthAfrican Government developed a clear policyon sustainable economic development withinthe renewable energy sector. This policy, al-though cumbersome to those that are less en-vironmentally and socially inclined, has lureda number of investors who have integrated sus-tainability and shared value into their business.The obligations imposed by Government com-prise of seven pillars, which include amongstothers:• Local equity ownership;• Preferential procurement;• Local job creation;• Socio-economic Development (SED); and• Enterprise Development (EnD).
These components, if appropriately imple-
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mented in partnership with local actors, notonly reduce environmental and social risks tothe company, but also set the foundation for
Creating Shared Value (CSV) within the localcommunity.
What the private sector can doOver the last years, a number of business for-mula have arisen, starting to take into accountthe social and environmental aspects of a proj-ect. In order for these models not to be justwishful thinking, or worst still green washing,social and environmental aspects need to befully integrated into the entire business. Inother words, sustainability needs to be linkedto profits. The goal of sustainability must indeed be tocreate value for all– the industry, civil society,and the environment – and to conduct businessthat leads to shared, widespread and lastingValue. It’s no coincidence that the United Na-tions (UN’s )17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) fully adopt this logic through“doing well by doing good”. They advocate thata truly sustainable business can help respondto the needs of education, healthcare, and gen-der equality by promoting economic develop-ment, employment, and energy access formillions of people around the world. Many pri-vate companies have adopted the model of
Creating Shared Value (CSV), making sustain-ability a fundamental driver for competitive-ness. The sustainable construction site modelis a practical, real, application of  CSV  whichaims at reducing negative impacts on the localenvironment and communities, while maximiz-ing positive ones on value creation.In other words, by conceiving the deploymentof renewable energy under a sustainable valuecreation model, further value for local develop-ment can be unlocked. Construction is the phase when the presenceof a large-scale RE project is most apparent,and is usually the most delicate phase, as the

impact on the environment and on people’slives becomes perceptible and is realised by thecommunity. The objective of the sustainableconstruction site model is to anticipate impactsin advance based on the knowledge already ac-quired during the development phase and theneffectively manage these through mitigation,measuring, and mitigate reviewing, under theprinciples of a circular economy.In the case of Enel, four major impact cate-gories have been selected as more relevant tothis phase: water, waste, emission and people.

We measure our impacts in order to mitigateor enhance them; for example, among our in-dicators are:  • percentage of water reused• percentage of waste recycled • percentage of renewable energy used at theconstruction site/camp• expenditure on local suppliers • percentage of local workers trained and em-ployed • days of stoppage due to safety or social is-sues• safety indicators, and• number of biodiversity projects. 
Mitigation measures are very context-specific.Through a series of analysis in the business de-velopment phase we obtain a thorough under-
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standing of socio-economic and environmentalcontexts. We thereafter identify the actions tobe implemented at the construction sites tocreate value for both Enel Green Power and thecommunity. Furthermore, in order to improvethe sustainability and quality of projects in thedesign phase, feedback from other projects isconsidered and implemented through technol-ogy improvements across-the-board.Some examples of mitigation measures in-clude: • use of sustainable certified materials • maximum reuse of all excavated ground androcks; • donation to the community of surpluswood, iron and cardboard. • reuse of water from treatment of grey water • use of electric vehicles• construction site lighting powered by pho-tovoltaic cells or mini wind-power plants• renewable energy systems to meet thepower demand of the on-site facilities• improvements in local  infrastructure• training of local workers and knowledgetransfer, and• provision of on-site structures and servicesfor workers. 
A key part of a sustainable construction site iseffective and on-going engagement with thelocal community, to ensure a positive relation-ship is fostered and maintained. It is essentialthat such engagement starts at the early stagesof the project development in order to manage

community expectations, as well as to identifyshared risks and values.
Is sustainability an added cost?The sustainable construction site model cancertainly create value at a local level by sensiblydecreasing consumption of resources, such aswater, wood, rocks etc., reducing emissions,and providing the local population with infra-structure, jobs, training and knowledge trans-fer. It can thus can certainly enhance thecapability of renewable energies to be a fly-wheel to local development. Furthermore, implementing sustainability as acore part of the business model reduces risks,potential delays, and supports financing. How-ever, some may argue that such a model can doso only by adding costs, thus making the busi-ness at the end of the day less financially sus-tainable. Our experience at Enel Green Poweris that this is a misconception. Let us look inpractice at the sustainable construction sitemodel; how did this go?  Here are just a fewreal examples.By reusing wood from pallets, for example do-nating them to a community, you avoid thecosts of disposal. You can invest this saving, de-pending on the local needs, by training peoplein eco-carpentry. And if there is the  need, youcan even buy this eco – furniture for your of-fices (they are good for the environment andthe people but also they cost less than some in-dustrial product delivered from miles away). When water is scarce, filtering and reusinggrey water to manage dust may be economi-cally more viable than buying and using tons ofclean water. 
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BackgroundDespite the record installation of renewablepower capacity worldwide, in 2016 the globalnew investment in renewables fell by 23% toUS$241.6 billion (excluding large hydro) whichis the lowest total since 2013; in this contextthe renewable energy investment in the devel-oping countries fell overall by 30% showing arate of decrease similar to the one registeredby China (32%) and Africa had in 2016 its low-est level of renewables investment since 2011,approximately US$7.7 billion, 32% lower than2015. Several are the reasons behind this dropin the investments: • one of the most important reason is thelower average capital cost for renewableprojects starting construction in 2016,which was 13% lower than in 2015 for PV,while for onshore wind the drop was 11.5%and for offshore wind 10%;• several projects in wind and solar were fi-nanced in late 2015 and only commissionedin 2016, in which case the investment asso-ciated with them were recorded in the ear-lier year and the GW addition in the laterone; activities in some key markets haveslowdown during the course of 2016 espe-cially in Asia;• several renewable energy markets in thedeveloping world produced record invest-ment figures in 2015 but then saw sharpfalls in 2016 in response to scheduledpauses, or delays, in their auction schedulesas for example in South Africa and Morocco.
In addition to the above mentioned, Official De-velopment Assistance (ODA) funding to devel-oping countries, including African Ones, werein some cases not fully exploited due to majorbarriers to the wider dissemination of renew-able energy such as policy, regulation and in-stitutional; as well as information and technicalcapacity; this highlights scope for an increased

focus on skills development in the public sectorfor better capitalizing on ODA.
Objectives of the paperInvestments in the energy sector have beenidentified as a priority by many African Gov-ernments, Regional Organizations as well asthe International Donors community. As a result, numerous initiatives have beenlaunched with the common goal to support theContinent in achieving a sustainable energysupply; this has led to an increasing need forexchange and coordination across the growingnumber of initiatives and programs in the sec-tor.The main goal of the present paper is to spotthe existing barriers preventing the extensionof the renewable electricity coverage of thearea and identify a high level set of recommen-dations to facilitate the deployment of renew-able energy related ODA with the final aim ofimproving the quality and stability of energysupply and therefore improve living conditionsin the urban and remote areas, as well as fos-tering the ongoing efforts made by the NationalGovernments of the Region and by the Interna-tional players towards the sustainable eco-nomic development and achievement of theambitious goals set by the United Nations Mil-lennium Development Goals.
Trends in Energy related ODA in AfricaOver the course of the last 15 years, ODA to theAfrican energy sector has increased substan-tially and the energy sector accounted for ap-proximately 10% of ODA in Africa. In theperiod multilateral donors provided nearly 60% of energy ODA, while bilateral donors pro-vided the remaining; the three largest multilat-eral donors in the energy sector in Africa arethe World Bank, the EU Institutions and theAfrican Development Bank. 
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The bulk of multilateral lending is disbursedvia loans and grants to individual national gov-ernments. The EU institutions deliver theirODA via a mix of thematic and geographic pro-grams with direct as well as indirect imple-mentation modalities, including in particularblending instruments. Similarly, the major bilateral donors channel alarge part of their ODA through a variety ofcountry-level delivery mechanisms such as theAgence Francaise de Développement (AFD),the Deutsche Geselleschaft für InternationaleZusammenarbeit (GIZ) and the Japanese Inter-national Cooperation Agency (JICA) which pro-vide grants, loans and technical assistance indirect form as well as concessional lending andother financial instruments channeled throughnational development banks like the GermanKreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW), or theJapanese Bank for International Cooperation.North Africa, home to 16% of the total popula-tion on the continent and the only African re-gion with close to universal access toelectricity, and East Africa, where live the 23%of the African population of which more thanhalf lacking access to a stable electricity supply,have received the largest volumes of energysector ODA over the period, accounting formore than half of total ODA. West Africa repre-sents the third largest destination (23.3%) andaccounts for 30 % of the African population;while Southern Africa and Central Africa, fol-low by a wide margin. 

The largest sources of donor funding in theAfrican energy sector are the World Bankgrants and concessional loans provided via theInternational Development Association (IDA)which represented almost 30 % of total energyODA over the period. The European Union was the second largestmultilateral donor providing over 15 % of totalODA in the African energy sector; other majormultilateral donors in the African energy sec-tor are the African Development Bank (AfDB)and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social De-velopment (AFESD). The World Bank directs most of its ODA fund-ing in the energy sector to East and West Africa.North Africa dominates the energy ODA of EUinstitutions and the AFESD while the AfDBchannels most of its energy ODA to East Africa. A list of the main ongoing initiatives supportingthe deployment of renewable energy technolo-gies and the provision of access to sustainableenergy supply in Africa is presented in the fol-lowing table.Looking at the bilateral aid, France was thelargest donor followed by Germany and Japan;together these three Countries accounted forapproximately 30 % of total ODA to the Africanenergy sector and 57 % of bilateral aid; thegroup of the ten largest bilateral donors fur-thermore includes Norway, Kuwait, the UnitedStates, Spain, the United Arab Emirates, UnitedKingdom and Korea.
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Africa Clean Energy Corridor

Africa Energy Leaders Group (AELG)

Africa-EU Energy Partnership (AEEP)

Africa Power Vision

Africa Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI)

Presidential Infrastructure Champion Initiative (PICI)

Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA)

SE4ALL (Africa Hub)

Africa 50

Africa Renewable Energy Access Program (AFREA I & II) - ESMAP

ElectriFI

Energies pour l’Afrique

Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves

New Deal on Energy for Africa

Power Africa

Public Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF)

World Bank Guarantee Program

GET FIT Uganda

Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund (GEEREF)

Green Mini-Grids Africa Regional Facility

IRENA/ADFD Project Facility

Lighting Africa

Mediterranean Solar Plan (MSP)

NEPAD Bioenergy Programme for Africa

NEPAD Continental Business Network (CBN)

NEPAD Infrastructure Project Preparation Facility (NEPAD-IPPF)

PIDA Service Delivery Mechanism (SDM)

Private Infrastructure Developlment Group

Regional Energy Project for Poverty Reduction

Regional Technical Assistance Program (RTAP)

Renewable Energy Performance Platform (REPP)

Renewable for Poverty Reduction Program (REPoR)

Renewable Energy Solution for Africa (RES4Africa)

Scaling Solar

Strategic Climate Fund - Scaling Renewable Energy Program (SREP)

Sustainable Development Investment Partnership (SDIP)

Sustainable Energy Fund for Africa (SEFA)

ACP-EU Energy Facility

AFREA Gender and Energy Program

Africa Clean Cooking Energy Solutions Initiative (ACCES)

Africa Energy Guarantee Facility (AEGF)

Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund (AECF)

Africa-EU Renewable Energy Cooperation Program (RECP)

African Development Bank Partial Risk Guarantee (PRG)

Africa Renewable Energy Fund (AREF)

Biofuels Programme for Household and Transport Energy Use

Carbon Initiative for Development (CI-Dev)

Clean Technology Fund (CTF)

EEP Africa - Energy and Environment Partnership

Energising Development (enDev)

Energy Access Ventures

Energy Africa Campaign

EREF ECOWAS Renewable Energy Facility

EU-Africa Infrastructure Trust Fund (ITF) / Africa Investment Facility (AfiF)

EU Development Finance Institutions (EDFis) Private Sector Development Facility

EU Energy Partnership Dialogue Facility (EUEI PDF)

European Union’s Technical Assistance Facility (TAF)

Geothermal Risk Mitigation Facility

High-level initiatives

High-level initiatives with an operative program

Operative programs and delivery mechanisms



In terms of beneficiaries, North Africa domi-nates the energy portfolio of Spain, Germany,the UAE and Kuwait. East Africa receives thelargest share of energy ODA from France andJapan. Southern Africa is the region that re-ceives most energy sector ODA from the US,Norway and Korea. The energy portfolio of theUK concentrates on West Africa and SouthernAfrica. It is important to note that none of thetop 10 bilateral energy donors have a focus onCentral Africa.Italy was the eighth-largest donor country in2016 overall, spending US$4.9 billion on net of-ficial development assistance which represents0.26% of Italy’s gross national income (GNI)and an increase in ODA amount of more than90% since 2012 mainly driven by the risingcosts for hosting refugees in Italy; in parallel,however, funding for development programsabroad also increased by 5% between 2015and 2016 as part of the Government’s effort touse development cooperation to strengthenItaly’s international standing. In this contextItaly recently overhauled its development co-operation system, establishing its developmentagency (AICS) and development finance insti-tution (CDP) in January 2016.The creation of AICS and new development fi-nance institution (CDP) is an opportunity toshape Italy’s development agenda where theItalian Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea(IMELS) represents a key player with particu-lar focus to climate change and clean energy;in particular, with specific reference to Africa,within the scope of the CoP 22, IMELS signedspecific agreements concerning environmentalcooperation activities with 5 African Countries(Ethiopia, Djibouti, Rwanda, Democratic Re-public of the Congo and Sudan) and allocatedabout € 11 million for projects aimed at imple-menting the mitigation and adaptation targetsset by the countries through their own NDCs.Furthermore, IMELS, together with the Inter-national Finance Corporation (IFC) of the

World Bank Group and the United States,launched in 2010 the Solar and LED Energy Ac-cess Program (SLED) with the aim of bringingclean and high quality energy to the populationwithout access to energy, at the same time al-leviating poverty, improving health and reduc-ing greenhouse gas emissions. The first initiative launched was “LightingAfrica”, whose goal is to accelerate the develop-ment of the market of “off-grid” lighting prod-ucts in rural, urban and peri-urban areaswithout access to electricity in 10 Sub-SaharanAfrican countries. This initiative subsequently merged with oth-ers into “Lighting Global”, the World Bank’splatform that supports the internationalgrowth of the off-grid solar market as a meansof rapidly increasing access to energy fromthose who do not have access to the electricitygrid. In 2015, an additional US$ 7.25 million waspaid into the program by IMELS and in 2017,in order to guarantee the impact of the pro-gram in the long term, IMELS has decided tosupport the program with a further US$ 4 mil-lion with the aim of supporting market innova-tions, expanding the impact of emergingtechnologies as a basis for sustainable eco-nomic development, improving the quality oflife and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Inaddition the program have provided over 100million people with modern services poweredby solar energy, for home lighting and mobilephone charging, with an estimated 5 milliontons of greenhouse gases emission avoidedwhich is equivalent of removing one millioncars from the road each year.More than 100 products have already beenproduced within the program, of which Light-ing Global certifies quality, with the aim of find-ing efficient applications for solar energy in thehouseholds or for small economic activitiessuch as irrigation.
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The Program also provides consulting servicesto companies and offers a wide range of serv-ices including: assistance in market accessstrategies, risk management and developmentof innovative models, promotion of economiesof scale, assistance in the distribution and saleof products.
Barriers to Renewable Energy Investment
in sub Saharan AfricaAlthough major technical and financial break-throughs have been achieved internationallywith respect to renewable energy their contri-bution to Africa’s energy problems remainsminimal (excluding large Hydro). Major barri-ers to the wider dissemination of renewableenergy on the African continent will need to beovercome. These barriers can be categorizedas follows:• policy, regulation and institutional;• information and technical capacity; • financial.
Policy, Regulation & InstitutionalConsistent policy and regulatory frameworksare central to the successful dissemination ofrenewable energy in technologies in sub Saha-ran Africa, but in general such frameworks areabsent in most of the African countries andwhere suitable policies for promoting renew-able energy do exist, their impact is weakenedby a lack of enforcement mechanisms whichmakes very challenging for the private and in-dustrial sector to operate effectively and ex-pand their renewable energy investments. Furthermore, the lack of policy focus on the re-newable energy is the relatively low budgetaryallocations at Country level for the promotionof renewable energy in many African countries;the majority of energy projects are therefore

externally financed. Despite the recent devel-opment of several renewable energy policies inmany developing countries, including Africanones the successful development and deploy-ment of any technology, especially relativelynew ones, such as renewable energy technol-ogy, need several institutions covering the dif-ferent technical, economic to market aspects;this institutional capacity is not always avail-able in most parts of Africa.Moreover ancillary technical institutions fortesting, operation and maintenance of tech-nologies have a limited presence in Africancountries especially with reference to NationalSystems of Innovation (NSI) which have provedto be crucial in increasing technological recep-tivity in most developed and emergingeconomies
Information and technical capacityEnsuring secure sustainable commercial suc-cess of renewable energy depends on institu-tional and human capacities as well as businessand market capabilities.A major technical barrier is the unavailabilityof accurate and well organized renewable en-ergy resource data. The data on renewable en-ergy, especially for solar and wind, are veryscanty and the poor technical skills in the con-tinent affect the development of renewabletechnologies. Inadequate domestic technicalskills account for poor maintenance of im-ported systems and lack of provision of ade-quate after-sales service. Hence, there is needfor high and middle level technical manpowerin business development, manufacturing andoverall management. The public sector alsolacks adequate personnel to undertake effec-tive monitoring and evaluation. 
Financing and investmentsScenarios developed by International Financ-ing Institutions such as the African Develop-ment Bank has estimated at approximately US$
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550 billion the total investment required to en-sure universal access to reliable and increas-ingly cleaner electric power in Africa by 2030thus estimating an average investment of ap-proximately US$ 30 billion per year; at presentthe total funding to the energy sector in Sub-Saharan African has averaged only about US$2 billion every year showing the seriousness ofthe challenges which shall be faced to mobilizefinancing for an effective deployment of the re-newable energy potential in the area. Moreover many economies in Africa are per-forming badly and this only makes the situa-tion more difficult when seen in the context ofthe ongoing food and financial crisis, highvolatility in oil prices and climate change. Lacking of government support, the privatesector remains a small player overall, and moreprevalent in small-scale renewable energy sys-tems; whereas the bulk of the private sector fi-nancing is “Foreign” and mostly linked withinternational financing institutions supportingthe local beneficiary governments. On theother side, it is registered a scarce supportfrom financial institutions such as insurancecompanies and broker institutions that assistto reduce the very high transaction costs ofclean technologies in African countries. In order to make ODA more effective, sharedpriority should therefore be put on to overcom-ing the barriers described above .
RecommendationsMajor technical progress and policy develop-ment along with financial and institutional in-novations are needed to scale up theproduction of renewable energy in Africa andnotably in Sub Saharan Africa where it shouldbe recognized that renewable energy roadmaptechnologies are at different stages of develop-ment and deployment. In this context, address-ing part of the ODA to the support for setting

policies with clear targets is crucial in facilitat-ing investments in renewable energy and soare also the adoption of policy instrumentssuch as public auctions and tenders, quotas,feed-in tariffs, capital subsidies or rebates, in-vestment or other tax credits, tradable renew-able energy certificates, and public investmentloans. Several national and international policies haveso far been tailored to promote the use of re-newable energy technologies; it is clear thatpolicy successes are likely to be achieved whenit is feasible&sustainable, customized on do-mestic and regional context,  involving&em-powering national stakeholders, adequatelyfunded by resources both capital and human,all in view of finalizing the implementation andintegration. Based on these experiences, poli-cies to be considered for implementation at thenational level are: regulation measures (i.e.,performance standards, equipment standards,etc); subsidies and financial incentives (feed-intariffs, rebates, grants, loans, production incen-tives, government purchasing agreements, in-surance) that are targeted and have a clearsunset clause; voluntary agreements (e.g. be-tween government and private sector). At re-gional and sub-regional levels, policy measuresthat have been successful and can be consid-ered for development in Africa include focuseduse emission targets and trading systems; tech-nology co-operation which can be supportedby financial systems (ODA, FDI, commercialbank loans). In selecting appropriate policy op-tions suitable to be supported by InternationalDonors and Financing Institutions, it is impor-tant that these policy options are evaluated fortheir environmental impacts and cost effective-ness; distributional aspects; institutional feasi-bility; and suitability to the local context. Inaddition, renewable energy policy develop-ment should be well integrated into policies ofother sectors, smaller-scale producers mayneed special policies such as using dedicatedfunds or project bundling which can be inter-esting options also for powering social infra-
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structure such as schools&vocational training,medical centres, hostels etc.ODA could lead and guide the support of thedevelopment of regional, sub-regional and na-tional strategies to acquire renewable tech-nologies by increasing local R&D capacity, skillsof technology adaptation and manufacturingcapability. Furthermore, funds should stream-line capacity for policies’ integration and effec-tiveness aiming at  fostering technologytransfer. African countries can exploit new fi-nancing options to improve investments in re-newable energy in the continent. Local sourcesof funding that should be included in publicoffer of shares by power utilities to implementspecific projects, practicing of pensions fundsto leverage local bank financing for new proj-ects, use of emerging local bond markets. Anoverarching principle that must guide ODA dis-tribution in the future is that capacity develop-ment is primarily endogenous to a country,based on voluntary action and motivation. Ex-ogenous aid initiatives can support capacitydevelopment, but they are not a substitute forit. Capacity development efforts should there-fore be rooted in the partner country’s goalsand strategies. A set of guiding principles forODA supported capacity development activi-ties is summarized in the following points:
1. Supporting country leadership should becentral to donor approaches. Capacity develop-ment is most likely to succeed when countriesview it as serving their own self interests andare committed to taking the actions necessaryto implement it. In this case the role of donorstherefore is to facilitate rather than direct theprocess of turning broad goals and strategiesinto an actionable plan.
2. Capacity development design and se-
quencing should fit specific country circum-
stances, rather than reflect standard orimported solutions. Effective capacity develop-ment starts with a premise of building uponwhat already exists, rather than transplanting

entirely new systems. Capacity developmentshould therefore make use of local knowledge,build upon existing values where possible andhave a timing and scope of interventions de-signed to be consistent with the country’s ca-pacity to implement change.Capacity development efforts must be tailored
to country circumstances if they are to suc-ceed, for example, have to take into account acountry’s existing structures and inter-linkages(i.e. of the political and administrative layers –central, regional, local, etc.) bearing in mindthat the entry point for capacity developmentwill vary country to country
3. The institutional, organisational and individ-ual levels of capacity development, includingmanagerial and technical aspects, should all betaken into account in programme design andimplementation. Capacity development must
be viewed from a holistic or systemic per-
spective, and not merely as a transfer (e.g.of skills). 
4. Donor support should be provided in a
coherent, coordinated, and programmatic
manner. Therefore, as to the content of capac-ity development, the government’s own actionplan should be the focal point for determiningsupport. Though donors may come with differ-ent areas of expertise within the overall pro-gramme, their support should becomplementary rather than competitive or du-plicative. Support should be phased over amulti-year horizon in order to take into ac-count the long-term nature of capacity devel-opment. Likewise, interventions should beprogrammed in a way that reflects how they fitwith the country’s development objectives.
5. Extract key concepts from previous expe-
riences instead of replicating whole sys-
tems. Effective capacity development attemptsto build on what is already in place, rather thanreplace whole systems. Building on existing ca-pacities, easy-to-handle instruments and pro-
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cedures can be more easily implemented thansophisticated ones. Some advanced conceptscan be introduced gradually, but only by ex-tracting the elements that are most practicalfor the country.
6. Though the focus is often on improving or-ganisational performance, training individu-
als remains an important component of
capacity development. In other words,changes in procedures and policies need to beaccompanied by extensive on-the-job trainingto ensure that the new concepts can be imple-mented.
7. Effective capacity development requires
well functioning organisations consisting oftrained, motivated and committed staff. Thisrequires not only organisational restructuring,but also changes in personnel and a clear andreasoned allocation of project managementroles in the program as well as a good balanceof local and international expertise in the im-plementation team. ODA Recipient Countries Government shouldstress on the need of Co-ordinated initiativeswith and among donors to avoid duplication ofprograms or completion among them, his leadsto separate funding mechanisms and pressureto show results within relatively short time-frames. Shifting to a need-driven approachwithin a co-ordinated donor context createsthe flexibility government needs to decide howbest to maximise donor support which opti-mally includes establishing an institutionalisedplatform for both donors and partner coun-tries, in order to also deal with the design andmonitoring of the reform process. In this context, in addition to the usual supportfor the development of legal and regulatoryframework and for building capacity and rais-ing awareness, the following four main areas ofsupport can be identified to be considered byODA beneficiaries Countries Government andother stakeholders target for programs with

the aim of providing effective support to Re-newable energy (and more broadly clean tech-nologies) deployment in Africa:• Entrepreneurship and Business Acceler-
ation;• Innovation Finance Products;• Market Development Mechanisms;• Legal and regulatory Framework
Strengthening.

Entrepreneurship and Business AccelerationEntrepreneurship and business accelerationare actions designed to assist entrepreneurs inturning ideas into sustainable businesses, or toscale up an existing initiative or business line.This has traditionally taken the form of pro-grams involving consulting firms, business in-cubators or technical experts, in providingdirect training and capacity building to man-agers and owners of entrepreneurial busi-nesses, ranging from general financial andmanagerial skills to targeted support for tech-nical aspects of the business. Alternatively,more recent types of programs aim to developcollaborations and networks to assist cleantechnologies providers and firms using suchtechnologies to share knowledge and experi-ence thus reducing transaction costs for thesingle company by pooling resources and po-tentially sharing R&D and intellectual propertyrights (IPR).Collaborations between national governments,the private sector and the international com-munity can also support the creation and shar-ing of technical knowledge, building uponexisting entrepreneurial cultures; innovatingand delivering new models for financing andintellectual property sharing, and supportingthe demonstration of complex technologieswith strategic value. Such international, public-private, collaborations are able to achieve thesefunctions through education and capacity
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building for companies, Business Clusters andagencies, and also through protections for in-tellectual property and the provision of eco-nomic resources and legal conditions requiredto enable commercial risk-taking.Finally, public and private agencies can alsoconduct a facilitating and mediating role be-tween entrepreneurs and their market clients.This role includes awareness raising activities,information sharing and simple communica-tion of ideas and opportunities to clean tech-nology providers and firms adopting thesetechnologies within their processes. Such ac-tivities constitute the intangible assets ofhuman capacity necessary to make marketswork, beyond the more easily measured finan-cial barriers. Here, governments, other stake-holders, and companies can draw upontechnical support and advice from a range ofinternational collaborations and networks topromote clean technology and small businessdevelopment.
Innovation Finance ProductsInnovation finance includes those instrumentsaimed at providing companies interested inclean technologies with early stage financingand risk capital not available from traditionalfinancing sources, such as seed capital, venturecapital, soft loans and loan guarantees. In this framework, governments and investorscan also provide funding to bolster private sec-tor lending to firms interested in clean technol-ogy on preferential terms, like lower interestrates, more flexible collateral and repaymentconditions, or by providing loan guarantees.Such form of support could help firms access-ing to finance thus overcoming one of the mostsignificant barriers to clean technology deploy-ment in emerging economies where the highcost of capital and business financing for de-ploying clean technologies often reflects a lackof awareness on behalf of local banks about therelated opportunities, which translates into

higher financial risk assessments, and thelonger supply chains inherent to the marketstructure of many clean technology businesses. Building upon the above described basis, gov-ernment-backed support for concessional orflexible loans creates the risk that the deploy-ment of clean technologies becomes dependentupon non-market financing; therefore, to miti-gate this risk, and facilitate a longer-term tran-sition to market-based financing, soft loans andcredit guarantees must be issued through com-mercial banks which set their own financialand technical criteria. Innovation finance canalso operate on the demand side. To this aim,the most important instrument to promotegrowth in clean technology markets is technol-ogy-specific consumer credit which can over-come the financial barriers surrounding highcapital cost goods, such as off-grid renewableenergy technologies (RETs). For example, ahigh demand for solar water heaters (SWHs) inTunisia was stimulated by making availablelow-cost commercial loans, offered specificallyfor SWHs. These technology-specific creditmarkets have enabled, and were enabled by,greater awareness and acceptance for SWHs,lowering risk premiums. 
Market Development MechanismsA range of instruments aim to increase demandfor the products of local SMEs and facilitate theoverall growth of the clean technology market.The main purpose of demand-side instrumentsis to reduce commercial uncertainties for busi-nesses supplying clean technologies, thus re-ducing investment risk. Support for consumerfinancing, as discussed earlier, is an importantmean to stimulate the growth of clean technol-ogy markets at the household level. Addition-ally, several measures to stimulate industrialdemand for clean technology can be supportedby governments with special focus on renew-able energies such as feed in tariffs, renewableenergy certificates.
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The feed in tariffs are the most well-known in-struments to strengthen market demand forgrid-connected technologies in developedcountries. However, given that FITs operate asa cross subsidy, where the cost of tariff-sup-ported renewable energy technology is dividedamong all grid-connected consumers, this par-ticular instrument becomes less economicallyviable and relevant in lower-income countrieswhere levels of energy access remain low. Re-newable energy certificates or obligations aregovernment-imposed mandatory targets forutilities to generate a share of their power fromrenewables, that normally result in the cre-ation of certificates which can be traded, pro-viding a market-based subsidy. While RECs are a market mechanism, theirprices are largely influenced by the regulatoryframework that creates them. Therefore, thepenalties for non-compliance must be signifi-cant, and base prices should be set high enoughto ensure energy companies are incentivized toinvest in clean technologies.
ConclusionThe energy sector, and in particular the devel-opment of renewable energies, has been oftenidentified as a priority for growth in manyAfrican countries. Several initiatives have beenlaunched by international organizations and

donors in cooperation with local governmentsto support its development. Examples of suchinitiatives span from the Geothermal Risk Mit-igation Facility (GRMF), promoted by the Ger-man and UK governments and the AfricanUnion, that provide grants for geothermal sur-face studies and drilling operations in the mostpromising geothermal prospects in Africa, tothe Scaling Solar program launched by WorldBank/IFC to promote the development of solarenergy with large-scale grid-connected solarplants via rapid, open and transparent tenderprocesses. These successful initiativeslaunched in recent years helped the develop-ment of renewable energies in the continentand will keep supporting African countries inthe coming years in achieving a sustainable en-ergy future.
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